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Summary

A large part of the work describedin this thesis is concernedwith a theoretical
characterisationof MagneticForceMicroscope(MFM) tip stray fields. The remainder
of the thesis is concernedwith a theoretical investigation of the accuracyof a
practicalmethod for characterisingthe MFM tip field - i.e. the electrontomography
reconstructionmethod.
The thesis begins with a brief discussion of the fundamentals of
ferromagnetismandthe importanceof being able to determinethe magneticstructure
of a material.
The secondchapter considersseveral different methods which have been
developedfor determiningthe magneticconfiguration of a material and particular
attention is given to Differential PhaseContrast (DPQ Lorentz microscopy (this
techniqueis the basis for three dimensionalreconstructionof a MFM tip stray field
usingelectronbeamtomography)and MagneticForceMicroscopy.In the caseof the
lattera discussionof the needto characterise,
the MFM tip field is given.
The fundamentalprinciples andthe applicationof electronbeamtomography
for the investigation of MFM tip fields are discussed in Chapter 3. Two
reconstructionalgorithms- the Algebraic ReconstructionTechnique(ART) and the
Radon Transform Method (RTM) - are considered. The latter reconstruction
techniqueis consideredin more detail since it is usedpredominatelyin this thesis.
The acquisitionof the experimentaldata setsfor tornographicreconstructionis also
describedin this chapter.
In Chapter4a theoreticalinvestigationof the effect on the tip stray field of
varying severalphysicaltip characteristicsis carriedout. A tip model is constructed
and its shape,height and the thicknessof the film coating are all varied and the
resulting tip stray field and line scan deflection data sets are investigated. A
comparisonof the deflection data generatedby the tip model and that generatedby a
practicalMFM tip is also carried out. It is found that the simulated deflection data
from the tip model compared favourably with the experimental deflection data;

ix

howeverthere is found to be a contribution to the experimentaldeflection data sets
for which the tip model does not account. Nonetheless,comparison of the
experimental and simulated deflection data gave encouragementto extend the
modelling to thecantileverandsubstrateportionsof thetip assembly.
In Chapter 5 the deflection data sets generatedby a practical MFM tip
magnetisedin two separatecasesis considered.Tip, cantilever and substratemodels
were constructedfor each case and the simulated deflection data was found to
comparefavourably with the deflectiondata generatedby the practical tip assembly.
A theoreticalinvestigationinto the characterof the strayfield from the cantileverand
substrateportions of the tip assemblyis undertakenand the conclusionis that the
magnitudeof the strayfield from the cantileverand substrateis small in the vicinity
of the tip but is spreadover a largedistanceandas a result contributesgreatlyto the
deflectiondatageneratedby the MFM tip assembly.
In Chapter6, a theoreticalinvestigationof the effect on the accuracyof the
RTM reconstructedstray field that the cantilever and substratecontribution to the
MFM tip assembly'sdeflection data set is undertaken.it is found that althoughthe
RTM reconstructionmethodcan producea relatively accuraterepresentationof the
MFM tip field, the cantileverand substratecontribution doesreducethe accuracyof
the reconstructedtip field. Two separatemethods for reducing the error in the
reconstructedtip field are considered.It is found that thesemethods producevery
accuraterepresentationsof the tip field even when the exactcantilever and substrate
contribution is not known. The accuracy of the tip assembly's stray field
reconstructedusing the ART is also consideredand it is found that ART does not
produceasaccuratea representationof the MFM tip field asis obtainedusing RTM.
The effect of the electronprobesize and the manualalignmentof the deflection line
scanson the accuracyof the reconstructedstrayfield are alsoinvestigated.
In Chapter7 two moreMIFM tips of a distinct physicalcharacterare modelled
andtheir stray fields and deflectiondatasetsareinvestigated.
Conclusionsand suggestions
for further work are given in Chapter8.
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Chapter 1

Ferromagnetism and Magnetic Materials

1.1

Ferromagnetism

A ferromagnetic material is one which possessesa spontaneousnon-zero net
magneticmoment below a well defined temperaturecalled the Curie Temperature
(Tc). Eachatom of a ferromagneticmaterialhas associatedwith it a magneticdipole
moment.This predominatelyarisesfrom the spin of the unpairedelectronsin the 3d
or 4f shells - the orbital angularmoment having beeneffectively quenched.Above
the Curie Temperaturethe atomic magneticmomentsof the material are randomly
orienteddue to thermaleffects.
The alignment of the magneticmoments in a ferromagneticmaterial was
suggestedby Weiss[1)[21to be due to a molecular field (proportional to the
magnetisationof the system)within the material.However,Weiss assumedthat the
atomic momentswere localisedon theatomic coresandthus his work is strictly only
correct for materialssuch as in the lanthanideseries,since the 4f electronswhich
determinethe magneticpropertiesare tightly boundto the nuclei.
[31who proposed
The molecularfield was ultimately explainedby Heisenberg
a quantum mechanical interaction called the exchange interaction which acts
betweeneachatom and its nearestneighbours.The Pauli exclusion principle shows
that the wavefunctiondescribinga quantummechanicalsystemcomprisingelectrons
mustbe antisymmetric.The exchangeenergybetweentwo individual particlesdue to
theinteractionof their spinsS.
'. andý,,- is given by,

I

1)

-J(rij)Si -Sj

where rij is the separation of the moments, and J(r) is the exchange integral which is

positive for ferromapetic materials.The equationimplies that the minimum energy
stateis whenthe atomic magneticmomentslie parallelto eachother.

1.2

Energy Considerations

The magnetisationof a magneticmaterial will always seek to settle in a way that
The total energyE,,,,,is madeup from several
minimisesthe energyof the system[41
.
contributingenergies,
Elo,=Eex+E.,, +Em+Ez

(1.2)

where E,,, is the exchange energy, E,. is the anisotropy energy, E.

is the

energy and E, is the Zeeman energy. These individual

energy

mapetostatic

contributionsare consideredin the following sections.

1.2.1 Exchange Energy
The exchangeenergyof a magneticmaterial is due to the relative orientationsof
neighbouringmagneticdipoles.For a cubic structure,

Af
v

[(V

a)' + (v, 6)' + (v r)'Pv

vector (with respect
where a, A and y are the direction cosinesof the magnetisatiOn
to thecrystal axes)andA is theexchangeconstantof the materialgiven by,

2

nis

(1.4)
a

In this equationa is the lattice constantof the material,n is a constantdependingon
the crystalline structure(n=l for simple cubic, 2 for body centredcubic and 4 for
face centredcubic), J is the exchangeintegral and S is the magnitudeof the spin of
the magneticmoment.Thus, the exchangeenergyis a minimum when the spins of
the material are parallel. This results in the material displaying a non-zero
magnetisation.

1.2.2 An6otropy Energy
A magneticmaterialis consideredto be anisotropicif the magnetisation
of the
materialsettlesin a preferreddirectionin a zero field. This preferreddirectionis
often called the 'easyaxis' and is due to the crystallinenatureof the material.
from an easyaxisdirectionresultsin an
Deviationsof the material'smagnetisation
increase
of theanisotropyenergy.
For a cubic single crystal the anisotropyenergyis well defined by the first
two tennsof a seriesexpansion.

Ean

f [KI(a

2J62

+ #2 r2+Y2a

2)

+K2a2,62r2ýV

(1.5)

v
whereK, andK2 are the anisotropyconstantsof the materialwhich are dependanton
temperature.For hexagonalor uniaxialcrystalsthe anisotropyenergyis given by,

E,
ul

f [Ki(l

- r2)

+

K2(1

_; y2)2pV

(1.6)

v

where K, and K2 are againconstants.The minimum anisotropyenergyoccurswhen
themagnetisationis directedalong a preferredeasyaxis.
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1.2.3 Magnetostatic Energy
A uniformlymagnetised
magneticmaterialgenerates
a largeamountof magnetic
insidethe materialwhere
poleson its surfaces.Magneticpolesare alsogenerated
Suchmagneticpolesgenerate
thereis a divergentcomponent
of magnetisation.
stray
fieldsexternalandinternalto themagneticmaterial.Thefield is oftenreferredto as
fieldHd,andis givenby,
thedernagnetising
Iv
Hd =-f-v*
4;r
v

r2

I
MY
M-n
LL
dV+-f
ý ýdS
47r
sr2

where r is the position vectorof the point in spaceat which the field is evaluated,
and n is the outwardpointing unit vector normal to the surface.Note that V-M is
equivalentto the magneticvolumechargeand M-n is equivalentto the magnetic
surfacecharge.The subsequentenergycontribution from thedemagnetisingfield is,

E,. =-I

pof M- HddV
2v

(1.8)

wherego is the permeabilityof free space.The magnetostaticenergy is very much
dependenton the geometryof the sample.This energy is a minimum when the
material forms a closed domain structure with no magnetic poles on the surface.

1.2.4 ZeemanEnergy
The Zeeman energy arises from the interaction of a magnetic material with an
externalfield andis given by,

Ez

M- HdV

-Nf

(1.9)

v

4

whereH is the applied field. In the minimum energy state the magneticmoments
align alongthe direction of the appliedfield.
Thus themagnetisationof a magneticmaterialwill seekto settlein a way that
minimisesa combinationof all the potentialenergycontributionsdescribedhere.

1.3

Domains and Domain Walls in Ferromagnetic Thin Films

Ferromagnetsare found to possessa spontaneous
net magneticmomentbelow a well
defined temperaturecalled the Curie Temperature.To explain this Weiss[1)[21
suggestedthe existenceof magneticdomainsin ferromagnets,in which the atomic
magneticmomentswerealignedparallelover a muchlargervolume of solid thanhad
151
previouslybeenexpected.This was indirectly confirmedby the Barkhausen effect
in which the reorientation of domains causeddiscrete changesin the magnetic
induction of a ferromagnet.Several years later Bitter[61directly confirmed the
existenceof domainsfrom observationsof patternson the surfacesof ferromagnetic
materialsusing a very fine magneticpowder suspendedin a carrier fluid which was
spreadon thesurfaceof the material.
The boundariesbetweendomainsare known asdomain walls. A domainwall
is thereforea regionof thematerialwheretheorientationof the magnetisationrotates
from one domain to the orientationof the magnetisationin a neighbouringdomain.
The total angular displacementacross a domain wall is often 900 or 180"particularly in cubic materialsasthe cubic anisotropyensuresthat directions at right
angles to the magnetisationin a given domain are also magnetically easy axes.
Domain walls are often found to be 10 to 100nmwide. There are varioustypes of
domain wall and the typewhich occursis dependenton the specimenthickness.One
dimensionaldiagramsof the 180' Bloch Wall[71,1800
Neel wallf8Jandthe 1800crosstie wall are illustratedin fig. 1.1.

5
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Fig. LI: Diagram illustrating the in-plane view of the magnetisation of a thin film.
(a) 180'Bloch wall,
(b) 180'Neel wall,
(c) 180'cross-tie wall.
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In a Bloch wall (in fig. I. I(a)) the magnetisationof the ferromagneticspecimen
rotatesout of the planeof the thin film specimen.As the specimenthicknessreduces
a Neel wall can form (see fig. 1.1(b)) in which the magnetisationof the specimen
rotatesin the planeof the film. A cross-tiewall (seefig. 1.1(c))is a combinationof
the Bloch and Neel walls in that the magnetisationvector rotatesboth in and out of
the planeof the thin film specimen.

1.4

Scopeof this Thesis

In this chapter we have discussedthe origin of fen-omagnetismin a magnetic
material.We havealso discussedthe total energyof a magneticsystemand the fact
that a magnetic material will always seek to settle in a configuration which
minimisesthe total energyof the system.This minimisation of the total energygives
rise to regionsof uniform magnetisationknown asdomainswhich arr,surroundedby
domainwalls.
The specific domain structure of a magnetic material provides important

information on the magneticpropertiesof the material. Knowledge of the domain
structure is therefore vital for the study of materialssuch as magnetic recording
media. Many techniquesexist for the determinationof magneticdomain structure
and we will discussseveralof thesein Chapter2. We will takea specific interestin
magneticforcemicroscopy.
A magnetic force microscope (MFM) is essentially a ferromagnetic tip
scannedover a magneticspecimen.The tip-specimeninteraction force is monitored
and is used to generatethe NIFM image. For quantitative information on the
specimenmagnetisationfrom the NfFM imagewe requireto deconvolvethe tip stray
field from the image.To do this we must havea quantitativemeasureof the tip stray
field. The desire to quantitatively characterisethe MFM tip field is the principal
concernof this thesis.In Chapter3a practicaltechniquefor imaging the field from
the ferromagnetictip - called electronbeamtomography- is discussed.

7

The main aims of this thesis are 1) to determine which physical
characteristics of a MFM tip are the most important for defining the character of the
tip stray field, 2) to determine the character of the stray field generated by the tip's
associated structure, and 3) to determine the affect that the associated tip structure
has on the tomographically reconstructed tip stray field.

In Chapter4 we discussthe constructionof a model for a ferromagnetic
MJFMtip. Severalmodelsare constructedand are usedfor a theoreticalinvestigation
into the characterof the tip stray field. Following this in Chapter 5 we conduct a
theoretical investigationinto the characterof the stray field generatedby the tip's
associatedstructure.Theoretical modelsconstructedin Chapter5 are then used in
Chapter 6 to investigate the effect that the associatedtip structure has on the
tomographicallyreconstructedtip stray field. Comparisonsbetween experimental
and simulated reconstructedtip fields are also carried out. These allow us to
comment with some authority on the accuracy(or otherwise) of the experimental
reconstructedtip fields. Finally in Chapter7 we conducta theoreticalinvestigationof
the characterof the field from two further ferromagnetictips.

References
(1] WeissP, (1906), Compt.Rend, 143,pp 1136
[2) WeissP, (1907),J. Phys.,6, pp 661
[3] HeisenbergW, (1928),Z Physik,49, pp 619
[41LandauL andLiftshitz E, (1935),Phys.Z Sowjetunion,8, pp 153
[5] BarkhausenH, (1919),Z Physik,20, pp 401
[6] Bitter F, (1931), Phys.Rev.,38, pp 1903
[71Bloch F, (1932),Physik,74, pp 295
[81Neel L, (1955),ComptesRendus,241,pp533
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Chapter 2

MagneticImaging Techniques

2.1

Introduction

As statedin Chapter1, the specificdomain structureof a magneticmaterialprovides
importantinformationon themagneticpropertiesof the material.Thusany technique
which provides a quantitative measureof a material's domain structureis of great
use and we consider severalsuch techniquesin this chapter. We begin by briefly
considering optical techniquesin Section 2.2. Following this we consider both
electrontechniques(in Section2.3) and then MagneticForceMicroscopy(MFM) in
moredetail sincethesetechniquesare fundamentalto this thesis.

2.2

Optical Techniquesfor Magnetic Imaging

2.2.1 The Bifter Technique
One of the simplesttechniques
developedfor the observation
of magneticdomains
by BitteP. Ms techniqueinvolvesthe useof a very fine
wasfirst demonstrated
in a carrierliquid whichis spreadon the surfaceof the
magneticpowdersuspended
Thefine magneticparticlesof thePowderaccumulate
materialunderinvestigation.
at
regionson the materialsurfacewherethe magneticfield gradientis greatest- this
occurswheredomainwallsmeetthematerialsurface.Thepatternsformedin thefine

9

powder can be observedthrough an optical microscope.With modem ferrofluid
preparationsa resolutionof betterthan approximatelyone micron is achievable.This
technique is limited by the fact that it does not give any information about the
domainwall structuresor the direction of magnetisationwithin domains.

2.2.2 Faraday and Kerr NUcroscopy
Two further optical microscopytechniquesmakeuse of the Faradayand Keff
The Faradayeffect manifestsitself as the rotation of the plane of
effects[21
.
mediumin the presence
of a
polarisationof light transmittedthrougha transparent
magneticfield with componentparallelto the directionof light propagation.The
Kerr effectoccurswhenpolarisedlight is reflectedfrom the surfaceof a magnetic
materialandagainresultsin a rotationof the polarisationof the light. Note that in
both casesthe rotationof the polarisationof the light is a linearfunction of the
Investigationsof the domainstructuresof magnetic
specimen'smagnetisation.
slicesof a magnetic
samplesusingtheFaradayeffectis limited to thin transparent
material.On the other hand the Keff effect can be used for imaging domain
structureson thesurfacesof anymagneticsample(providedthe surfaceis smooth).
We nowconsiderelectrontechniques
of magneticimaging.

2.3

Electron Techniques for Magnetic Imaging

2.3.1 Lorentz Deflection of Moving Electrons
Firstlyweconsidertheimportantinteractionbetweenmovingelectronsandmagnetic
inductionfrom a thin magneticfilm [3)Considerfig. 2.1whichshowsa diagramof a
.
film
illuminated
by
thin magnetic
a parallelbeamof electrons.Notethattheincident
beamof electrons
is perpendicular
to theplaneof thefilm.
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Fig. 2.1: Diagram showing the Lorentz deflection experienced by electrons passing
through a magnetic thin film with a 180 'domain wall.

Classically an electron moving with a velocity y in a magnetic induction B

experiencesa forceF given by,
(2.1)

F=evxB

This is known as the Lorentz force and results in the electrons deflecting from their
original path through an angle given by,

ý ßL ý ß = e. f B(x, z)dz
-, li

(2.2)

where B.,(x,z) is the y component of magnetic induction at point (x,z), e is the charge
of an electron, A is the relativistically corrected electron wavelength and h is Plancks
constant. In the special case that no stray field is escaping from the film and the film
thickness t is constant, then equation (2.2) becomes,

18L= 18,=

eBI Al
/I

(2.3)

where B, is the saturation induction of the film. Thus for a 50nm thick magnetic film
with a saturation induction of 0.5T, electrons accelerated to 200keV will be deflected
by 0.015mrad. This is significantly smaller than the first Bragg angle of a typical
magnetic material which is of the order of 10mrads.

Quantum mechanically,the interaction between moving electronsand the
specimen was described by Aharonov and Bohm [41. They postulated that two
electrons originating from the same point and travelling the same distance to another
coincident point by different paths, have a phase difference which is proportional to
the magnetic flux N enclosed by the two paths, seefig. 2.2.

electron
source

N 1,4Y

electrons
rejoin

Fig. 2.2: Diagram showing two electrons originating from the same point and
rejoining at anotherpoint but travelling along different paths enclosinga magnetic
flux N.

The phaseshift 0, is given by,

0=

27reN
h

(2.4)

For a plane wave incident on a thin magneticfilm (as in fig. 2.1) the phaseshift
betweentwo electronsat pointsx, andx2(on thex axis) is,

4X2

-x')=

2rei ýx
B, (x)dx
h

(2.5)
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A magneticfilm maythereforebe consideredto be a strongbut slowly varyingphase
object, and Lorentz microscopy is in fact a technique for revealing phasecontrast.

2.3.2 Image Formation in a Conventional Transmission Electron
Microscope (CTEM)
Fig.2.3 showsa diagramof theessentialcomponents
of a CTEM.Situatedatthetop
is theelectrongunwhichis thesourceof theelectrons
in a CTEM.
of themicroscope
The Phillips CM20(Scanning)
TEM at the Universityof Glasgowhasa thermally
field emissionelectrongun(FEG).Hereelectronsaredrawnfrom a sharptip
assisted
by an anodehaving a potentialdifferenceof approximately4kV. A seriesof
accelerator
ringsthen raisethe electronvoltageto 200kV.The electronsthenpass
lensesand the upperportion of the objectivelenswhich
throughtwo condenser
controlthe positionandthe angularconvergence
of the electronsat the specimen.
The lower objectivelens is the imageforming componentand the intermediate
lensesmagnifyandprojecttheimageontotheviewingscreen.

V

FEG

Condenserlens 1
Condenserlens2
Upper Objective lens
Specimen
Lower Objective lens

Intermediatelens

Imageplane
Fig. 2.3: Diagram of the essentialcomponentsof a CTEM.
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If we assumethat the electronsourceis very small andis situatedfar awayfrom the
specimenthen we may take the incident electron wavesas plane wavesgiven by
Vo(x,y) =e

with k= 11A.On leaving the specimenthe electron wave function

becomes,
(X9

Vfl

y)=f (x,Al. (x,y)

(2.6)

whereftx, y) is the specimentransmittancefunction and is equal to e'o("Y)where
ýx, y) is the two dimensionalextensionof equation(2.5).
At the diffraction plane the electron disturbance g(k.,,ky) is given by the

FourierTransformof the specimen'stransmittancefunction,

g(k,, ky)=FTff(x,

y)l=fff(x,

y)exp[-2)7i(kxx+kyy)ýxdy

(2.7)

The wave is then modified by the transfer function of the imaging systemt(k,,ky)
given by,

#ý,,

ky) = A(k.,, kjýýb

; dC

exp

(2.8)

)2

A'(kx2+2 ky
,
2

1xy
exp YdAzA(k2+k2

(2.9)

(2.10)

where A(kky) is the pupil function, which is equal to I within the objective aperture

and 0 outsideit, C, is the contribution from the sphericalaberrationof the objective
lens, ýbis thecontributionfrom the defocus,C, is the sphericalaberrationcoefficient
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and Az is the defocus. Note that for magnetic imaging the spherical aberration
usuallymakesa negligiblecontributionto thefinal image[31andthereforein equation
(2.8) we can take 4ý =IThus the electron disturbance at the image plane T(xy)

is the Fourier

Transformof the modified electrondisturbanceat the diffraction plane,

T(x, y) = FTfg(k,,, ky)t(kx, ky)l
)t(k.,, k, )exp[2ni(k.,
x+k, y)ýkxdky (2.11)
=ffg(k.,, k,

The intensity of the image on the image plane I(xy) is given by the modulus squared

of equation(2.11),
IT(X,

I(X, Y) =

Yý2

(2.12)

This details the formation of an image on the image plane. We know consider the

FresnelandFoucaultmodesfor magneticimagingin a CTEM.

2.3.3 Fresnel mode of Lorentz Nficroscopy in a CTEM
Fig. 2.4 shows a diagram describing the nature of the contrast obtained from the
Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy. Note that the object plane is not coincident
with the specimen plane (the objective lens is focused on a plane either above or
below the specimen) thus phase changes are converted into intensity changes.
Domain walls will therefore be observed as bright or dark lines due to a greater or
lesser number of electrons in the defocus plane. Domains will be observed as a
uniform

background. Note that if the electron beam is sufficiently coherent then

interference fringes will be observed in the bright bands representing domain walls.
This is because of the interference between the overlapping wavefronts.
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Intensity on upper plane

--------------

------

----------------------------

Upper Plane
--------

ower Plane

Intensity on lower plane

Fig. 2.4: Diagram of the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy. Note that the object
plane is either above or below the specimen thereby converting phase changes to
intensity changes.

Sincethe object plane is not coincidentwith the specimenplane then there is a nonzero defocusdz, thusin equation(2.8) ýi, is non zero.Also the objective apertureis
generallynot used in the Fresnelmode and we thereforetake A(k",ky) in equation
(2.8) to be effectively 1. Thus the electrondisturbanceat the imageplane 'F(xy) is
given by,
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T(x, y) = FTJg(kx, k, ); (kx, ky)l
b

(2.13)

Recall from equation (2.12) that the electron intensity on the image plane is the
modulus of equation (2.13) squared.

The advantageof the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy is that it is
relatively easy to implement and gives high contrastimages. However this mode
doesnot provide any direct quantitative information on the mapetisation direction
of domainsandis thereforeprimarily usedin the study of domain walls and domain
geometry.

2.3.4 Foucault mode of Lorentz AUcroscopyin a CTEM
Fig. 2.5 showsa diagramillustratingthe Foucaultmode of Lorentzmicroscopy
whichis an in-focusimagingmode(unliketheFresnelmode).For a specimen
such
as in fig. 2.5 (i.e. a thin film containing two domains with anti-parallel
thezeroorderdiffractionspotis split into two individualspotsby the
magnetisation)
Lorentzdeflectionsof theelectronspassingthroughthespecimen.
An aperturein the
backfocalplane(theobjectiveaperture)is usedto hideoneof the spotssothatonly
electronswith a positiveLorentzdeflectionangleOLcontributeto the final image
observedon the imageplane.This resultsin the domainwith magnetisation
out of
brightandthedomainwith magnetisation
into thepage
thepagein fig. 2.5appearing
darkon theimageplane.
appearing
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Incident
electron
beams
Magnetic thin
fllm specimen

Objectivelens

Objective
aperture

Image plane
Intensity on
image plane

Fig. 2.5: Diagram of the Foucault mode of Lorentz microscopy.

In equation (2.8) the pupil function A(k,, ky) will be non zero (since the objective
aperture is used) and ý, =1 (since this is an in focus imaging mode and thus Az is

zero).Thus theelectrondisturbanceat the imageplaneis given by,

T(x, y) = FTJg(k., ky)A(k.,, ky)l

(2.14)

where the electron intensity at the image plane is given by equation (2.12).

The Foucault mode of Lorentz microscopy is again relatively simple to
implement and is a high contrastimaging mode.The advantagethis modehas over
the Fresnelmode of Lorentz microscopyis that not only doesit give information on
the geometryof the magneticdomainsbut also gives information on the direction of
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the magnetisationin individual domains.However as with the Fresnel mode the
Foucault mode does not provide quantitative information on the sample
magnetisation.Neverthelessthe Fresneland Foucaultmodesof Lorentz microscopy
complementeachother and do allow an easyinvestigationof the magneticproperties
of a thin film.

2.3.5 Image Formation in a Scanning Transmission Electron Nficroscope
(STEM)
Fig. 2.6 shows a diagram illustrating the planes of interest for the operationof a
STEM.

Condenser
aperture plane

exp(2;dkz)

Incident wave

t(kxky)exp(2;dkz)

Emergentwave

10
k,

Incident wave
Emergentwave

x

Objective
lens

Specimen

vo(xy)
JTX-XO,
Y-yo)vo(xy)

Detector

I(XOIYO)

output signal

plane

k,

Fig. 2.6: Imageformation in a STEM

Let us take the electronwave illuminating the probeforming apertureto be a plane
wave. The electron disturbanceincident on the specimenplane, qfo(x,y), is the
FourierTransformof theelectronwave function at the probeforming aperture,
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(x, y)

)exp[- 2ni(k., kyy)]dk.,dky
x,
=ff t(k, k,

where t(k.,,k, ) is as defined in equations (2.8) to (2.10) with the pupil function,
spherical aberration coefficient and defocus all referring to the probe forming lens.
For reasons of mathematical expediency we assume that the electron probe
remains stationary and centred on the optic axis whilst the specimen is scanned
beneath it. If at a particular time a point on the specimen with coordinates (xoyo) is
coincident with the optic axis then the electron disturbance leaving the bottom
surface of the specimen may be written in the form,

yfl(Xly) =f (x -X., y-Y. )VO(X, y)
The detectorsin a STEM are normally positionedin the far field with respectto the
specimen so that the electron wave arriving at the detector plane is the Fourier
Transfon-nof v, (x, y) For a detectorwhoseresponsefunction is R(k.,,ky) then the
.
imagesignalI(xoyo)is given by,

I(x(y)=

ff R(kx, kjf

)]dýXdy12
f VI (x,
dkxdky
y)exp[-27ü(kxx+kyy
(2.17)

For a more detailed discussion on image formation in a STEM see Chapman[31 We
.
implemented
Differential
Phase
Contrast
(DPQ
imaging
in a
mode
now consider the
STEM.

2.3.6 DPC mode of Lorentz Microscopy in a STEM
The detectorfitted to the JEOL 2000 and CM20 STEM's at the Universityof
Thegeometry
Glasgowis aneightsegment
photodiodemadeby oxford Instruments.
of the detectorallows the implementationof DPC and modifiedDPC (MDPC)
modesof Lorentzmicroscopy(weconsiderthe MDPC modein Section2.3.7).We
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begin by consideringthe standardDPC imaging modewhich was first introducedby
Dekkersand de Lang[51(1974) and was further developedfor magneticimaging by
Chapmanet al[61(1978).Note that DPC imaging requiresa four segmentdetectoras
illustratedin fig. 2.7(a).
In the case of no specimen in the microscopecolumn the lensessituated
below the specimen (i.e. the post-specimenlenses) are used to ensure that the
electron beamis centredon the detector,see fig. 2.7(a). It is clear that in this case
there must be equal currents falling on eachof the detector'squadrantsand as a
result thedifferencesignalsof the segmentsA-D and B-C will be zero.In the caseof
a magneticspecimenbeingpresentin the microscopecolumn then the electronbeam
will be deflectedby the specimeninduction and as a result the current failing on the
quadrantsof the detectorwill not be equal,seefig. 2.7(b). Providedthe deflection of
the electronbeamon the detector PLis small relative to the probe angle a then the
difference signals A-D and B-C will be linearly proportional to the Lorentz
deflection angleh and thustheintegratedcomponentsof magneticinduction.

Bright
Field,
Disc

(a) Brightfield disc centred
on four segmentdetector.

(b) Deflected brightfield
disc on detector.

Fig. 2.7: Diagram illustrating the(a) centredand (b) deflectedbrightfield disc on
thefour segmentdetector.
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Considerfig. 2.7(b) which showsthe deflectedbright field disc at the detector.If we
denotetheeffectivecameralengthof the ImageForming lens asL, then the radiusof
the bright field disc on the detectorwill be La (where a is the probe angle).If we
assumethat a is much largerthan PL(typically a is of the order of at leastfive times
largerthan PJ then the signalsrecordedby individual quadrantsof the detectorwill
be approximately,

IB

ý- ID

ý[4+

'= lC

=[

]I
afl, Lý

]I
Lý
afl,

where I denotesthe intensity of the electron beam. It follows that the difference
signal betweenthe quadrants(B+D) and(A+C) is given by,
(IB

+ I,

(IA+
)) -

Ic) = 4afiLeI

(2.20)

This shows (using a classical argument) that the DPC signal is linearly proportional
to the Lorentz deflection angle of the electron beam and is therefore also linearly
proportional to the integrated magnetic induction. It therefore follows that DPC

imaging can be usedto map the integratedmagneticinduction from a thin film, or
the integratedmagneticinduction escapingfrom a magneticrecordingheador indeed
from a MagneticForce Microscope (MIFM) tip (we will considerMFM in Section
2.4).We now considertheMDPC imagingmodeof Lorentzmicroscopy.

2.3.7 MDPC mode of Lorentz Microscopy in a STEM
The DPC contrastfrom a real specimenalwayscontainsboth magneticandnonmagnetic components(for example non-magneticcontrast arising from the
In somecasesthe non-magnetic
crystallinestructureof thespecimen).
contrastfrom
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a specimendominatesover the magneticcontrast making it almost impossible to
extract any quantitative magneticinformation. Since we are only interestedin the
magnetic contrast, the non-magneticcontrast is consideredto be noise and any
methodfor reducingthis noisecontribution is highly desirable.

Fig. 2.8: Diagram of the 8 segment detector used in both STEM's at the University
of Glasgow. Note thatfor MDPC imaging only segmentsA, AC and D are used.

Chapman et al[71(1990) introduced a simple modification to the existing DPC
technique.The MDPC techniquemade use of an annular detector surroundinga
standardfour quadrantDPC detector,see fig. 2.8. MDPC imagesare acquiredby
using the annular detector which provides information about the position of the
bright field disc (clearlythe bright field disc must overlaponto the annulardetector).
The annulardetectoris relatively insensitiveto any intensity modulationswithin it
and as such is well suitedfor revealingthe low spatialfrequencycomponentof the
signal.Electronsin the centralpart of the bright field disc (detectedby the standard
DPC detector)contain no information about the low spatial frequencycomponents
(but do contain information about the higher spatial frequencycomponentof the
signal) and can only contributeto the noisein the imageof a slowly varying object.
Sincethe magneticcontrastof interestis of low spatialfrequencyand non-magnetic
contrast (e.g. from the crystalline nature of the sample) is of a higher spatial
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frequencythen the MDPC detectordetectsmagneticcontrastwith a far higher signal
to noise ratio than is possible from standard DPC imaging.
The advantage of DPC and NIDPC modes of Lorentz microscopy is that they

provide quantitative information on the components of magnetic induction
perpendicularto the trajectory of the electrons.A standardincoherentbright field
image (containing structural information about the specimensuch as grain size,
defectsetc.) is also recordedsimultaneously(the bright field image being the sum
imageon the detector).The contrastof DPC and MDPC imagesis approximatelya
linear function of the Lorentz deflectionangle which is itself a linear function of the
integratedmagneticinduction. Thus calibration of DPC imagesis relatively simple
to implement.

2.4

Magnetic Force Microscopy

In 1985 Binning and Rohrerý83invented the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM)
which is capable of high spatial resolution of the order 0.2nm. The essential feature
of the STM is that the structural character of a specimen is revealed through the
interaction between a sharp needle - the tip - and a flat electrode - the specimen. An
image is formed by scanning the sample under the tip (or scanning the tip over the
sample) in a raster fashion. Following the introduction of the STM several variants
were rapidly developed and in each case the same principle of monitoring the
interaction between a tip and sample was central to their operation. We now consider
one specific variant of the STM and that is the Magnetic Force Microscope[91
(MFM).
In a MFM a sharp ferromagnetic tip is mounted on (or is sometimes part of) a
sensitive cantilever. The cantilever itself is mounted on a piezoelectric bimorph
which is used to control the static height of the tip or to oscillate it with a constant
amplitude (typically in the range of I to 10nm). The magnetic specimen under
investigation is scanned under the tip and the interaction force between the tip's
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magnetisationand the stray field from the specimenresultsin the cantileverbending
towardsor awayfrom the specimen.The deflection of the cantileveris measuredby
an optical sensor- usually an optical interferometer.This is known as the Static
of the interactionforce
modeof operationof a MFM andgives a direct measurement
betweenthe tip and specimen.High spatialresolution has been achievedwith this
however this mode can be
method (resolution of 10nm has been reportedI101)
influencedby thermaldrift. A methodwhich overcomesthis problem is the Dynamic
modeof operationof a NIFM which measuresthe force gradientinsteadof the force
itself.
In the Dynamicmodethe cantileveris setvibrating at a frequencycloseto its
resonantfrequency(which is typically 10 to IOOkHz).The specimenis againscanned
under the tip and in this case the tip-specimeninteraction changesthe effective
spring constantof the cantileverand thus alters its resonantfrequency.This change
in the frequencyof vibration of the cantilever is reflectedin a small changeto the
amplitudeof the vibration. The changein the amplitudeof vibration is measuredby
the optical interferometerand is included into a feedbackloop which adjuststhe
signal to the Z piezo which maintains a constant amplitude of vibration of the
cantilever. The signal to the Z piezo is used to generatethe MFM image and
representsa measureof the gradient of the interaction force betweenthe tip and
specimen.

Lock In

0

output
(force
gradient)

Oscillator
Optical
fibre
Piezoelectric
bimorph

Servo
Electronics
tip
sample

output
(contour)

Scanners
cantilever
Fig. 2.9: Block diagram of a magnetic force microscope. (Rugar et all"l)
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The magnetic specimen under investigation is mounted on a stage whose in-plane
position can be controlled by piezoelectric sensors (the sensors are excited to scan
the specimen below the tip in a controlled manner). Fig. 2.9 shows a standardblock
diagram of an MFM.

Fig. 2.10 showsa MLFMimageof three separatetracks written in a magnetic
recording media. If we assume, 1) that the recording media is smooth so that the
MFM image does not include any contrast due to the topography of the specimen, 2)
the tip magnetisation was not altered by the stray field from the specimen and 3) that
the specimen magnetisation was not altered by the stray field from the tip (this is
analogous to the tip and sample both being magnetically hard), then the MFM image
represents a direct measurement of the component of the tip-specimen interaction
force (or force gradient) normal to the cantilever.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.10: MFM image of three separate tracks (20,um in length) with transitions
spacedevery (a) I. -5A&n,
(b) 2.5A#n,
(c) 5A&napart.

The total force experienced by the tip, Fip, is given by,
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m
lip

where Mip(-rl

sanoe

+

)ýv

(2.21)

-r'

is the magnetisation of the volume element in the tip and

Mperimen(r+rj is the specimen stray field acting on the elemental volume, see fig.
2.11. Thus a MFM image maps the scalar component of the tip-specimen interaction,
FmFm,given by,

(2.22)

FuFm= F,, -h
p

where h is the unit vector normal to the cantilever (again seefig. 2.11).

Specimen

Fig. 2.11: Geometry used in calculating the tip-specitnen interaction given in
equations 2.22 and 2.23 (Grutterl 121).

It is often the case that the specimenstray field is the quantity of interest - for
example in magneticrecording applications.However as equation (2.22) shows,a
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MFM imageis a map of a convolutionof the tip magnetisationand the samplestray
field. It thereforefollows that to extract quantitative information on the specimen
strayfield from a MFM imagethen we must havea quantitativeknowledgeof the tip
magnetisationsothat the specimenstrayfield may bedeconvolvedfrom theimage.
In the more complex (and more realistic) non-ideal caseof MFM imaging
wherethe magnetisationof the tip is alteredby the strayfield from the specimen,and
the magnetisationof the specimenis alteredby the stray field from the tip then we
still require to have a quantitative knowledgeof the tip magnetisation.However in
this caseknowledgeof the initial tip magnetisation,the shapeof the tip, the natureof
its magneticstructureand a correct accountingfor changesin the magnetisationof
the tip and/orspecimenwill all haveto be takeninto accountin order that a function
for deten-ninationof the requiredspecimenstray field from a NffM imagemay be
determined.
This requirement to characterise quantitatively the magnetisation of a MFM

tip is the motivation behind all the researchundertakenfor this thesis.In the next
chapterwe considera techniquefor the quantitativedeterminationof a tip strayfield
(from which a non uniquetip magnetisationcan be calculated)- called electronbeam
tomography.
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Chapter 3

Fundamentals of Electron Beam Tomography for
the study of Magnetic Force Microscope Tips

3.1

Introduction

Tomographyis the methodfor reconstructionof the interior of an object from its image
projectionsobtained with a suitable radiation. Electron beam tomographyis the term
usedwhen a transmissionelectronmicroscopeis usedto collect the projectionswhich
are then usedto reconstructthe object in its entirety. Other typesof tomographyexist
such as CAT-scan imaging (ComputerisedAxial Tomography) which uses density
projectionsof biological samplesobtained using X-rays, to reconstructthe original
object. Theonly differencesbetweenelectronbeamtomographyandCAT-scanimaging
is the radiationanddetectorsusedin the processof collecting theobject's projections.
Tomography was originally developedfor the three dimensional imaging of
non-crystallinebiological structures- for exampleDeRosierand Klugil](1968) imaged
chromosomes.The emergenceof tomography coincided with the developmentof
computerswhich allowed the processingof large amountsof data in a suitably short
time.
The three dimensional reconstruction methods used for tomography are
traditionallyclassified into two groups- Fourier reconstructionmethodsand real space
definedasalgorithmswhich operatein Fourierspace
methocis'21(31
. Fourier methodsare
- in that the Fourier transform of the object is reconstructedfrom the Fourier
transformationsof the projections (the real spacedistribution of the object is then
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obtainedby inverseFourier transformation).Real spacemethods,as the namesuggests,
aredefinedasthosewhich carry out all reconstructioncalculationsin real space.
Throughoutthis thesiswe useelectronbeamtomographyfor the determination
of MIFM tip fields. This techniquewas originally used to image magneticrecording
headfields and wasdevelopedby a researchgroupin Duisburg(Elsbrocket al.[41'1985;
Significant modificationsto existing tomographytechniqueswere
Stecket al.151,1990).
required so that electron beam tomographycould be used for the determinationof a
stray field - most importantly a density function of a biological specimenis a scalar
function, whereasmagneticfield is a three dimensionalfunction. The projection of a
magneticfield in electronbeamtomographyis a planar (deflection) vector. This is due
to the fact that the electron-strayfield interaction deflects the beam from its original
path and the final deflection representsan integral of field componentsalong the
electronbeamtrajectory.
The Duisburg group carried out their approachby using a scanningelectron
microscope (SEM) for the collection of the electron beam deflection data and a
reconstructiontechniquebasedon the Fourier and Radon(61transforms- this technique
will subsequentlybe referred to as the Radon Transform Method (RTM). Note that
RTM allows a determinationof the threedimensionalstrayfield from either component
of thedeflectiondata andis a Fourier reconstructionmethod.
A separatetechniquefor the reconstructionof recording head stray field was
developed by Matsuda et al.171(
1990). This technique is based on the Algebraic
Reconstructiontechnique (ART), which was originally developed for the three
1970)but modified to
dimensionalimaging of biological structuresby Gordon et a]J81(
dealwith a vectorfunction insteadof a scalarfunction. An advantageof ART is that it
can produce an accuraterepresentationof the object of measurementwith fewer
projections- this thereforeallows an ordinary tilting stage(say+/-5()) to be used.
For stray field reconstructionusing either the ART or RTM reconstruction
techniques,the projectionsof the MFM tip fields are acquiredin a STEM using DPC
Lorentz microscopy(seeSection2.3.6). In this chapterwe give a detailed introduction
to the general principle, the mathematical description and the experimental
implementationof electron beam tomographyfor the three dimensional imaging of
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MFM tip fields. We consider both the ART and RTM methodsbut we pay special
attention to the RTM method which is used extensively throughout this thesis.

3.2

The General Principle of Three Dimensional Reconstruction

and its Application to Determining the MFM Tip Field
The principle of the three dimensionalreconstructionof an object from its projections
can be understoodfrom the fundamental relationship between the object and its
projections. In this thesis we make use of a Fourier Technique, i.e. the RTM
reconstructiontechnique(and to a much lesserextent the ART which is a real space
method),which we begin by consideringin its basic scalarform - i.e. densityelectron
beam tomography- in which a density function is suitable for defining the object of
measurement.In Section 3.2.2 we discuss the derivation of the RTM tornographic
algorithm for vectormagneticstray field and then we briefly consider ART in Section
3.2.3.

3.2.1 The Fourier Method
TheFourier Transformprovidesan alternativerepresentationof an objectby breakingit
down into a seriesof trigonometric basisfunctions. In the following, we make use of
complex exponential waves of the form exp(2;dk - r) instead of sine and cosine
functionsfor reasonsof mathematicalease.Note that r= (x, y, z) is the position vector
of theobject, andk is the spatialfrequencywhich gives thedirection of the waveand its
inverse wavelength.The objectfl-r) can be built up from a seriesof these waves by
linear superpositionas,
F(ý, )exýbfik

,

(3.1)
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In this discreteform of the Fourier transform, the complex coefficients F(k..) contain
information on the amplitude Aj, and phase (or phase shift with respect to the origin) 4
of the associatedwave

(3.2)

ImIF(kj)l"
oj =tan --1(

(3.3)
ReJF(ýJj)

Note that F(k.
V) can be written in the discreteform of the inverseFourier transformof
fl_r)as,

F(jj)

f (!:)exý- 2;fik

j

(3.4)

Thuswe havea relationshipbetweenfand F.
An important result relatingf and F is the Central Section Theorem which states

that the two dimensionalFourier transformof the projectionof an object is identical to
a central sectionof the object's threedimensionalFourier transform(Crowtheret a09),
1970). It follows that the measurementof an object's projections allows a way to
measurethe Fourier transformof the object. Thus, by tilting the object throughmany
different angularpositions we should be able to measureits entire Fourier Transform.
Fig. 3.1 showsthe methodby which the object of measurementis retrievedby inverse
Fourier transformationfrom the object's projections superimposedon an array of
equallyspacedsamplingpoints.
Note from fig. 3.1 that the samplingpoints on the object's projectionsbecome
more widely spaced as they increase in distance from the centre. To ensure that their
maximum separation is consistent with the required reconstruction resolution the
angular spacing of the individual projections must be sufficiently small. If we assume
that the resolution of the reconstructed object is set to d, then the region in Fourier
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Fig. 3.1: Diagram illustrating three dimensional reconstruction using the
Fourier method.

spacein which the data must be acquiredwill be a sphereof radius Ild. This sphere
must be largerthan the sizeof the reconstructedobject D, and so the minimum number
of equally spacedprojections is given as (Crowther er al-191,1970;Bracewell and
Riddle"01,1967)

N=-

AD
d

(3.5)

We now considerthe applicationof this theoryfor the determinationof NWM tip fields.
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3.2.2 The Radon Transform Method for 3D Reconstruction of MFM Tip
Fields
In the following discussionthe M]FM tip is characterised,
within the Cartesiancoordinatesystemshownin fig. 3.2. The strayfield from the MIFM tip is to be measured
on the plane aG which is in thex-z planeand at a distanceof y=a from the tip apex.In
the magneticsource-freehalf space(y>O),the magneticinduction B, and the magnetic
field strengthff, are describedby Maxwells equationsas
VxH=O

(3.6)

V-B=O

(3.7)

whereB andtheH arerelatedby
(3.8)

and po is the permeabilityof free space.Becauseof equation (3.6) the magneticfield
can be describedby a scalarmagneticpotential(Das,
H= -grad(D

(3.9)

and
V24)

=0

with equations(3.6) to (3.10) and the theory of harmonicfunctions, the magneticfield
in the magnetic source free half space (i. e. y>O), can be written in integral form over the
plane c)Gas[4)
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r-r
2;r

03B,

!:oI.

(fO)dS

in which r and r 0 are position vectors in the half space y>O and the plane dG

respectively.

MFM tip
cantilever
halfspace

a
Strayfield in
magneticsourcefree
half spacey>O

Measured
plane dG:
Y=O
Fig. 3.2: Diagram illustrating the MFM tip relative to the measurementplane.

Now if we definethe functionK(-rro) as,

K(2:,ro) 2;r ir

r- ro
I

(3.12)

- fo

then we can regard equation (3.11) as a two dimensional convolution of the function By
with the function K. A two dimensional Fourier transform of equation (3.11) is now

carriedout. The N dimensionalFourier transformof a functionf is defined as,
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FT ff 1=ff
n

(r) ex
-21rr_ýýn

gIn

Thus, with the help of Fourier tables (Bracewell and RiddleElol, 1967) the two
[4)

dimensionalFourier transformof K is ,

146, MW
F-7ý

k
iW+2

exp(- 2ayjý)

(3.14)

where the symbol 9 representsthe argument relative to which the transform is
performed- in this case-r-Also, A is the two dimensionalspatialfrequencyvectorand ý
is the unit vectoralong the y axis. Thus the full two dimensionalFourier transformof
equation(3.11) canbe written as,

FT21B(o,

i+ý
W

(*,O)I(k)
exý- 2nyUk)- FT21BY

Thus the magneticfield in the magneticsourre free half space(i.e. B(ro, y) in y>O)can
be deducedif the values of the normal component of field are known in dG (i.e.

O)).
A(!:.,
Multiplication

of equation(3.15) with an arbitrary unit vectorin the planedG

i(O) = icosO + isin 0

leadsto equation(3.17),where0 is the rotationangleaboutthey axis.

FT2(g(o,y)yj) =

exý- 2xyjý) - Fr2jj(O) -9(0,0)1(k) (3.17)
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Thus, equation(3-17) allows a determinationof the magneticfield B in the half space
y>Oif thespectraof an arbitrary tangential(to the planedG) componentof the magnetic
field is known.
Equations(3.15) and (3.17) thereforeshow that knowledgeof the spectra(either
of the normalcomponentor of an arbitrary tangentialcomponentof the magneticstray
field) in the plane dG is sufficient to determinethe whole three dimensionalstrayfield
in the magneticsourcefree half spacedefinedby y>O.
We now introduce the Radon transfort'n which allows the application of the
theory detailed above (for determining the three dimensional stray field) via an
experimental measurement in an electron microscope. The two dimensional Radon
functionf is defined [121

transformof a

as

RT21f(!:)I (p, e(O))=fff

qt2

(f) 8(p
-

ý(O))d2

(p
wherep and i(O) togetherdefine a straight line
= !: -_ý(O))along which the Dirac
delta function is non zero.Thus, the two dimensionalRadontransformof thefunctionf
is the integraloff along the line p=!: -1(0) In Lorentz microscopy,the electronbeam
.
is deflectedby the componentof magneticfield perpendicularto the direction of the
electron beam. The total deflection is therefore obtained by integrating this field
componentalong the electronbeamtrajectory.if the electronbeamis scannedin front
of the MIFM tip in the plane dG and if the resulting electronbeamdeflection is small
relative to the length of the electron beam

trajectory,then measurementof the deflection of

Z
4pe-10)
AJ
_r

the electronbeam(in Lorentz microscopy)can be
approximated to the Radon transform of the
magnetic field component perpendicularto and

0
X

line defined by the scannedelectron
lineof integration along the
beam.

Fig. 3.3: Geometricrepresentation
of the coordinatesystemin the
measuringplane dG.
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An importantrelationbetweenthe Radontransformandthe Fourier transformis[121
,
FT2 IfI (si) = FT, I RT2[f

(3.19)

with this relationship, equations(3.15) and (3.17) can be written using the Radon
transformas,

FT2fA(*lY)Y4(0))

=

(-isin(s)i(O)

+ ý)exp(- 2; ryjý) - FTjjRT2[By(*, O)j(*, j(O))j(s)

(3.20)
FT If(*, y)ysi(o))

=

(ý(o)+isin(s)ý)exp(-2nylý).

FTlý

O)RT2[B(

(3.21)
The Radontransforms RT2[By(*,O#p, ý(0)) and ý(O)RT2[p(*,O)j(p,j(O)) in equations
(3.20) and (3.21) are the normal and tangentialcomponentsof the deflection vector which can be measuredusing DPC Lorentz microscopy.These componentsof the
deflection vector are the input functions for determiningthe magneticstray field from
theMFM tip. If one of theseinput functionsis known for all p and 1(0) - i.e. measured
along all anglesof rotation - then the strayfield B(,ry) can be determinedin the whole
half spacey>Ousingthe following method.
To reconstructthe field B(r,y) from its spectralrepresentationin equation(3.20)
or (3.21) we require to make use of the fact that the two dimensional inverse Fourier
transform of a function is equivalent to a one dimensional inverse Fourier transform
followed by a back projection of the function. This means that with an auxiliary
function f (P, i(O), Y), which is defined by,

J:
FT, t(64(0), Y)ys) = 1ý- FT2I!! (*, y)ysý(O))

(3.22)

then the original stray field B(Cy) can be obtainedby back projection of the auxiliary
function,
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B(!:, y) = BPff (e,*, y)I(E)

(3.23)

where BP is the back projection operator defined by the Radon Transfonn,

)1:
Bpff (0,0,y

912

-x
fff

ý 9ý3

(p, i 0), y) g(p
- Z:-i 0»dOdp

00

(3.24)

Thus, substitutionof equation(3.20) into equation(3.22) gives us,
FT,

If

(*, ý(O), y)ýs) = 1ý(-isin(s)i(O)+

I
ý)exp(- 2nyjý)- FT, RT2[By (e,O)](e,j(O))j(s)
(3.25)

The auxiliary function f (p, O), y) can then be obtained from the inverse Fourier

transform(denoted FT,-'f 1) of equation(3.25),

(p, i(O),

y) = FT,-'IRHS of equation (3.25)1

(3.26)
[FT.
=

ý)exp[- 21ryjý]J*RT2[By (mO)](*,j(O))](p)

-'Jjý(-isin(s)ý(O)+

If we define the function C (which is often refen-edto as the convolution kernel) as,

jjý(f(p, y) = FTI-1
i sin(s)i(O) + ý) exp[- 2xyjý]l

(3.27)

then equation(3.26) becomes,

L(p, j(0), Y) =

[f(p,

yý RT2[By(*,O)Y*A0))](p)

(3.28)

The important point to note from equation(3.28) is that the auxiliary function can now
be obtained from a convolution of the Radon transform RT2[B,(4oO)] with the
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convolution kernel C(p, y). Thus the combination of equation (3.28) with equation

(3.23) givesthe strayfield B(ry) in thehalf spacey>Oas,
1!(z:,y) = BPIC(p, y)* RT2[B,(*,0)](*,j(0»1(r)

(3.29)

Thus, equation(3.29) provides a solution for equation (3.20) in the magneticsource
free half space y ý:0. A solution for equation(3.21) can be obtained using a similar
methodbut is not shown here. A flow diagram giving a summaiisedoverview of the
processto determinethethree dimensionalstrayfield is shownin fig. 3.4.

Determinationof the normal or
tangentialcomponentsof the
electronbeamdeflectionvector
usingDPC Lorentzmicroscopy(*,O)l
i.e. determinationof RT2[BY
or i(O)RT2[g(*,O)1in equations
(3.20) and (3.21).

Choose targetfunction - i. e.
B(!:, fo) [can also choose the scalar
magnetic potential 0(!: IfO)]

Determinationof the Convolution
kernel C(p, y) - seeequation(3.27).

Convolutionof thedeflectionvector
componentwith the convolution
kernel- seeequation(3.28).

Backprojection - seeequation(3.29).

Targetfiinction B(r, ro) or (D(!:,Eo)
-

Fig. 3.4. Flow diagram illustrating a summarlsedoverviewof theprocessto determine
the three dimensionalstrayfield.
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In Section 3.3 we consider the experimental acquisition of the input functions given by
[B, (*, O)](p, ý(0))
the Radon transforms RT,
and &)RT, [B(9,0)](p, ý(0)) in equations
(3.20) and (3.21) respectively. However before this we briefly consider the scalar and

vectorforms of the Algebraic ReconstructionTechnique.

3.2.3 The Conventional Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
In the Algebraic ReconstructionTechnique(ART), the object under investigation is
defined to be a density function in three dimensionalspace.The object can be tilted
around a single rotation axis and at each angularposition an electron beam (or other
form of radiation- e.g. X-rays)is scannedacrossthe object.The interactionbetweenthe
object and the electron beam defines a sectional plane through the object perpendicularto the rotationaxis - and resultsin a projectionof the plane onto a line on
thedetector,seefig. 3.5.

Scan of the
electron

:0

"he object of
wasurement
n square grid
Single
tilt axis

\\\\\\

Two-dimensional
projection of
the o0ject

Fig. 3.5: Electron beams (or other radiation) illuminating an object
and projecting the 3D object onto the detector plane.
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Each sectional plane is reconstructed from the projections of different angular views of
the object and the sections are combined to get the three dimensional reconstruction.
The problem of reconstruction of a three dimensional density function is therefore
reduced to the reconstruction of two dimensional sections of the object.

For the conventionalART algorithm we assumethat the density function of the
object flr) is defined on a square grid of n non-overlapping elements as shown in fig.
3.6. The discretisation of the grid should be as fine as possible and is related to the
assumed spatial resolution in the projections. The object's projection is also divided
into non-overlapping elements corresponding to the position of the scanning electron
probe.

Incident ray

XÄJ

Finite numberof
non-overlapping
elementsin a
squaregrid

Fig. 3.6: Diagram illustrating the geometry used in conventional ART.

If we take Pj where j=1,2,
to be the elements of a projection then for every Pj
...,m
,
there is a corresponding sub-region 4. in the grid of which Pj is the projection. Taking r
to be a point on the grid then,
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ff (r)dr
= Pj
ji

j-- 1,2,

(3.30)

The approximationsign indicatesthat the processis not perfectas a result of the finite
numberof non-overlappingelementsin the grid. This is the fundamentalequationof
ART from which all reconstructionalgorithmsfor the unknowndensityfunctionflr) are
derived.
To determine a discrete solution for equation (3.30) we must representthe
reconstructionplane in a discretefashion- similar to the grid in fig. 3.6. In doing this
and by assumingthat the unknowndensityfunctionftr) is a constantin eachelementof
the reconstructionplane(anddenotedfi wherei=1,2, ...,n) then equation(3.30) becomes
a setof simultaneouslinear equationsof theunknownfi,

wijfi

where wij is the ratio of the area of the electron path through each element of the
reconstruction plane to the area of the plane itself

Equation (3.31) is highly

underdetermined since m<<n. It follows that the discrete solution is generally obtained
by iterative techniques in which an estimate of the density functionsfi is con-ected by
means of a comparison between the estimated and measured values weighted to take
account of the area of the electron path through each element in the reconstruction
plane.
To utilise the ART algorithm to reconstruct the three dimensional tip stray field,
a vector equivalent of equation (3.3 1) is required.

3.2.4 The Magnetic Field Vector Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
In a STEM,the interactionbetweena threedimensionalmagneticfield and moving
electronsprojectsa two dimensionalvectoronto the detectorplane.The derivationof
thevectorequivalentof equation(3.31)is nowdescribed.
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We assumethat the tip field is confined within the scanningareaof the electron
beam in the microscope. In the field-free chamber, the half space in front of the tip is
divided into three regions along the electron trajectory, see fig. 3.7. In the first region
(Region 1) the tip stray field is zero and the incident electrons travel with a constant
speed.In Region 11the tip stray field is non-zero and as a result the electrons are acted
on by the Lorentz force and are deflected from their incident trajectory. The Lorentz
force is given by,

F =eyxB

(3.32)

wheree is the electroncharge,y is the electron velocity and -B is the tip stray field
vector.
Let si be a shortdistancein RegionH and B.'. be the averagevalue of the stray
field B in si along the electronbeamtrajectory.The componentsof the electronbeam
deflection vector(which are parallel to the ý and q directionsas the electronstraverse
the distance si) are calculated by,

dDý
-P

dD

e
Tm-E
ME)

1/2

s2
Byi
2

1/2s2
B,,,
2
mE)
e

=4ý-

(3.33)

(3.34)

The field in Region 1H is again zero and the electronstravel in a straight line to the
detectorplaneat a distanceL from thetip apex.
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Incident electron

In
Region 1:B=O

(a)

Region11:B,-O

Region III: B=O
C
0 Y7

Rotation axis
in the STEM

Detectorplane

Incidentelectronbeam
II1171

(b)

MFM tip

Plane Q
reconstj
Plane ofline scans

)7,Y
i. e. the rotation axis
in the STEM
Reconstruction
radius

Fig. 3.7. Diagram illustrating the representation of the magnetic stray field in ART. Note
that the (ý, ?1,ý) co-ordinate system is fixed and defines the microscope co-ordinates
(x,
y, z) co-ordinate system is fixed to the MFM tip and defines the specimen
while the
co-ordinates.
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We supposethat RegionH is divided into equalelements,si -=s, andthe total numberof
points acrosswhich the electronbeamis scannedis m. Thus the total deflection of the
electron beam on the detector plane is given by,

1/2 (

eE)
D6 =( Tm

S2
+ SL

-I2

Bj

j=], 2,..., m

(3.35)

j=], 2,..., m

(3.36)

iEray(j)

112(S2

D

ry =4,

e

-1
2

ME)

+SL)

,

iEray(j)

B.,
i

The summationis over all theelementsthroughwhich the beamhaspassed.In equation
(3.35) D,ý is a function of componentB.,of the stray field, while in equation(3.36) D'V
is a functionof B.,andB, asthe tip is rotatedaboutthe rotation axis in fig. 3.7(b).Thus,
thegeneralform of equation(3.36) is,
"'(
D1 =4
2mE)

2

+ sL) COSO.,Jý] B.,,+sinO,,,. B
iEray(j),
ir=-y .,(D z,

(3.37)

j=], 2,..., m
wherethe subscriptmodenotesthe m6hrotation angle.Equations(3-35) and (3.37) are
the magneticfield vectorversionsof equation(3.31).This vectorequivalentequationis
again highly underdeterminedand similar iterative methods to those described in
Section3.2.3 are requiredto reconstructthe threedimensionalstray field. Note that to
reconstructthe magneticstray field using ART, both componentsof the deflection
vector are required.We now considerthe experimentalacquisitionof thesedeflection
vectors.
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3.3

Experimental

Implementation

of Electron Beam Tomography

for MFM Tip Fields
To reconstructthe three dimensionalstrayfield from a MFM tip (using either the RTM
or ART techniques) we require a complete set of the (digitised) electron beam
deflection vector at a seriesof angularpositions. Thesedeflection data are extracted
from DPC imagepairs of the strayfield (imagedin a STEM). The deflection data must
be correctly aligned and taken from the same position in front of the tip prior to
tornographicreconstruction.

3.3.1 The DPC Image Collection in the CM20 (S)TEM
TheDPCLorentzmicroscopy
thetwo
modeis performedin a CM20STEMto measure
dimensionalprojectionsof the integratedMIFMtip strayfield - i.e. to measurethe
electronbeamdeflectionvectorwhich is linearlyproportionalto the tip strayfield
integratedalongthe electrontrajectory.The NIFM tip assemblyis mountedon a stub
which is insertedinto the specimenrod. The tip assemblyis mountedon the stub at
77.5*to theaxisof thestubandhenceat 12.50to theoptic axis- this is approximately
the
thesameangleasthecantileveris mountedin theMIPM-seefig. 3-8.To reconstruct
NIFMtip field usingtheRTM reconstruction
techniquewe mustcollectdeflectiondata
rodcanonly
at 10*intervalsovera rotationrangeof 180*.Howeversincethespecimen
be rotatedover +/-50" this meansthat onechangeof positionof the specimenstub
through900in the specimen
rod is requiredto determinethefull deflectiondatasets.
deflectiondatapresented
in this thesiswasprovidedby Prof.
Notethatall experimental
R. P. FerrierandDr. StevenMcVitie.
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.3

=: E]
12.50

z

Rotation axis
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.8: Diagram illustrating the MFM tip mounted on stubfor specimen rod in
STEM. (a) Viewfrom end of specimen stub,
(b) Viewfrom above showing the plane of reconstruction, i. e. the x-z plane.

Fig. 3.9 shows an illustration of the geometry for the electron beam deflected by the
stray field from the MFM tip oriented in one angular position. The electron beam scans
parallel to the x-z plane at a fixed distance in front of the tip (Y= a constant typically
-50nm) - this plane is the same plane on which the MFM tip field is reconstructed. The
NIFM tip is rotated about the y axis at 10' intervals. The two components of the
electron beam deflection vector are acquired by subtracting signals from opposite
segmentsof the DPC detector. The detector orientation relative to the rotation axis and
the excitation of the image forming lenses is set so that the signal pairs (A-C) and (B-D)
represent the components of the electron beam deflection vector which are
perpendicular and parallel to the reconstruction plane (i. e. the x-z plane) respectively.
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Fig. 3.9: Diagram illustrating the experimental arrangementfor the
implementation of DPC imaging of an MFM tip.

3.3.2 Extraction

of the Input

Deflection Data Sets (for

tomographic

reconstruction using RTM) from the DPC Image Pairs
The input datafor tomographicreconstructionof theMFM tip field is a seriesof electron
beamdeflection vectorsin a plane in front of the tip. A DPC image pair gives a two
dimensional map of the two components of the electron beam deflection vector for the

MFM tip oriented in one specific angular position. Line scansare thereforeextracted
from eachDPC imagepair perpendicularto the rotation axis and at the samedistancein
front of the tip. The complete set of line scans (over 180c'at 10' intervals) defines the
plane in which the MFM tip stray field is reconstructed, seefig. 3.10.
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Note that the line scans in fig. 3.10(a) have been manually aligned about a
common peak deflection value - the scansin fig. 11 O(b) are aligned by a corresponding
amount. The need to manually align the deflection line scans is due to the lack of any
clear common system of co-ordinates for the scans. The method of aligning the scans
about a common peak deflection value is an approximate technique and is considered in
more detail in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 3.10: Experimental DPC signal variation. /or the Complete data setfrom a
standard Digital Instrumenis (DI) MFM tip. (a) Line scans sensitive to induction
component nonnal to the measurement Plane. (b) Line scans sensitive to induction
component in the measurement plane. These results are for a tip which has been
inagnetised along its avis.

Also note that the line scans extracted from the DPC images (see fig. 3.10) do not
decreaseto zero at the ends of the scans. The effect of this character of the deflection
line scanson the ART and RTM reconstructed MFM tip field is considered in detail in
Section 6.9.
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3.4

Summary

The RTM reconstruction technique is based on the Fourier Transform and its
relationship to the Radon Transformation. As a result the RTM technique requires input
deflection data sets over a rotation range of 180'. In RTM the Radon Transform of the
stray field is approximated to a straight line in the measuring plane, thus RTM is a
linear technique and is subject to error when the stray field is strong - however this is
not an issue for the study of NIIFM tip fields. The RTM reconstruction algorithm is
derived for a magnetic source free half space and any reconstruction must satisfy this
condition.
The ART reconstruction technique is an algebraic method. There is no

limitation to the magneticsource,provided the reconstructionregion is largeenoughto
containthe full extent of it's sourcestray field. Note that ART can provide reasonable
details of the object of measurementfrom input deflection data sets over less than a
1800rotationrange.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Investigation of the Character of MFM
Tip Stray Fields and Integrated Stray Fields

4.1

Introduction

The subject of magnetic force microscopyand the necessityto characterisethe
microscope'stip field have been discussedin Chapter2. It is the purposeof this
chapterto investigate- by meansof computersimulation- the characterof the MIFM
tip field and the effect on the tip field of varying certain physical parameters.The
resultsfrom modelling an idealisedtip unifon-nlymagnetisedin a direction pointing
towardsthe apexof thetip are discussed.
We begin in Section4.2 by describingthe constructionof a NIFM tip model
and the calculation of the stray field and the line scan deflection data from the model.
In Section 4.3 a selection of tips of various shapes are constructed and an
investigation of the effect of the tip shape on the character of the tip stray field and
the line scan deflection data is undertaken. The benefits of constructing these tip
models instead of using a point monopole or a point dipole approximation to the
MFM tip field are also discussed. In section 4.4 the effect on the tip field and the
deflection data sets of varying the parts of the tip coated with thin film is considered.
In section 4.5 the effect on the tip's field and its deflection data sets of varying the
thickness of the film coating the tip is investigated. Finally a summary of the results
from this chapter is presentedin Section 4.6.
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4.2

Calculation of Simulated Deflection Data Sets

4.2.1 Calculation of the Stray Field from a Uniformly Magnetised Block
Considera uniformly magnetisedblock asin fig. 4.1, with dimensions2L, by 2L2 by
2L3. The magnetic scalar potential, (D, of such a block is given by Rhodes and
Rowlands"' as,

q)(X, y, Z) =f

47r

where M=(OM,, O) with A

.?!ds
«m
JJR
. rfu-t

(4.1)

the saturation magnetisation of the block and n the

outward pointing unit normal vector to each face of the block. It is assumed that
V. M=0

in the calculations. Note that the integration is over the entire surface of

the block, although in this case M. n *0

only for the top and bottom surfaces of the

block which can be considered as sheets of positive and negative surface charge of
density M-q- Equation (4.1) may now be written,

4M
>(x'Y'z) =

dxdz"
47r _L, _L,
47

m ýi
-L
41r

[(x
x

0)2 + (y

L2)2

+ (Z _Z

t2

(4.2)

dxdz'
[(X

_X+

ý)2

(y + L2 )2 +(Z_

t2
Z/)2

The magneticfield strength can now be calculatedsimply by,
-H,
m(X, Y,Z) = -V(D(x, Y, Z)

(4.3)
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(X,Y,Z)

*

L2, L. 3)
,I,

Fig. 43: Coordinate systemusedfor calculating the magneticfield intensity at
point (x,y, z) from a uniformly magnetised block of dimensions 2L, by 2L2 by 2L3Note that r' is the vectorfrom the origin to the surface of the block andR is the
vectorfrom the surface of the block to the point (xy, z).

thecomponentsof H being,

H-

Okp(X'Y'Z), Hy

x-&H,

dy

:=-

dz

(4.4)

The integral in equation (4.2) is carried out over dx' and dz' which are independent of
the differentiation which is performed over (xyz), therefore the differential can be
taken inside the integral. The resulting calculations for the magnetic field strength H
are listed in Appendix 1.

For constructionof a suitable tip model the magnetisedblock is not used
directly, rather sheetsof magneticcharge are combined togetherin an attempt to
mimic the magneticmaterialattachedto the tip.
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4.2.2 Calculation of the Stray Field from a Sheet of Magnetic Charge
Density M,
L,
Considera sheetof magneticchargeof densityM,, asin fig. 4.2,with dimensions
by 1-3-If we take the y-directionas the outwardpointingnormal,andM=(OM,,O),
thenequation(4.1)becomes,
m' ý7
[(X
4;7
00

dxdz'
_X

f)2 +
y2 +(Z

-Z

)2

t2

(4.5)

The magneticfield strengthH, can be calculatedusing the samemethodasdescribed
in the previous section. The resulting calculationsfor the magnetic field strength
generatedby a sheetof magneticchargedensityM, are similar to those listed in the
appendix.
Clearly a sheetof positive magneticchargedensity,as consideredhere, is not
physically realistic. However a combination of these charge sheets can be used to
calculate magnetic fields from physical objects, such as the magnetised block in the
previous section. It is my intention to use this charge sheet as the building block of
all models constructed. An example of calculation of the stray field from a triangular
thin film is given in the next section.

uniformly
magnetised
charge sheet

x
Fig.4.2: Coordinatesystemusedfor calculatingmagneticfield intensityin
freespacefrom a uniformly magnetisedchargesheetof densityMs.
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4.2.3 Calculation of stray field from a triangular thin film
Considera uniforrnlymagnetised
from three
triangularshapedthin film constructed
rectangularsheetsof magneticchargedensityas in fig. 4.3(a). To calculatethe
magneticfield strengthH, at somepoint P outsidethe volumeof the thin film,
requiresthe problemto be reducedinto threemanageable
parts.Thusthe strayfield
H at pointP dueto eachchargesheetwhichmakeup theedgesof thethin film must
individuallyandsummedtogetherto getthe total field at P dueto the
be calculated
entirethin film.
FirstlyH is calculated
at pointP dueto sideA of thethin film. To do thisit is
required to use a simple rotational transformationof the axes so that point P is
consideredrelative to the primed axesof fig. 4.3(a).Oncethis is achieved,the stray
field at point P due to chargesheetA can be calculatedrelative to the primed axes
using the methoddescribedin section4.2.2. Once the three componentsof H have
beencalculatedrelative to the primed axesthey must be transformedback relativeto
theoriginal set of axes.The straymagneticfield from sideA at point P relativeto the
(x,y,z) axesof fig. 4.3(a) hasnow beencalculated.
The calculationsof the fields at P due to sides B and C are similar to the
above description. For each side a combination of translation and rotational
transformations of the axes are used to manoeuvre the axes into the correct positions
to calculate the stray field H, using the method described in section 4.2.1. Once H
has been calculated relative to the double primed axes of fig. 4.3(b) for side B, and
the triple primed axes of fig. 4.3(c) for side C, the three components of

in each
-H
case must be inverse transformed back relative to the original (xy, z) axes of fig.
4.3(a). The three individual field contributions due to sides A, B and C at point P are
then summed together to get the final field H at point P relative to the (xyz) axes
due to the entire triangular thin film.
The extension of this method from calculating the stray field from a

triangularthin film of magneticmaterialto calculatingthe strayfield from a thin film
of magneticmaterialof arbitrary shape,is simple. The only proviso on the shapeof
the thin film, is that it is geometricallymadeup of flat surfacesor else its shapemay
be approximatedto a combinationof flat surfaces.In the following parts of this
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chapter and the next, this method is used to combine many different sized charged
planes together in an attempt to model the stray magnetic field from the magnetic
thin filin material attached to the tip/cantilever/substrate structure.

Z), 'ý \ ". \ "' I- "',

sideB

,

y
lp A
s,;,
ideA

(a) Coordinate s,vstem usedjor
calculatingfield contribution
from SIdeA.

x

(b) Coordinate systemusedfor
calculating field contribution
fýotn SideB.

V
N

X

(c) Coordinate systemusedjbr
calculating field contributions
from SideC.

Fig. 4.3: Coordinate systemsusedjbr calculating magnetic field intensity
I.nftee spacefi-om a uniformly magnetisedtriangularshaped thinfilln.
Sides A, B and C are shaded as indicated. The magnetisation of thefilm is
directed along the positiveY direction.
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4.2.4 Calculation of the Deflection Values from a Triangular TMn Film
Consideragainthetriangularshapedthinfilm fromtheprevioussection.Themethod
for calculatingthe stray field from such a thin film hasbeendescribed.In this
section,themethodfor calculatingthedeflectionof anelectronbeamat thedetector
of thebeamthrougha regionof spaceoccupied
planein a STEM,dueto thepassage
by thestrayfield from thethin film is described.
The stray field from the film gives rise to a Lorentz force on the electron

beam which is deflected from its original path. The deflection vector, d, of the
electronbeamfrom its incidentpath at the detectorplaneis given by,
d= cameralength x 8L

(4.6)

where the cameralength is the effective distancebetween the specimenand the
detectorplaneandtheLorentz deflectionangle,PL,is given as,

eAf
)6L= h Bdz

(4.7)

(similar to equation 2.2) where the integral is over all z, and B represents the

componentof themagneticinduction normalto theelectronbeamtrajectory.
in

practical calculations Of PL, the integral in equation (4.7) was

approximatedto a discretesummation.Henceequation(4.7) becomes,
eA
)6L= h

BAz-

(4.8)

Thus as Az --ý 0 the summationin equation(4.8) tends to the integral in equation
(4.7). Therefore,provided the interval Az is taken to be so small that the magnetic
induction does not vary greatly over that distance then this approximation is
acceptable.
It has now been detailed how to calculate the stray magnetic field strength H,
from a uniformly magnetised thin film of arbitrary shape. From this it was then
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described how to calculate the deflection of an electron beam from its original path
due to the interaction of the electron beam with the stray field from such a film.
Therefore it is now possible to simulate DPC images of the stray fields from thin
films. In the following sections of this chapter, models of tips are constructed using
combinations of triangular shaped thin films. The stray fields and the deflection data
sets generated by the tip models are then calculated using the methods described
above.

4.3

Tip Shape and its Effect on Stray Fields/Integrated Stray

Fields
First we considera perfectlysmoothconeshapedtip coatedwith a thin film which is
uniformly magnetisedalong the tip axis. The line scanswithin a deflection data set
generatedfrom such a tip mounted in a STEM and rotated about its own axis
(perpendicularto the optic axis of the STEM), would be expectedto be identical due
to the rotational symmetryof the tip's geometryand magneticconfiguration. Now
considerfig. 4.4 which are SEM imagesof a typical Digital Instruments(DI) thin
film coatedMFM tip. The imagesappearto showthe tip to be three sidedat its apex,
while further down it is at least four sided.It would thereforebe expectedthat for
this real MFM tip mounted in a STEM and rotated about its own axis (again
perpendicularto the optic axis of the STEM), the line scansin the deflection data
sets generatedwould not be identical due to the asymmetricnature of the tip's
geometry.
Thereforeit is expectedthat the tip shapewill affect the distribution of the tip
stray field and thereforethe line scanswithin its deflectiondata sets.To what extent
the tip shapeaffects the shapeof the line scanswithin the deflection data sets is
unclear. In the following sectionsa selectionof model tips are consideredin an
attemptto understandthe degreeto which the tip shapeaffects the characterof the
stray field andintegratedfield.
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(LI)
Fig. 4.4: SEM images of a typical DI MFM tip. The images show the
I.rregular shape of the tip. In (a) the image shows the tip to be three sided
at the apex andfour sidedfurther down. Notice in (b) three sides are
visible, while in (c) on1vtwo sides are visible.

The shapeof eachtip consideredis shownin projection in fig. 4.5, and each tip is
taken to be 15gm high. T1pI is a four sidedpyramid with a thin film on each face
apart from its squarebase.Each thin film is a triangular prism of magneticmaterial
uniformly magnetisedin the planeof the film and in a direction pointing towardsthe
apexof the tip (seeSection4.2.3). The strayfield from eachof the four separatethin
films is calculatedusing a similar method to that describedin the previous section
(section4.2). Tip2 is a three sidedpyramid with a right angledtriangular base,while
Tip3 is a four sided pyramid with a kite shapedbase.In both caseseachface apart
from the basesof the tips are coated in triangular prism shaped thin films of
magneticmaterialuniformly magnetisedin a direction pointing towardsthe apex of
the tips.
The thin film materialcoatingeachtip model was taken to be a 40nm thick
CoCr alloy with a known saturationinductionof 0.5T.
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(a)Tip]

(b)Tip

(C)Tip

Fig. 4.5: Diagram of tip models 1,2 and 3. Arrows indicate the direction of
magnetisation of the thin film coating the tips. All tips are 15,Wn high. Note that the
v axis is out of the page. (a)Tipl: Four sided tip with square base.
(b)Tip2: Three sided tip with right angled triangular base.
(c)Tip3: Four sided tip with a kite shaped base.

4.3.1 Stray Field and Integrated Stray Field from Model Tipl
4.3.1.1 Stray Field Calculated Directly frorn Model TipI
For model Tipl oriented such that its axis was parallel to the reconstruction plane
normal - see fig. 4-6(a) - the three dimensional stray field was calculated at the
reconstruction plane using the method described in section 4.2.3. Fig. 4.7(a) shows
grey scale images of the stray field components calculated directly from the model,
Line scanswere taken horizontally and vertically (i. e. the x and z directions of
fig. 4.6(a)) across the peak value of the component of field normal to the plane of
reconstruction (y component) and are shown in fig. 4.7(c). For field scans such as
these, the definition of the asymmetry of a scan is taken as the distance between the
position of the peak field value and the centre of the FWHM as a fraction of the
FWHM of the scan. The half maximum value is defined as the mid-point of the
maximum and minimum values of scan, while the centre of the FWHM is taken as
the midpoint between the positions of the half maximum values of the scan. In the
following this fraction will be referred to as the asymmetry index of the scan.
Using this definition, it is found that the scans in fig. 4.7(c) have an
asymmetry index of zero. In other words each scan is symmetric about the position
of its peak field value. The reason for the symmetric nature of the scansis that the tip
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consideredis symmetricaboutthe x and z axesof fig. 4.6(a) and thereforeso are the
stray fields generated.

plane of
reconstruction

piane
plane oj
of

reconstn
reconstruction
Tip
V

x
60nm

60nm

(a) Tip] oriented so that its axis is
parallel with the reconstruction
plane normal.

tip axis

(b) Tip] oriented so that its axis is at
12.5 'to the reconstruction plane
normal.

Fig. 4.6: Orientationof modelTip] with respectto the reconstructionplane.

Now, a practical MFM tip is mounted in the MFM such that its axis is at
approximately 12.5' to the normal of the sample surface. It is therefore the stray field
at a plane, just in front of the tip, whose normal is at 12.5' to the tip axis that is of
interest. Thus, for model TipI

oriented such that its axis was at 12.50 to the

reconstruction plane normal - see fig. 4.6(b) - the three dimensional stray field was
calculated (directly from the model) at the reconstruction plane and is shown in fig.
4.7(b).
Note that the general form of each of the calculated field components in fig.

4.7(b) is similar to the correspondingcomponentin fig. 4.7(a).Onceagainhorizontal
and vertical field scans(i.e. scansacrossthe x and z directions of fig. 4.6(b)) were
taken across the peak value of the component of field normal to the plane of
reconstruction(y component)and are shownin fig. 4.7(d).
Using thedefinition givenabovefor the asymmetryindex of a field scan,it is
found that the horizontal field scan in fig. 4.7(d) has an asymmetryindex of zero
(indicating that the scan is symmetfic about the position of its peak field value). This
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Fig. 4.7: Gre scale images ofthe three dimensional strayfield calculatedfrom model
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(a) Stray field calculatedftom Tip I oriented as in jig. 4.6(a).
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is expectedsince the model tip is symmetricabout the z axis of fig. 4.6(b) and
thereforesois its strayfield.
The vertical field scan in fig. 4.7(d) is found to be non symmetricabout its
peak field position; it has a non zero asymmetryindex of 0.027. This result is also
expectedsincethe tip model oriented as in fig. 4.6(b) is not symmetricabout the x
axis and thereforeits stray field is not expectedto be symmetriceither. Note that an
asymmetryindex of 0.027 is a small fraction of the FWHM of the scan.In fact the
calculateddistancebetweenthe peakfield position and the centre of the FWHM of
thescanis found to be 6nm.This distanceis well below theresolutionavailablefrom
the CM20 STEM (at the Universityof Glasgow)operatedin low mag scanningDPC
imaging mode (which is of the order of 20-30nm) and in this context can be
consideredto be insignificantin a practicalexperiment.
It is thereforeconcludedthat the symmetricnatureof the strayfields (at the
reconstructionplane) calculateddirectly from modelTipl oriented as in figs. 4.6(a)
and(b) are effectively identical.
Note that theFWHM of the horizontalfield scansin figs. 4.7(c)and (d) differ
by 2nm, while the FWHM of the vertical field scans in figs. 4.7(c) and (d) are
identical. Furthermore, the peak value of the component of field normal to the plane
(y component) is 46mT for the tip oriented as in fig. 4.6(a), and 47mT for the tip
oriented as in fig. 4.6(b). These differences in the magnitude and the spatial
definition of the calculated stray fields are small (being less than 2%) and may be
considered insignificant in a practical experiment.
We therefore conclude that the stray field at the reconstruction plane

generatedby Tip I orientedas in fig. 4.6(a) and that generatedby Tip I orientedasin
fig. 4.6(b) are effectively identical sincethe spatialdefinition, the peak field values
and the asymmetricnatureof the stray fields differ by only a small percentage(less
than 2% in eachcase).The suggestionis that mountingthe tip on the NIFM at 12.5*
to the normal of the samplesurfacewill havelittle effect on the characterof the tip
stray field at the reconstructionplane,and thereforewill have little effect on the tipsampleinteraction.
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4.3.1.2Integrated Stray Field Calculated from Model Tipl
Now consider the simulatedintegratedfield line scan data sets generatedby Tipl.
Figs. 4.8(a) and (b) show the data sets generatedby Tipl rotated about an axis
parallel with its own axis (i.e. the tip rotated about the y axis of fig. 4.6(a)). Figs.
4.8(c) and (d) show the data setsgeneratedby Tipl rotated aboutan axis at 12.50to
its own axis (i.e. thetip rotatedaboutthey axis of fig. 4.6(b)).
Note that althoughfigs. 4.8(a) and (b) appearto show only one line scanfor
each set, there are in fact 36 scansin eachset. It is found that the FWHM of the
scansin fig. 4.8(a) vary in value by up to 2nm (this is due to the fact that the tip
model is not fully rotationally symmetricabout the rotation axis and thereforethe
integratedfield line scansgeneratedby the model arenot identical). This variation in
FWHM (of 2nm) is not largeenoughto be visible in the scansof 10nmresolution.
For the integratedfield line scanssuchas in figs. 4.8(a) and (c), the definition
of the asymmetryof a scanis equivalentto that for a field scangiven earlier.That is,
the asymmetryis defined asthe distancebetweenthe peakintegratedfield value and
the centreof the FWHM of the scandivided by the value of the FWHM of the scan.
This fraction is againreferredto as theasymmetryindex of the integratedfield scans.
Fig. 4.8(e) plots the asymmetryindex of each scanin the data setsof figs.
4.8(a) and (c). Note that for the tip rotated about its own axis (i. e. the y axis of fig.
4.6(a)) the integrated field line scans generated have an approximate asymmetry
index of zero. However for the tip rotated about an axis at 12.5' to its own axis (i. e.
the y axis of fig. 4.6(b)) the integrated field line scans generated have a significant
non zero asymmetry index. The maximum value of the asymmetry index for the
scansin fig. 4.8(c) is 0.106 which corresponds to a distance between the positions of
the peak integrated field value and the centre of the FWHM of just over 10% of the
value of the FWHM of the scan. The minimum value of the asymmetry index for the
scans in fig. 4.8(c) is zero. The angular positions of the tip for generation of the line
scans of maximum and minimum asymmetry index are separated by 90' about the
rotation axis. Note that for the scansin fig. 4.8(c) the calculated distance between the
position of the peak integrated field and the centre of the FWHM is Onm at its
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minimum, and 138nmat its maximum(which correspondsto 5 or 6 pixels on a real
deflectionline scan).
Therefore, the simulated integrated field line scans generatedby Tipl
oriented as in fig. 4.6(a) and rotated about the y axis are not identical to the
integratedline scansgeneratedfrom the sametip model,orientedasin fig. 4.6(b) and
rotatedaboutthat y axis. The differencebetweenthe asymmetricnatureof the scans
in eachcasealthoughsmall would be measurablein a real experiment.
4.3.1.3Comparison of the Calculated and Reconstructed Stray Fields from Tipl
The stray fields calculatedat thereconstructionplane from model Tipl orientedas in
figs. 4.6(a) and(b) are foundto be effectively identical.The correspondingintegrated
fields however,have been found to be clearly distinguishablefrom one another.
Therefore,in orderto determinewhetherthe characterof the strayfield reconstructed
from the simulated integrated field line scans (using the RTM reconstruction
technique)is consistentwith the field calculated directly from the tip model, a
comparisonof the reconstructedand calculatedfields is now carriedout.
The three dimensional stray field was reconstructed from each of the
simulated rotation data sets in figs. 4.8(c) and (d) using the RTM tomographic
reconstruction method (see section 3.4) and the average is shown in fig. 49(a). Fig.
4.9(b) shows the corresponding three dimensional stray field calculated directly from
the tip model at the reconstruction plane. The field components in fig. 4.9(b) are the
sameas those shown earlier in fig. 4.7(b).
Once again horizontal and vertical field scans were taken across the

plane and are shownin
componentof field normal to the reconstruction/calcuiation
figs. 4.9(c) and(d). From the fact that it is difficult to separatethe scansin both figs.
4.9(c) and(d) indicatesthat thereis an excellentagreementbetweenthe normalfield
componentscalculateddirectly from the modelandreconstructedfrom the simulated
rotation data sets. Indeed, it is also found that the in-plane componentsof the
calculatedand reconstructedfields comparefavourably.Note that this agreementis
also found betweenthe stray fields calculateddirectly from Tipl oriented as in fig.
4.6(a) and the stray field reconstructedfrom the line scans obtained from Tipl
rotatedaboutthe y axis of fig. 4.6(a) (i.e. the line scansshownin fig. 4.8(a) and(b)).
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We therefore conclude that the stray field calculated directly from the tip
model is in excellent agreementwith the field reconstructed(using RTM) from the
simulatedrotation datasetsgeneratedby the model.It follows (from Sections4.3.1.1
and 4.3.1.2) that although the integrated stray fields generatedby model Tipl
oriented asin figs. 4.6(a) and (b) are clearly distinguishable,we can still expect the
stray field reconstructedfrom thesesimulatedrotation data sets(i.e. in fig. 4.8) to be
effectively identical. We now consider the stray fields and integrated stray fields
generatedby Tips2 and 3. In each casethe tip modelsare assumedto be oriented
suchthat the tip axesare at 12.50to the reconstructionplane normal (similar to Tipl
orientedas in fig. 4.6(b)).

4.3.2 Stray Field and Integrated Stray Field from Model Tip2
4.3.2.1Stray Field Calculated Directly from Model Tip2
The three dimensionalstray field was calculateddirectly from model Tip2 at the
reconstructionplaneand is shownin fig. 4.10(a). Onceagainhorizontal and vertical
field scanswere takenacrossthe peak valueof the componentof field normal to the
planeof reconstruction(y component)and are shownin fig. 4.10(b). The horizontal
field scan was again found to have an asymmetryindex of zero, indicating that the
stray field is symmetricaboutthe position of its peakvalue.The asymmetryindex of
the vertical field scan is non zero - equalling 0.060 - correspondingto a calculated
distancebetweenthe position of the peakfield andthe centreof the FWHM of 12nm
(this distance is again below the resolution typically available from the STEM
operatedin DPC imaging mode).The implication is that the asymmetriccharacterof
the stray field from model Tip2 would not be resolvablewhen reconstructed(using
RTM) from deflection line scansof 20-30nmresolution(imaged in a CM20 STEM
operatedin low mag scanningDPC imagingmode).
Thus the conclusionis that the asymmetricnatureof the stray field generated
by Tip2 would not be measurably different to the asymmetric nature of the stray field

generatedby Tipl despitethe fact that the magnetisationdistributions are different
for eachtip.
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4.3.2.2 Integrated Stray Field Calculated from Model Tip2
Figs. 4.1 l(a) and (b) shový-the integrated field line scan rotation data sets generated
by model Tip2. Fig. 4.11 (c) plots the asymmetry index of each scan in fig. 4.11 (a).
The maximum ýalue of the asymmetry index is found to be 0.162 which corresponds
to a distance of 267nm between the position of the peak integrated field and the
position of the centre of' the FWHM of the scan. This distance is approximately
equi ýalent to 9 or 10 pixels on a real deflection line scan. The minimum value of the
asymmetry index is zero. The angular positions of the tip for the generation of line
scansof maximum and minimum asymmetry index are again separatedby 90' about
the rotation axis.
Thus, although the asymmetnc nature of the stray fields generated by TIpsI
and 2 can be considered effectively identical, the integrated field line scan rotation
data sets should be measurably different in a real experiment.
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4.3.3 Stray Field and Integrated Stray Field from Model Tip3
4.3.3.1Stray Field Calculated Directly from Model Tip3
The three dimensional stray field from Tip3 (the model which most closely
resemblesthe DI tip shownin fig. 4.4 - if we ignore the three sidedcharacterof the
tip at its apex)was calculatedat the reconstructionplaneand is shownin fig. 4.12(a).
Onceagainhorizontalandvertical field scansweretakenacrossthepeakvalueof the
componentof field normal to the plane of reconstructionand are shown in fig.
4.12(b). The horizontal scanwas found to have an asymmetryindex of zero, again
indicating that the field is symmetric about the position of its peak value. The
asymmetryindex of the vertical field scanis againnon zero,at 0.102.The calculated
distancebetweentheposition of the peakfield andthat of the centreof the FWHM is
24nm - approximately at the limit of the resolution achievable from a STEM
operatedin DPC imagingmode.
The implication is that the asymmetriccharacterof the strayfield from model
Tip3 may just be resolvablewhen reconstructed(using RTM) from deflection line
scansof 20-30nm resolution (imagedin a STEM operatedin DPC imaging mode).
However, the distancebetweenthe position of the peak field and the centreof the
FWHM of the scanwill certainly not be greaterthan I pixel on a real reconstructed
field plane.
Thus the conclusionis that the asymmetricnatureof the stray field generated
by Tip3 may just be measurablydifferent from the asymmetricnature of the stray
field generatedby Tipl or Tip2 howeverthe differenceis small.
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4.3.3.2 Integrated Stray Field Calculated from Model Tip3
Figs. 4.13(a) and (b) show the integrated field line scan rotation data sets generated
by model Tip3. Fig. 4.13(c) plots the asymmetry index of each scan in fig. 4.13(a).
The maximum value of the asymmetry index is found to be 0.244 which corresponds
to a distance of 254nm between the position of the peak integrated field and the
position of' the centre of the FWHM of the scan. This distance is approximately
equivalent to 9 or 10 pixels on a real deflection line scan. The minimum value of the
asymmetry index is again zero. The angular positions of the tip for the generation of
line scans of maximum and minimum asymmetry index are again separated by 90'
about the rotation axis.
Thus, despite the fact that the three tip models represent three different
magnetisation distributions, they have all been found to generate stray field of
remarkably similar character to one another. However, although the integrated fields
generated by each tip model are similar to one another, they differ to the extent that
they are all distinguishable from one another in a practical experiment.
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4.3.4 Comparison of the Simulated Integrated Field Line Scans Generatedby
Tipsl and 3 with the Deflection Line ScansGenerated by a DI NIFM Tip
We now comparea selectionof the simulatedintegratedfield line scansgeneratedby
TipsI and 3 with the correspondingdeflection line scansgeneratedby the DI tip to
investigate whether the character of these simulated integrated fields compare
favourablywith experimentaldeflectiondata.
The DI tip (coatedwith a CoCr alloy) was magnetisedby the applicationof a
large field directed along the tip axis. The tip assemblywas mounted in the
microscopesuch that the tip axis was at 12.50to the rotation axis - seeSection3.4.
The tip was rotatedin the microscopeand a full DPC deflection data set was taken.
The line scanswere extractedfrom the DPC imagepairs at approximately50nm in
front of the tip. The full line scandeflection data set is not presentedin this chapter
(but will be introducedin Chapter5), insteada selectionof line scansfrom the data
setsare shown in figs. 4.14 and 4.15. The correspondingsimulatedintegratedfield
line scansgeneratedby Tipsl and 3 are also shown. An indication of the relative
angularposition of the tip for eachscanis given.
Note that the integratedfield line scansgeneratedby Tip I havebeenscaledto
facilitate the comparison of the asymmetric character of the simulated and
experimentaldeflection data. Also note that the deflection line scansgeneratedby
the DI MFM tip have beenmodified by the subtractionof a large variable vertical
shift valuefrom eachscan.The subtractionof the vertical shifts from the scansdoes
not invalidate the comparisonof the simulated and experimentaldeflection data
since we are initially only interestedin the shapecharacterof the deflection line
scansgeneratedby the DI tip. The origin of the variable vertical shifts of the scans
will be dealtwith in Chapter5.
Fig. 4.14 shows a comparisonof the experimentaldeflection line scans
(generatedby the DI tip) sensitiveto inductionnormal to the plane of reconstruction
with the correspondingsimulatedintegratedfield line scans(generatedby Tipsl and
3). It is clear that both sets of simulated line scanscomparefavourably with the
experimentaldeflection data. In fig. 4.15 the experimentaldeflection line scans
sensitive to induction in the plane of reconstructiongeneratedby the DI tip are
compared to thecorrespondingsimulated integrated field line scans.In this case,
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there is again reasonableagreement between the experimental and simulated
deflection data.Note that the integratedfields calculatedfrom the tip modelsdo not
includecontributionsfrom the cantileverand substrateportions of the tip assembly.
This is a possible reason for any disagreementsbetween the charactersof the
experimentaland simulatedintegratedfield.
We thereforeconcludethat both Tipsl and 3 are possiblemodelsfor the DI
MFM tip magnetisedby the applicationof a large field directed along the tip axis.
The above comparisonthereforejustifies the constructionof these tip models to
investigatethe characterof the MFM tip stray field. In the following section we
investigatethe accuracyof approximatingthe tip field to be the stray field from a
point magneticmonopoleor a point magneticdipole.

4.3.5 Comparison of the Stray Fields and Integrated Fields from model
TipI with the Stray Fields and Integrated Fields from a Point Magnetic
Monopole and a Point Magnetic Dipole
into the characterof the NIFM tip stray field,
in previousinvestigationSf2jf3l
havetendedto approximate
the tip field to be the
theoreticians
andexperimentalists
strayfield froma pointmagneticmonopoleor a pointmagneticdipole.Usingoneof
the tip modelsfrom the previoussections(Tipsl, 2 or 3), we can investigatethe
to the tip field. Firstly however,we considerthe
accuracyof theseapproximations
a MFM tip's netmagnetic
relationshipbetween
momentandit's strayfield.
The magnetisationof a magneticmaterialat a point is the magneticmoment
per unit volume. Therefore the net magnetic dipole moment of a model tip is
calculatedas the vectorsum of the productsof the magnetisationand the volume of
each thin film (note that for eachtip model the magnetisationof each thin film is
constantsincetheyare magneticallysaturated).
Using this method the (normalised) magnitude and directions of the net
magneticmomentsof Tips1,2 and 3 relativeto the reconstructionplanenormal were
calculatedand are listed in Table 4.1. Also listed in this table are the asymmetry
index of the strayfields calculatedfrom the tip models(calculatedfrom the vertical
field scanstaken acrossthe peakfield value of the componentof field normal to the
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plane of reconstruction),and the maximum asymmetryindex of the integratedfield
line scansgeneratedby eachtip model.

Tabk 43: Asymmetryof strayfields and integratedstrayfields generatedby the tip
models
Normalised Net
Angle between not
Tip
Moment
Model magnetic
magnetic moment of tip
tips
of model
model and reconstruction
plane normal
1
1
12.5"
0.856
18.20
2
0.922
21.40
3

Asymmetric
Index of
stray field
0.027
0.060
0.102

Max asymmetric
Index of
Integrated field
line scans
0.106
0.162
0.244

The clear suggestion from Table 4.1 is that the larger the angle between the tip's net
magnetic moment and the reconstruction plane normal, then the more asymmetric the
tip stray field and integrated stray field can be expected to be. In Section 4.4 the
accuracy of using the character of a tip's integrated field as a guide to the character
of the tip's stray field is discussed in detail.
We now compare the stray field from model Tip I with the field from a point

magneticdipole and the field from a point magneticmonopole.Note that the dipole
we will consider is of equivalent magnitude and direction to the net magnetic
moment of Tipl. (given in Table 4.1), while the monopole is of an equivalent
magnitudeto the netmagneticchargeof Tipl.
For the point monopoleand dipole approximationsto the model tip field we
requirethat the monopoleand dipole be positionedin spaceso that their individual
stray fields at the reconstructionplane are of a similar magnitude and spatial
distribution to the field from Tipl. In the following, the method for positioning the
point dipole is described.Note that this methodwasalso usedfor the point monopole
approximation.
It was not clear where to position the dipole to fulfil the criteria described
aboveand thereforethe dipole was first arbitrarily positionedon the tip axis oriented
in a directionparallel to the tip's net magneticmoment.The position of the dipole on
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the tip axis was then altered so that the field generatedby the dipole at the
reconstructionplanewas of a similar magnitudeto the field from Tipl (notethat the
dipole was movedfurther awayor closerto the position of the tip apexdependingon
whetherthe dipole field at thereconstructionplanewas respectivelylargeror smaller
than the magnitudeof the tip field). The dipole was finally positionedon the tip axis
at 300nmfrom the tip apex (the final position of the monopolewas 100nmfrom the
tip apex).
The individual strayfields generatedby themonopoleand the dipole wereof
a similar characterto the field generatedby Tipl (seefig. 4.8(b)) but are not shown
here.Insteadline scanstaken acrosscorrespondingfield components(generatedby
the monopole,the dipole and modelTipl) are shownin figs. 4.16(a) and(b).
The FWHM of the field scan in fig. 4.16(a) taken acrossthe componentof
the monopole field normal to the plane of reconstruction was found to be 250nm,
while the corresponding FWHM of the dipole field component is 300nm. The
FWHM of the scan taken across the normal component of field from Tipl is 221nm.
Furthermore, the peak value of the monopole field scan, the dipole field scan and the
scan generated by TipI is 46mT in each case. It is therefore clear that the fields
generated by each of the monopole and the dipole do compare reasonably with the
field from model Tipl. We now consider the integrated fields generated from each
individual magnetic source.
Figs. 4.16(c) and (d) show a comparison of corresponding integrated field

line scansgeneratedby the point monopole,the point dipole and the model tip. It is
clear that there is qualitative agreementbetweenthe charactersof the integratedtip
field andthe integratedfield from the monopoleanddipole. However,the magnitude
and spatialdefinition of theseintegratedfields do not comparefavourably with the
integratedfield from modelTip L
Hence,it is clear that we can determinea point monopoleor a point
dipole (of specificmagnitudeandposition in space)which generatesstray field at the
reconstructionplane comparableto the field generatedby the tip model. However,
the monopoleand the dipole integratedfields do not comparefavourably with that
from the tip.
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We now considerthe caseof a point monopoleor dipole which generatesintegrated
field line scans comparable to that from the model tip. A discussion on the
agreement between the stray fields generated by the tip model and the
monopole/dipoleis thengiven.
The magnitudeand the position on the tip axis of the monopoleand dipole
were empirically determinedso that they each generatedintegratedfield line scans
comparableto that generatedby the tip model, seefigs. 4.17(a) and (b). In this case
the monopole was positioned 450nm from the tip apex, while the dipole was
positioned750nmfrom the tip apex.It is clear that the integratedfields generatedby
each of the monopoleand the dipole do comparereasonablywith the integratedtip
field (the monopoleis arguablya more accurateapproximationto the integratedtip
field). However, field scans taken across corresponding components of field
generatedby eachmagneticsource- seefigs. 4.17(c) and (d) - indicate that both the
monopoleand the dipole stray fields significantly differ from the model tip field
(relative to the agreementbetweenthe integratedstray fields).
It has therefore been shown that it is not possible for a point magnetic
monopoleor a point magneticdipole to generateboth stray field and integratedstray
field comparableto that generatedby a tip model. In Chapter5 we constructmodels
for the cantilever and substrateportionsof the tip assemblyand in doing so will be
guided by experimentaldeflection line scan data setsgeneratedby the DI tip. We
thereforecrucially require a tip model which generatesboth a stray field and an
integratedstrayfield which arecomparableto that generatedby a practicalMFM tip.
We thereforeconclude that both the point monopoleand the point dipole are not
accurateapproximationsto the NIFM tip and are not suitable for the investigations
undertakenlater in this thesis.
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4.4

Contribution to the Tip Stray Field and Integrated Stray

Field from Various Portions of the Thin Film Tip Coating
Previousinvestigationsinto the characterof the magneticstate of MFM tips as a
function of uniform external magneticfield [41have concluded that the magnetic
materialcoatingthe top 0.7gm of the tip (i.e. film within 0.7gm from the tip apex)is
the most important for defining the characterof the tip field. In this section, the
contribution to the strayfield from different portionsof a thin film MFM tip will be
investigatedusing two models.The first tip model- which will be referredto asthe
Uniformly MagnetisedTip (UMT)- representsa NIFM tip uniformly magnetisedin a
direction pointing towardsthe tip apex (similar to Tipl) - see fig. 4.18. The second
tip modelis referredto asthe Non-Uniformly MagnetisedTip (NUMT) and for this
model we ignore the contributionto the tip field from the magneticchargeplanesat
the baseof eachthin film - seefig. 4.18. The NUMT model representsa MFM tip
predominatelymagnetisedin a direction pointing towardsthe tip apex.However,the
magneticfilm at the baseof the tip is in a domain configuration which reducesthe
magnetostaticenergyof the system.This is analogousto an axially magnetisedtip
with a flux closuredomainstructureat its base.
magnetic
thin film
coating
magneti
thin film
coating

h

15.wn
MFM tip ----

For theNUMT model
ignore the contributio
to thefieldfrom these
chargeplanes.
Fig. 4.18: Diagram of model Tip] partially coated with thin film from the apex
down. Note thatfor the NUMT modelignore the contribution to the strayfieldfrom
thechargeplanesnearestthebaseof the tip.
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The three dimensional stray field was calculated from each tip model at the
reconstructionplanefor variousportionsof the tips coatedwith thin film (h=0.25gm,
0.5l.Lm, Igm, 3gm, 5gm, lOgm and 15ýLrnin fig. 4.18). Field scanswere then taken
acrossthe peakvalueof the componentof field normalto the plane of reconstruction
and a selectiongeneratedby the UMT model are shownin fig. 4.19(a).Fig. 4.19(b)
plots the peakfield valuesof the scansin fig. 4.19(a) and of the scansgeneratedby
the NUMT model,while fig. 4.19(c) plots theFWHM of thesescans.
Note from fig. 4.19(b)that the peak valueof the field generatedby the UMT
model with thin film coating the top 3gm of the model only (i. e. h=3ltm) is 45mT,
while the corresponding field value generated by the same tip model entirely coated
with film (i. e. h=15gm) is 46mT. Also, the FWHM of the field scan generatedby the
3Am thin film tip model is 214nm, while the FWHM of the scan generated by the
fully coated tip model is 221nm. Thus, both the magnitude and the FWHM of the
field scan generated by the 3jam thin film tip differ from the field scan generated by
the fully coated tip by only a relatively small amount - less than 3% in each case.
In contrast, the character (i. e. the magnitude and FWHM) of field scans
generated by the UMT model with less than the top 3lLm coated with film (i. e.
Wl. Lm)differ significantly from the field generatedby the fully coated tip - seefigs.
4.19(b) and (c).
The suggestion therefore is that the thin film coating approximately the top
3grn of the UNIT model is the most important for defining the character of the tip
stray field (i. e. the magnitude and the spatial distribution of the tip field). The film
coating beyond 3ýLrnfrom the apex has little influence on the character of the stray
field immediately in front of the tip.
Further, from figs. 4.19(b) and (c) we find for the NUMT model, that the

magneticmaterialwithin approximatelyiltm from the tip apexis the mostimportant
for defining the characterof this tip field. In this case, both the magnitudeand
FWHM of the field scangeneratedby the NUMT model with thin film coating the
top Igm of the model only (i.e. h=lgm) differ from the field generatedby the fully
coated NUMT model by less than 5% - again a relatively small difference.The
NUMT modelswith film coating lessthan the top iltrn (i.e. h<Igm) generatefields
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significantly different in characterto the field generatedby the NUMT model fully
coatedwith film. Thereforethe suggestionis that the thin film coatingthe top Igm
of the NUMT is the most important for defining the characterof the tip field (the
film beyond Il.Lmfrom the apex having little influence on the characterof the field
immediatelyin front of thetip).
The modelsconsideredabovesuggestthat the magneticthin film within I3gm of the tip apex is the most important for defining the characterof the tip stray
field. The portion of thin film tip responsiblefor the character of the field is,
however,dependanton themagneticconfigurationof thetip film.
We now considerthe integratedfield generatedby both the UMF and the
NUMT models. Fig. 4.20(a) shows a selection of integrated field line scans
generated by the UMT model with film coating various portions of the tip. Fig.
4.20(b) plots the peak integrated field values of the scans in fig. 4.20(a) and of the
integrated field line scansgenerated by the NUMT model, while fig. 4.20(c) plots the
FWHM of these scans.
The important point to note from figs. 4.20(b) and (c) is that the character of

the integratedfield (i.e. the magnitudeandFWHM of the integratedfield line scans)
generatedby the UMT model is still significantly affectedas the portion of the tip
coatedwith film increasesbeyond34m from the apex(i.e. h>3gm). The characterof
the integrated field generatedby the NUMT model also continues to change
significantly asthe portionof thetip coatedwith film increasesbeyond Igm from the
apex(i.e. h>Igm).
This changingnatureof the integratedfields generatedby the UMT and the
NUMT modelssuggeststhat portions of the thin film tip which do not significantly
contribute to the characterof the stray field immediately in front of the tip, do
however, significantly contribute to the characterof the integrated field. This
suggeststhat theseportionsof the thin film tip generatea smallerfield over a larger
distance(relative to the field from the tip film at the top of the tip) which when
integratedhas a significant effect on the characterof the integratedtip field. This
therefore implies that using the integratedfield line scan data sets to assessthe
characterof a tip field may be subjectto significant error.
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Fig. 4.20: Integratedfield line scans (sensitive to induction nonnal to the plane oj
rec-mistructioii) generated by the UMT model of varying h (seefig. 4.18).
Also shoivn are plots ofthe peak integratedfield values and the FWHM of the line
scans generated by the UMT model and the NUMT model.
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4.5

Thickness

of

Thin

Film

Coating

and

its

Effect

on

Fields/Integrated Fields
The magnetic thin film material deposited onto an MFM tip is generally sputtered or
evaporated onto the tip. The resulting thickness of the film deposited is not known
exactly. Therefore in this section the effect of varying the thin film coating thickness
on the tip stray field and integrated field is investigated.
The three dimensional stray field was calculated from model Tipl (coated

with variousthicknessof film) andfield scanswerethen takenacrossthe peakvalue
of the componentof field normalto the planeof reconstructionandare shownin fig.
4.21(a).Fig. 4.21(b) plots the peakvaluesof the scansin (a), while fig. 4.21(c) plots
the FWHM of thescans.
It is not clear what the exact relationshipbetweenthe stray field and the tip
film thicknessis, however,the importantpoint to note is that the magnitudeandthe
FWHM of the field scansincreasefor increasingtip film thickness.Thereforethe
model suggeststhat not only doesthe magnitudeof the tip field increasefor thicker
film coatingsbut the tip field alsobroadensfor thicker film coatings.
Fig. 4.22(a) showsa selection of line scanstaken from the integratedfield
line scandata setsgeneratedby the tip model coatedwith variousthicknessof film.
Plots of the peakintegratedfield valuesof thesescans,fig. 4.22(b), and the FWHM
of the scans,fig. 4-22(c),are also shown. Note that the peak integratedfield values
and the FWHM of the integrated field line scans increase for increasing film
thickness.
The implication from theseresults is that for thicker film coatings,the tip
stray field (althoughincreasingin magnitude)becomesless sharp.Therefore,since
the MFM's resolution is determinedby the spatialdistribution of the tip field, the
model suggeststhat for higher NIFM imaging resolution the thin film tip coating
should be kept to a minimum thickness (with the proviso that the tip-sample
interactioncan still be measured).
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4.6

Summary

All the tip models considered are an approximation of the geometry of the DI MFM
tip. In particular the film at the apex of the practical N4FM tip is smooth, rounded and
continuous (this can be deduced from any TEM images of the tip apex) while the
film at the apex of each tip model is sharp and discontinuous - see fig. 4.18. Since we
have concluded (in Section 4.4) that the film in the vicinity of the tip apex is the
most important for defining the character of the tip field immediately in front of the
tip, we might expect that a practical N4FM tip will generate a broader stray field than
the tip models. However, due to the fact that the three tip models - each representing
a different magnetisation distribution - generate stray fields of similar character to
one another, we conclude that approximating the geometry of the tip apex (which is
required to construct a tip model) will not significantly affect the character of the
calculated field.
Although the integrated fields generated by the tip models (TipsI, 2 and 3)
are distinguishable from one another, they do all display a similar character (with
Tipl generating the least asymmetric integrated field, then Tip2 and finally Tip3
generating the most asymmetric integrated field - seeTable 4.1). In Section 4.3.4, the
integrated field line scans generated by model Tipsl and 3 (the tips generating the
least and most asymmetric integrated field) were compared to the deflection data
generated by the DI MFM tip and were found to compare favourably. This suggested
that Tipsl and 3 (and therefore the intermediate case - Tip2 ) were possible models
for the DI tip.
In contrast, in Section 4.3.5 we concluded that it is not possible to determine

a point monopoleor a point dipole (of specific magnitudeand position in space)
which generatesstrayfield and integratedstrayfield comparableto that generatedby
a tip model.Sincewe require modelswhich generatestray field and integratedfields
comparable to that generated by a DI NEFM tip, the monopole or dipole
approximationsto the MIFM tip are not suitable for the following investigations.
Instead, in Chapters5,6 and 7 we continue to use magnetic charge planes to
constructmodelsof the tip, cantileverandsubstrateportionsof the tip assembly.
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Chapter 5

Individual Contributions to a Tip Assembly's
Line Scan Deflection Data Setsfrom the Tip,
Cantilever and Substrate Portions of the Assembly

5.1

Introduction

Using a variety of models, the previous chapter dealt with investigationsof the
characterof the stray fields and integratedstray fields generatedfrom the thin film
materialattachedto an MFM tip. In reality, however,the modelsusedin Chapter4
are too simplistic to characterisethe stray field/integratedstray field from a real
NIFM tip, since a real MFM tip is also attachedto a cantilever and substrate.
Generallythe entire tip/cantilever/substrate
structure,which we will refer to as the
tip assembly,is sputteredwith the thin film magnetic material which coats the
unshieldedpartsof the structureequally. Therefore,it is to be expectedthat at any
point in free space,the magneticinduction measuredfrom the tip assemblywill have
contributions from the thin film material coating the cantilever and substratein
additionto thaton thetip.
Fig. 5.1 shows the line scan deflection data sets generatedfrom a Digital
Instruments(DI) Nff-M tip coated with CoCr alloy; this was magnetisedby the
applicationof a largefield (-I. OT)directedalong the tip axis. The tip assemblywas
rotatedin the microscopeaboutan axis at 12.5' to the tip axis (seeSection3.4). The
line scanswere extractedfrom DPC image pairs and are approximately50nm in
front of thetip. In the following this casewill be referredto asthe Axial Case.
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Fig. 5.1: Deflection line scan data set generated by DI MFM tip
magnetised as in the Axial Case (i. e. tip assembly magnetised by
application ofa largefield --1. OT - directed along the tip axis).
(a) Line scans sensitive to induch.oil normal to the plane of reconstruction.
(b) Line scans sensi.live to induction in the plane of reconstruction.
(c) Plot oj'the average value of'the end-points of each scan in (a).
(d) Plot oj'the average value of'the end-points of each scan in (b).
Deflection data provided by Prof. R. P. Ferrier and Dr. S. Mc Vitie.
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Fig. 5.2: Deflection line scan data set generated by a DI MFM tip
magnetisedas in the Transverse Case (i. e. tip assembl magnetised by
,v
application oj'a lutýgefield - -0.7T - directed along the cantilever axis).
(a) Line scans sensitive to induction normal to the plane of reconstruction.
(b) Line scans sensi.tive to induction in the plane of reconstruction.
(c) Plot ofthe average value of'the end-points oftach scan in (a).
(d) Plot oj'the average value oj'the end-points of each scan in (b).
Deflection data provided bY Prof. R. A Ferrier and Dr. S. Mc Vitie
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Note the large vertical spreadof line scanswithin each deflection data set.
This behaviouris not observedin the simulatedintegratedfield line scansgenerated
by the tip modelsin Chapter4. However there is a distinct similarity betweenthe
general shapeof the scans and those generatedby the tip models. This clearly
suggeststhat the tip portion of thetip assemblyis largely responsiblefor defining the
shapeof the scans in fig. 5.1, while the vertical offset arises presumablyfrom
contributionsfrom the magneticfilm on thecantileverandsubstrate.
The line scansshownin fig. 5.2 arise from the sametip as in fig. 5.1 but remagnetisedby the application of a large field (-0.7T) directed along the cantilever
axis. Once again a full rotation data set is shown. In the following this will be
referredto asthe TransverseCase.
Note the largespreadof line scanswithin eachdeflection data set which are
similar but not identical to the spreadof scansin the data setsof fig. 5.1. Also note
the similarity in shapebetweenthe line scansin fig. 5.2 and those generatedby the
tip models.Onceagainthis suggeststhat the tip portionof the tip assemblyis largely
responsiblefor defining the shapeof the scansin fig. 5.2 but that the offset in the
scansoriginatesfrom the magneticmaterialattachedto thecantilever andsubstrate.
The shapeof the scansin fig. 5.2 variesto a much greaterdegreethan those
in fig. 5.1. This may be a characterof the integratedfields generatedby the samepart
of the tip assemblyresponsiblefor the vertical shifts of the scans.Alternatively and
possiblymore plausibly,this may suggestthat the magneticconfiguration of the tip
portion of the tip assemblyhas been modified after re-magnetisationby a field
directedalong the cantileveraxis. Thusa furtherinvestigationinto possiblemagnetic
configurationsof the tip portion of the tip assemblyand its contribution to the
deflectiondatasetsis required[seeSection5.21.
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Figs. 5.3(a) and (b) show a DPC image pair of the tip and cantilever portions
of the tip assembly magnetised as in the Axial Case. The images are sensitive to
induction in orthogonal directions and are taken from a full rotation data set of low
magnification images of the tip and cantilever portions of the tip assembly. Both
images show magnetic induction escaping from various regions along the tip and
cantilever surfaces. These images (as indeed all the images in the full data set)
clearly illustrate that there is stray field contributions from the cantilever.

Figs. 5.3(c) and (d) show a DPC imagepair of the tip, cantileverand part of
the substrate portion of the tip assembly (in the lower half of the images) magnetised

as in the Axial Case. It is also clear that there are stray fields escapingfrom the
surfaces of the substrate.

(a)

(c,

S_

IL

I
(b)

(d)

Fig. 5.3: (a) and (b) Low magnification DPC images of the tip and
cantilever porlions of the tip assembly magnetisedas in the Axial Case.
(c)and (d) Low magnification DPC images of thefront edge of the
substrate portion of the tip assembly (in the lower half of the images)
magnetised as in the Axial Case.
Arrows indicate the direction of induction sensitivity.
Images provided by Prof. R. P. Ferrier and Dr. S. Mc Vitie.
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The images of fig. 5.3 show that the thin film mateiial attachedto the
cantilever and substrate portions of a real MFM tip assembly does generate stray
fields. These fields contribute to the total field immediately in front of the tip portion
of the assembly and therefore contribute to the character of the tip assembly's
deflection data sets. Thus an investigation into the character of the stray fields and
integrated stray fields generated by the cantilever (section 5.3) and substrate (section
5.4) portions is required. The investigations will consider whether the cantilever and
substrate portions are responsible for the variable vertical shifting of the scans in
figs. 5.1 and 5.2, and if so, what effect these have on the (ART and RTM)
reconstructed tip fields (in Chapter 6). A summary of the important points to note
from this chapter is given in section 5.5.

5.2

Tip Contribution to the Experimental Deflection Data Set

Generated by a MFM Tip Assembly
As discussedabove, the tip models discussedin Chapter 4 suggestthat the tip
portion of the tip assemblyis largely responsiblefor defining the shapeof the scans
in fig. 5.1. Further, the existing tip models are a suitable starting point for an
investigation into the possible magnetic configuration of the tip portion of the
assemblymagnetisedas in the Axial andTransverseCases.

5.2.1 Tip Portion of the Tip AssemblyMagnetised as in the Axial Case
Clearlythe similaritybetweentheshapeof theintegratedfield line scansgenerated
by thetip modelsin Chapter4 andthe line scansin thedatasetsgenerated
by theDI
MFM tip assembly
thatthe tip portionof
magnetised.
asin the Axial Casesuggests
hasa magneticconfigurationsimilarto thatof the tip models(see
the tip assembly
Section4.3.4).In other words,the magneticfilm coatingthe tip portion of the
to be magnetised
appears
towardsthetip apex.
assembly
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5.2.2 Tip Portion of the Tip Assembly Magnetised as in the Transverse
Case
The shapesof the scansin fig. 5.2 vary to a much greaterdegreethan those in fig.
5.1. As discussedabove,this may suggestthat the magneticconfigurationof the tip
portion of the tip assemblyhas beenmodified after application of the field directed
along the cantilever axis. An investigationinto possiblemagneticconfigurationsof
the tip portion of the assemblymagnetisedasin the TransverseCasewas undertaken.
Figs. 5.4(a), 5.5(a) and 5.6(a) show three plausible magneticconfigurations
for the tip (dimensionsidentical to Tipl in Chapter4) magnetisedby a field applied
along the direction of the cantilever axis (i. e. along the positive z direction). The
correspondingintegratedfield line scandata setsgeneratedby thesetip modelsare
also shown.It is clearthat the shapeof theseline scansbearlittle resemblanceto the
scansin fig. 5.2. Thus the conclusionis that the net magnetisationof the tip portion
of the assemblymagnetisedas in the TransverseCase does not settle along the
directionof the magnetisingfield (i.e. along the cantileveraxis).
The similarity betweenthe shapeof the integratedfield line scansgenerated
by the tip models of Chapter 4 and the scans in fig. 5.2, suggeststhat the tip models
of Chapter 4 are possible models for the tip portion of the assembly magnetised as in
the Transverse Case. However, the greater variation of the shape of the scansin fig.
5.2 than those in fig. 5.1 might suggest that the tip portion has a component of
magnetisation directed along the axis of the cantilever. Thus we decided to
investigate the integrated field line scans generated by tip models with a net
magnetisation rotated away from the tip axis.
The model tips considered were constructed by combining the tip model
magnetised as in the Axial Case (see fig. 4.5(a)) with any one of the tip models
shown in figs. 5.4 to 5.6. The simulated integrated field line scansgenerated by these
models were then compared to the deflection line scansin fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.7 showsa comparisonof deflectionline scansgeneratedby the DI tip
(sensitiveto induction normal to the plane of reconstruction- seefig. 5.2) with the
line scansgeneratedfrom a tip model constructedby combining approximately90%
of the tip magnetisedin the Axial Case(seeTipl in fig. 4.5(a)) with 40% of the tip
magnetised as in fig. 5.4 - these simulated contributions were combined in
quadrature.Note that the size of the componentcontributionsto the final model tip
magnetisationwere systematicallydeducedto give a bestfit comparisonbetweenthe
simulated and experimentaldeflection data. An indication of the relative angular
position of thetip for eachline scanis given.
It is clear that the simulated line scans compare favourably with the
experimental (DI tip) deflection data. Fig. 5.8 shows a comparison of the
experimental deflection line scans (sensitive to induction in the plane of
reconstruction) with the correspondingsimulated scans generatedby the same
combinationtip model.Onceagainthe simulatedline scanscomparefavourablywith
the experimentaldeflection data.Thus the suggestionis that the tip portion of the
assemblymagnetisedas in the TransverseCaseis predominatelymagnetisedalong
the tip axis (even after it has been subjectedto a large field applied along the
cantileveraxis). Our investigationssuggestthat the componentof tip magnetisation,
directedalong the cantileveraxis is relatively small andthe tip modelmagnetisedas
in fig. 5.4 is a possiblemodelfor this component.
Note that other modelsfor the tip portion of the tip assemblymagnetisedas
in the Transverse Case were constructed from a combination of the model tip
magnetised as in the Axial Case with either of the tips in figs. 5.5 and 5.6 (these tip
models are not shown here). The shapesof the simulated integrated field line scans
generated again compared favourably with the experimental deflection line scans
shown in figs. 5.7 and 5.8 (these simulated integrated field line scans are not shown
here). We therefore conclude that the tip portion of the assembly magnetised as in
the Transverse Case is predominantly magnetised along the tip axis. The component
of magnetisation directed along the cantilever axis is small and it is not clear which
of the models in figs. 5.4 to 5.6 best resemblesthis component.
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Relative orientation of the
tip assembly about the
rotation axis in the STEM
for the line scansshown.
Note that the rotation axis
points out of the page.
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison ofa selection of deflection line scans (sensitive to induction
normal to the reconstruction plane) generated by the DI MFM tip assembly
inagnetised as in the Transverse Case with the simulated integratedfield line scans
generated b,va tnodelfbr the tip portion of the assembly also magnetised as in the
Transverse Case.
Ae tip model was constructed by combining approximately 90% of the tip model
inagnetised as the Axial Case with 40% ofthe tip magnetised as in fig. 5.4(a).
Note that the deflection line scans generated by the DI tip - which are takenfrom the
data set ilifig. 5.2(a) - have had a constant deflection value subtractedfroln them.
The value subtracted was the average value ofthe end-points of the scans.
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Relative orientation of the
tip assembly about the
rotation axis in the STEM
for the line scans shown.
Note that the rotation axis
points out of the page.
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Fig. 5.8: Comparison oj'a selection of deflection line scans(sensitive to induction in
the plane oj'reconstniction) generated b*ythe DI MFM tip assembly magnetised as in
the Transverse Case with the simidated integrated field line scans generated by a
tnodeljOr the tip portion oj'the assenibl also inagnetised as in the Transverse Case.
,y
Die tip model was constructed b,N,combining
approximately 90% of the tip model
in
A-vial
Case
40%
with
of the tip inagnetised as in fig. 5.4(a).
magnetised the
Note that the tlýflection line scans generated by the DI tip - which are takenfrom the
data set in jig. 5.2(b) - have had a constant deflection value subtractedfrom them.
Pie value subtracted was the average value of the end-points ofthe scans.
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Cantilever Contribution

5.3

to the Experimental Deflection Data

Set Generated by a MFM Tip Assembly
In this section we consider possiblemagneticconfigurationsof the cantilever film
and the stray fields and integratedstray fields which they generate.Figs. 5.9(a) and
(b) show SEM imagesof the cantilever portion from which the dimensionsof a
modelweredetermined- seefig. 5.9(c).
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(c) Diagram of cantilever model.
Fig. 5.9: SEM images of the cantilever portion of the tip assembly and the
cantilever model deferminedfrom them.
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In all the following calculations it is assumedthat only the top surface of the
cantilever(the side with the tip attached)is coatedin a CoCr alloy with a saturation
magnetisationequivalentto a saturationinduction of 0.5T. Thereforeeachof the five
individual faceson the top surfaceof the cantilevermodel is coatedwith a thin film
of the samethickness.The methodused to calculatethe stray field from the thin
films attachedto the cantilever model is similar to the methoddescribedin section
4.2.

5.3.1 Cantilever Portion of the Tip Assembly Magnetised as in the Axial
Case
A numberof modelsfor the cantileverfilm magnetised
as in the Axial Casewere
in the following. Fig. 5.10(a)
constructed
and a selectionof themare considered
for the cantilevermodel(i.e. modelCAJ); the
showsonepossiblemagnetisation
magnetisingfield was directedout of the page.For the determinationof this
that the magnetisation
magneticconfigurationit wasassumed
of eachof the five
individualthin films which makeup the cantilevermodelweremagnetised
in the
planeof the film. A plausiblemagneticconfigurationfor the model was then
estimatedtakinginto accountthe geometryof the model andthe directionof the
field. The integratedfield line scansgenerated
by the modelCAJ are
magnetising
shownin figs.5.1O(b)and(c).
The first thingto noteis thatthe line scansin fig. 5.10do not displaya large
data.
comparable
to thatobservedin theexperimental
variableverticalshift character
The maximumintegratedfield valueof the line scansin fig. 5.10 is approximately
IOTnm.This valueis verymuchsmallerthanthemaximumverticalshiftsin figs.5.1
field valuesgenerated
by thetip modelsin
and5.2,andindeedof thepeakintegrated
Chapter4 (approximately
25Tnm).
Figs. 5.11(a) and 5.12(a) show another two possible magnetisation
by a field directedout of the page
distributionsfor the cantileverfilm magnetised
(i.e. modelsCA-2 andCA_3).The samecriteriaas usedin the constructionof the
previousmodelwasalsousedhere.Thereforethemagneticconfigurations
of models
CA-2 andCA-3wereagainestimated
takingintoaccountthegeometryof themodel
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and the direction of the magnetisingfield. The integratedfield line scansgenerated
by thesemodelsare shownin figs, 5.11(b) and(c) and figs. 5.12(b) and(c).
Onceagain note that in both casesthe line scansgeneratedby the modelsdo
not display a largevariablevertical shift charactercomparableto that in figs. 5.1 and
5.2. The maximumintegratedfield valuesof the simulatedline scansis again much
smaller than the maximum vertical shifts in figs. 5.1 and 5.2, and of the peak
integratedfield valuesgeneratedby the modeltips in Chapter4.
Thus the cantilever models discussedabove (i.e. models CA_I, CA. 2 and
CAJ) cannotexplain the largevertical shifts observedin the experimentalline scans
andwe may concludethat it must be the magnetisationof the substratefilm which is
responsible.Neverthelesswe still needto be able to determinethe contributionfrom
the cantilever film to the tip assembly's deflection data sets and consequent
reconstructedstrayfield. In order to help decideon the best model it was decidedto
simulate the 2-D distribution of integrated field in the vicinity of the tip and to
comparethis with the observedintegratedinduction.
Two DPC imagepairs of part of the tip and cantilever portion of the DI tip
assemblywere chosenfrom a full rotation data set of low magnificationimagesof
the tip assemblymagnetisedas in the Axial Case- seefigs. 5.13(a) and (c), (e) and
(g). As usual the images in each pair were sensitiveto induction in orthogonal
directions.Investigationsof the 2-D distribution of the integratedfields generatedby
modelsCAJ, CAj and CA-3 was undertaken.The integratedfields generatedby
the cantilevermodelsCA-1 and CA-2 were found to compareunfavourablywith the
experimentaldeflection data (thesecomparisonsare not shownhere).This indicates
that these modelsare not possiblemodelsfor the magnetisationdistribution of the
practical cantilever. However, the integrated field generatedby cantilever model
CAj wasfound to comparefavourably with theexperimentaldeflection data.
Fig. 5.13 shows the DPC image pairs of the DI MFM tip and the
correspondingsimulated imagescalculatedfrom cantilever model CAJ. The first
DPC imagepair (see fig. 5-13(a)and (c) for the experimentalDPC imagepair and
fig. 5.13(b)and (d) for thecorrespondingsimulatedDPC imagepair) is of the tip and
cantileverorientedsuch that the view is looking down the axis of the cantilever.The
secondDPC imagepair (seefig. 5.13(e)and(g) for theexperimentalDPC imagepair
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and fig. 5.13(f) and (h) for thecorrespondingsimulatedDPC imagepair) is at 90' to
this about the rotation axis. Note that the tip model used in the simulated DPC
imageswas Tip I from Chapter4 (seefig. 4.5).
A visual comparison of the images in fig. 5.13 suggeststhat there is
reasonable qualitative agreement between the corresponding simulated and
experimentalDPC images.For a further comparison,line scanswere taken across
the DPC imagesand are shown in fig. 5.14 (an indication of wherethe scanswere
taken on the images is given). It is clear from these scans that there is good
agreementbetweenthecharacterof the simulatedandexperimentaldeflectiondata.
Note that the contributionto the experimentalDPC imagesfrom the substrate
portion of the DI tip assemblyhasnot beentaken into accountin the simulatedDPC
images.Also, note that the magneticdomains in the model cantilever film are
extendedover a largerareathan we might expect in a practical situation(notice the
variation of DPC contrastalong the edgesof the DI cantilever in fig. 5.13 - this is
consistentwith what we expectfrom substantiallysmallermagneticdomainsthanthe
model cantilever domainst"). These are two possible reasonsthat the agreement
betweenthe simulated and experimentaldeflection data is not better. Nevertheless,
we conclude that the cantilever model CAj is a possiblemodel for the cantilever
portion of the tip assemblymagnetisedasin theAxial Case.
Note that the tip model used in the simulatedDPC images is coatedwith
CoCr thin film of 40nm thickness.This tip model generatesintegratedfield line
scansof comparablemagnitudeandFWHM to the line scansin fig. 5.1 (ignoring the
variable vertical shift). However in order to obtain simulated DPC images of
comparablecontrastto the experimentalDPC images,the thin film coating on the
cantilevermodelwas requiredto be 120nmthick, that is 3 times the thicknessof the
thin film coatingthetip. This maysuggestthat the sputteringof thin film onto thetip
assemblyis uneven.The steepsloping sidesof the tip relative to the cantilevermay
be coatedwith a thinner film than thecantilever.The modelthereforesuggeststhat a
furtherexperimentalinvestigationinto thethicknessof thin film coatingthe different
portionsof the tip assemblyis required.
An alternativeexplanationfor the largerthanexpectedcantilevercontribution
to the tip assemblydeflection data set is that (with the thicknessof film coatingthe
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tip and cantilever portions the same) the practical cantilever film has extended
magnetic volume and surface charge regions not accounted for in the model. The
magnetic volume charges (V -M)

arise in regions where the divergence of the

cantilever film magnetisation (M) is non zero (i. e. V-M#
charges (M-n)

0). Further surface

may aiise from the fact that the practical cantilever film is not as

smooth as the model film (see the underside of the cantilever in the DPC images in
fig. 5.3) and as a result has a larger amount of surface charges than the model. We
now briefly consider the character of the stray field generated from the cantilever
model CA-3.
Fig. 5.15(a) shows a field scan (of the component of field normal to the plane

of reconstruction)calculateddirectly from the cantilevermodel CA-3 at the planeof
reconstruction.Fig. 5.15(b) showsa correspondingfield scan (of the componentof
field normal to the plane of reconstruction)calculateddirectly from the tip model
(i.e. model Tipl used in the simulated DPC imagesin fig. 5.13) at the plane of
reconstruction.
In the vicinity of the peaktip field (i.e. on the reconstructionplane),the field
from the cantilever is less than I mT and varies by less than 0.1 mT. The peak tip field
on the reconstruction plane is 46mT. Thus, the models suggest that the cantilever
field on the reconstruction plane is small (being less than 2% of the peak tip field)
and effectively constant (since changes in the cantilever field of the order of O.ImT
can be considered to be insignificant in a practical experiment).
Now consider the horizontal axes on the graphs shown in fig. 5.15. Note that

in fig. 5.15(a) the field scan componentcalculated from the cantilever model is
800l.tm in length,while the scanin fig. 5.15(b),calculatedfrom the tip model,is only
8gm in length.The FWHM of the field scanin fig. 5.15(a)is approximately57gm,
while thecorrespondingFWHM of the scanin fig. 5.15(b)is approximately220nm.
Thus the tip field immediately in front of the tip dominatesover the field
from thecantilever.However,the largespreadof the cantileverfield ensuresits field
integrals are significant as figs. 5.12(b) and (c) show. Furthermore,note that since
the tip field tends to zero at infinity faster than the field from the cantilever,the
cantilever field in fact becomesthe dominant contribution to the stray field at
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distances ot'greater than approximately 20ptm from the tip. In Chapter 6 we consider
the effect that the cantilever (and substrate) contribution to the tip assembly's
deflection data sets has on the accuracy of the (ART and RTM) reconstructed tip
field. Firstly however-, we consider possible magnetisation distributions for the
practical cantilever film magnetisedas in the Transverse Case.
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5.3.2 Cantilever Portion of the Tip Assembly Magnetised as in the
Transverse Case
For the cantilever film magnetised as in the Transverse Case only two models were
constructed. Fig. 5.16(a) shows one of these models (model CT 1); the magnetising
field was directed along the cantilever axis as indicated. For the determination of this
magnetic configuration it was again assumed that the magnetisation of each of the
five individual thin films which make up the cantilever model were magnetised in
the plane of the film. A plausible magnetisation for the model was then estimated
taking into account the geometry of the model and the direction of the magnetising
field. The integrated field line scans generated by model CT-1 are shown in figs.
5.16(b) and (c).
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Onceagainthe magnitudeand distributionof the line scansdoesnot compare
favourablywith the scansin figs. 5.1 and 5.2. A comparisonof the 2-D distribution
of integratedfield from CT-I with the observedinduction (this comparisonis not
shownhere) also gavepoor agreement.This indicatesthat cantilevermodel CT I is
not a suitablemodelfor the cantileverfilm magnetisedasin theTransverseCase.
The secondmodel for the cantilever film magnetisedas in the Transverse
Case - model CT-2 - is shown in fig. 5.17(a). Note that the same criteria as used in
the construction of the previous cantilever models was also used in this case. An
investigation of the 2-D distribution of the integrated field from the model cantilever
was again undertaken.
Thus once again two DPC image pairs of part of the tip and cantilever portion
of the DI MFM tip assembly were taken from a full rotation data set of low
magnification images of the DI MFM tip assembly magnetised as in the Transverse
Case - see figs. 5.18(a) and (c), (e) and (g). As usual the images in each pair were
sensitive to induction in orthogonal directions.
Fig. 5.18 shows these experimental DPC image and the corresponding

simulatedimagescalculatedfrom cantilevermodel CT-2. The first DPC imagepair
(seefig. 5.18(a)and(c) for theexperimentalDPC imagepair and fig. 5.18(b) and(d)
for the correspondingsimulatedDPC imagepair) is of the tip and cantileveroriented
in such a way that the view is looking down the axis of the cantilever.The second
DPC imagepair (seefig. 5.18(e)and (g) for the experimentalDPC image pair and
fig. 5.18(f) and(h) for the correspondingsimulatedDPC imagepair) are at 900 about
the rotation axis. Note that fig. 5.17(a)showsthe magneticconfigurationof the tip
portion of the simulatedDPC images.The tip model again has identical dimensions
to that of Tipl in Chapter4. Also, the direction of the model tip's magnetisationis
reversedfrom the Axial Case.This is required so that the contrastin the simulated
DPC images from the tip and cantilever models is consistent with the contrast
observedin the experimentalDPC images.
A visual comparison of the images in fig. 5.18 suggeststhat there is
reasonablequalitative agreementbetween the simulated and experimentalDPC
images.Onceagainline scanswere takenacrossthesimulatedandexperimental
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X

(a) Magnefic configurations of the tip and cantilever models used in the
simulated DPC iniages of the Transverse Case infigs. 5.18.
Note that the magnetising field is directed along the positive z direction.
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DPC imagesand are shownin fig. 5.19 (an indication of wherethe scanswere taken
on the image is given in fig. 5.18). From a comparison of the corresponding
simulated and experimentalscansin fig. 5.19 it is clear that there is very good
agreementbetweenthecharacterof the simulatedandexperimentalDPC images.
Once again note that the agreementbetweenthe simulatedand experimental
deflection datacould havebeenimproved uponif thecontribution from the substrate
portion of the tip assemblyhad been taken into account in the simulated DPC
images.Furthermodification of the large magneticdomainsof the model cantilever
film may alsohaveimproved the agreementbetweenthe simulatedand experimental
deflection datat". Nevertheless,cantilever model CTI-2 is taken to be a possible
model for the cantilever portion of the DI tip assemblymagnetisedas in the
TransverseCase.
Note that the magneticfilm coatingthe cantilevermodel was 120nmthick, 3
timesthe thicknessof the film coatingthe tip model (seeSection 5.3.1 for possible
explanationsfor this). We now briefly considerthe characterof the stray field from
cantilevermodelCT 2.
Fig. 5.20(a)showsa field scan(of thecomponentof field normal to the plane
of reconstruction) calculated directly from the cantilever model 0ý_2 at the
reconstruction plane. Fig. 5.20(b) shows a corresponding field scan (of the
componentof field normal to the plane of reconstruction)calculateddirectly from
thetip model(magnetisedasin fig. 5.17(a))at thereconstructionplane.
In the vicinity of the peak tip field (i.e. on the reconstructionplane) the
cantilever field is again less than ImT and varies by less than O.ImT. The peak tip
field on the reconstructionplane is -46mT. Thus, the models again suggestthat
(similar to the Axial Case)the cantilever field on the reconstructionplane is small
(being lessthanof 2% of the peaktip field) andeffectively constant.
Now consider the horizontal axes on the graphs shown in fig. 5.20. Once
again note that in fig. 5-20(a)the field scancalculatedfrom the cantilever model is
800gm in length, while the scanin fig. 5.20(b)calculatedfrom the tip model is 8grn
in length.
We therefore conclude that the tip field immediately in front of the tip
dominatesover the field from the cantilever. However, the large spreadof the
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cantileverfield ensuresits field integralsare significantas figs. 5.17(b) and(c) show.
Furthermore,sincethe tip field tendsto zero at infinity faster than the field from the
cantilcNer,the field from the cantilever becomesthe dominant contribution to the
straNfield at distancesof greaterthan approximately20gm from the tip. We now
considerpossil-fleniagnetisationdistributionsfor the substratefilm magnetisedas in
the Axial andTransverseCases.
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5.4

Substrate Contribution

to the Experimental

Deflection Data

Set Generated by a MFM Tip Assembly
From the models considered in the previous sections the implication is that the
vertical offset of the scans in figs. 5.1 and 5.2 must originate from the magnetic
material attached to the substrate portion of the tip assembly. Figs. 5.21(a) and (b)
show SEM images of the substrate from which the dimensions of a model were
determined - seefigs. 5.21(c).

(b) Another SEM image qj'the cantilever
and substrate. View looking down onto
the top surface of the substrate.

(a) SEM image oj'ihe cantilever
and substrate. View looking down
onto top surface of the substrate.
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Fig. 5.21: SEM images of the substrate portion of the tip assembly and the
substrate inodel determinedfrom them.
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In all the following calculationsthe top surfaceand sidesof the substrateare coated
with a film of 120nmthickness.The film is the same CoCr alloy as used in the
previoustip and cantilevermodels.The methodusedto calculatethe strayfield from
the thin films attachedto the substratemodel is similar to the methoddescribedin
section4.2.

5.4.1 Substrate Portion of the Tip Assembly Magnetised as in the Axial
Case
We first investigatedpossiblemodels for the substratefilm magnetisationfor the
caseof the magnetisingfield directed along the tip axis. For each substratemodel
constructedit was assumedthat the individual films which make up the model were
magnetisedin the planeof the film.
The first substrate model - SAJ - which generated a distribution of
integratedfield line scanscomparableto the vertical distribution of the experimental
deflection line scans in fig. 5.1 is shown in fig. 5.22(a). The magnetisation
distribution of this model was estimatedby taking into accountthe geometryof the
model and the direction of the magnetisingfield. The integrated field line scans
generatedby the model, figs. 5.22(b) and (c), and plots of the averagevaluesof the
end-pointsof eachline scan,figs. 5.22(d) and(e), are shown.For a comparison,plots
of the averagevaluesof the end-pointsof eachof the experimentaldeflection line
scansin fig. 5.1 are alsoshown.
Note that the substrate model SAJ does generate data sets of vertically

shifted line scans.This indicatesthat the substrateportion of the tip assemblyis the
source of the vertical shifts observed in the data sets of figs. 5.1 and 5.2. This
substratemodel was taken as a starting point for further investigations aimed at
improving on the agreementbetween the experimental (DI tip assembly) and
simulateddeflectiondata.
Fig. 5.23(a)showsanotherpossiblemagneticconfigurationfor the substrate
magnetisedas in the Axial Case- i.e. substratemodel SA_2. In this case it was
decided to assumethat the magnetisationof the film on the top surface of the
substratewas in a flux closure configuration;therefore thereare no free magnetic
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poles on this film. This is a feasible assumptionsince the magnetisingfield is
directedperpendicularto the plane of the film on this surface,The integratedfield
line scansgeneratedby the model, figs. 5.23(b) and (c), and plots of the average
value of the end-pointsof each of the simulatedand experimentaldeflection line
scans(in fig. 5.1), seefigs. 5.23(d)and (e), are alsoshown.
Onceagain the vertical distribution of the simulated line scansdoescompare
reasonablywith the experimentaldeflection data.This reinforcesthe suggestionthat
the substrateportion of the tip assemblyis the sourceof the large variable vertical
shift characterof the experimentaldeflectionline scans.
Using model SA-2 as a starting point and with the aim of improving the
agreementbetweenthe simulatedand experimentaldeflection data, severalfurther
modelswereconstructed.Fig. 5.24(a)showsonethesemodels- i. e. substratemodel
SAJ. Once againwe assumedthat the magnetisationof the film on the top surface
of the substrateis in a flux closureconfiguration (and therefore there are no free
magneticpoleson this film). The integratedfield line scansgeneratedby the model
are shownin figs. 5.24(b)and (c), asare plots of the averagevaluesof theend points
of the simulatedandexperimentaldeflectionline scansin figs. 5.24(d) and(e).
Note that modelSA-3 generatesa verticaldistribution of simulatedline scans
which gives the closest agreement with the experimental deflection line scansin fig.
5.1. However, the agreement between the simulated and experimental deflection data
could be improved by 1) including the contribution to the simulated deflection data
sets from the tip and cantilever portions of the tip assembly, and 2) modifying the
magnetic domain structure of the model substrate film since the existing model
domains are larger than we might expect in a practical situationil 1.Nevertheless, we
conclude that the substrate model SA-3 is a possible model for the substrate portion
of the tip assembly magnetised as in the Axial Case. We now consider the character
of the stray field generatedby substrate model SAJ.
Fig 5.25(a) shows a field scan (of the component of field normal to the plane
of reconstruction) calculated directly from the substrate model SA-3 at the
reconstruction plane. Fig. 5.25(b) shows a corresponding field scan (again of the
component of field normal to the plane of reconstruction) calculated directly from
model Tipl (see fig. 4-5) at the reconstruction plane.
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In the \icinitý

of the peak tip field (i. e. on the reconstruction plane) the

substrate field is found to he of the order of 2xlO-1 mT and vanes by less than
10 2rnT.The peak tip field on the reconstruction plane is approximately 46mT. Thus
the suggestion is that in the Nicinitý of the tip, the field from the substrate portion of
the tip assernhlý is sniall (heing onlý a fraction of one percent of the peak tip field)
and effectiveIN constant (since changes in the substrate field of the order of than
10 'mT are insignificant in a practical expeniment).
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Fig. 5.25: Field scan components calculated in the plane ofreconstruction
thesubstrate model SA-3 model and model Tipl.

from

Nkm consider the horizontal axes on the graphs shown in fig. 5.25. Note that
in tig. 5.25(a) the field scan calculated from the substrate model is 2cm in length.
While the scan in fig. 5.25(b), calculated from the tip model, is again only 8ýLrnin
length. Thus, the tip field immediately in front of the tip dominates over the field
from the substrate. likme\er, the large spread of the substrate field ensures its field
integrals are sigmfik:ant its figs. 5.24(b) and (c) shoýý. In Chapter 6 we consider the
effect that the SUbstrate(and cantileýer) contribution to the tip assembly's deflection
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data sets has on the accuracyof the reconstructedtip field. Firstly however, we
consider possible magnetisation distributions for the practical substrate film
magnetisedasin theTransverseCase.

5.4.2 Substrate Portion of the Tip Assembly Magnetised as in the
Transverse Case
Severalmodelswere constructedfor the substrateportion of the tip assembly
as in the TransverseCase.Fig. 5.26(a)showsone of thesepossible
magnetised
magneticconfigurationsfor the substratefilm - substratemodel ST 1. As in the
thatthemagnetisation
of eachof themagneticfilms
previoussectionit wasassumed
in the planeof the film. A
which makeup the substratemodelwere magnetised
for themodelwasthenestimatedby takinginto accountthe
plausiblemagnetisation
geometryof the model and the directionof the magnetisingfield. Note that the
fromthe modelSTI-I areshownin figs. 5.26(b)
field line scansgenerated
integrated
and(c) aswell asplotsof theaveragevaluesof theend-pointsof the simulatedline
plotsof the averagevaluesof theendscansin figs. 5.26(d)and(e) (for comparison
line scansin figs. 5.2arealsoshown).
pointsof theexperimental
by substratemodelST_1are
Onceagainnotethatthe line scansgenerated
vertically shifted by a variable amount. This again reinforces the suggestion that the
substrate portion of the tip assembly is indeed the source of the vertical shift
character of the scans in the experimental deflection data sets of figs. 5.1 and 5.2.
Furthermore, note from both figs. 5.26(d) and (e) that a comparison of the average
values of the end points of the simulated line scans with the average values of the
end points of the experimental line scans in fig. 5.2 indicates that the vertical
distribution of the simulated scans does compare favourably with that of the
experimental deflection line scans.
Again note that the agreement between the simulated and experimental
deflection data could have been improved upon if the contribution to the simulated
integrated field from the tip and cantilever portions of the tip assembly had been
taken into account. Further modification of the large domain configurations of the
between the simulated
model substrate film may also have improved the agreement
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and experimental deflection data. Nevertheless, substrate model ST-1 is taken to be a
possible model for the substrate portion of the DI t1p assembly magnetised as in the
Transverse Case. We now briefly consider the character of the stray field from this
I-nodel.
A field scan (of the component of field normal to the plane of reconstruction)
calculated clirectlý from the substrate model ST-1 at the reconstruction plane is
sho%kii in fig. 5.27(a). Fig. 5.27(b) shows a corresponding field scan (of the
component of field normal to the plane of reconstruction) calculated directly from
the tip model (magnetised as in the fig. 5.17(a)) at the reconstruction plane.
Note that once again in the vicinity of the tip the field from the substrate is of
the order of2x 10-linT and varies by less than 10-1mT.Thus the models again suggest
that in the %icinitý of the tip the substrate field is small (being only a fraction of one
percent of the peak tip field) and effectively constant.
Now consider the horizontal axes on the graphs in fig. 5.27. Once again the
substrate field is given o%er2cm. while the tip field is given over 8gm. Thus as
expected the tip field immediately in front of the tip dominates over the field from
the substrate. However, the large spread of the substrate field ensures its field
integrals are significant as figs. 5.27(b) and (c) show.
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5.5

Sununary

The deflection data setsgeneratedby the DI MFM tip magnetisedin the Axial and
TransverseCaseswerepresentedin this chapter.The vertical shift characterof these
deflection line scanswas not predictedby the tip modelsconsideredin Chapter4 and
thereforethe implication was that this variable vertical shift characteroriginated
from the magneticmaterialattachedto the cantileverand substrateportionsof thetip
assembly.
Severalpossiblemodelsfor the magneticconfigurationof the cantileverand
substrateportions of the tip assemblywere constructed. These suggestedthat
althoughthe cantilevercontribution to the deflectiondata setsis significant, it is the
substrateportionof the DI tip assemblywhich is responsiblefor the vertical shifts of
theexperimentaldeflection line scans.
Investigationsinto the characterof the stray field from eachof the cantilever
and substrate portions found that in the vicinity of the peak tip field, the cantilever
and substrate fields are small (being less than 2% and 1% of the peak tip field
respectively) and effectively constant. In fact we find that the tip field immediately in
front of the tip dominates over the combined cantilever and substrate field. However,
the small cantilever and substratefields are spread over a large distance which results
in large cantilever and substrate field integrals. In the following chapter (Chapter 6)
we investigate the effect on the accuracy of the (ART and RTM) reconstructed tip
stray fields of this large contribution from the cantilever and substrate to the tip
assembly deflection data sets (i. e. to the input data sets for tomographic
reconstruction).
Note that in the pursuit of suitable models for the substrate portion of the tip

assemblymagnetisedasin the Axial andTransverseCases,the 8gm line scansin the
deflection data setsin figs. 5.1 and 5.2 were usedas a guide. Calculationsfrom the
modelsof the substrateportion of the tip assemblymagnetisedas in the Axial and
TransverseCasessuggestthat the stray field from the substrateextends over a
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Thus,the line scandeflection datasetsin figs. 5.1 and
distanceof the orderof 10-2M
.
5.2 only give a very small section of the substrate'sfield integral as a guide for
determining possible magnetic configurations of the substrate.Therefore wider
deflection line scanswould better facilitate the searchfor possible models of the
substrateportion of the tip assembly.

References
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Chapter 6

Investigation of the Effect on the ReconstructedStray Field
of the Cantilever and Substrate Contribution to the Tip
Assembly's Line ScanDeflection Data Sets

6.1

Introduction

For a DI N4FM tip assembly, the measured deflection line scans contain a large
background contribution which investigations indicate originates from the cantilever
and substrate portions of the assembly (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4). Further
investigations have also indicated that the field from the cantilever and substrate
portions is small in the immediate vicinity of the tip where the tip field dominates.
However the long range nature of the stray fields from the cantilever and substrate
ensures that their field integrals are not insignificant. It is the aim of this chapter to
investigate the effect that the cantilever and substrate contribution to the tip
assembly's deflection data sets has on the accuracy of the reconstructed field when
we use line scanstaken over the relatively small spatial range necessaryto ensure the
required spatial resolution of approximately 25nm in the tomographic deten-nination
of the MFM tip field. In the following section we investigate the accuracy with
which stray field is reconstructed (using the RTM method) from 'well behaved' line
scan deflection data sets (containing line scanswhich decreaseto approximately zero
at their extremes) generated by the tip portion of the tip assembly. In Section 6.3 we
consider the accuracy of the field reconstructed from 'non-well behaved' deflection
data sets generated by the cantilever and substrate portion of the assembly.
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Subsequently,in Section6.4 the accuracywith which the field is reconstructedfrom
the entire model tip assembly is investigated. Following this the stray field
reconstructedfrom the experimentaldeflection data sets generatedby the DI tip
assemblyis considered(Section6.5) and then a simple methodfor reducingtheerror
in the reconstructedfield values is described (Section 6.6). In Section 6.7 we
considerthe accuracyof strayfield reconstructedusing the ART method.Finally we
investigatethe error introducedinto the reconstructedfield from thefinite size of the
electron probe (Section 6.8) and from possible misalignment of line scansin the
input deflectiondata sets(Section6.9).

6.2

Comparison of the Calculated and Reconstructed Stray Fields

from the Model Tip
Recallfrom Section4.3.1.3that acomparisonof the averagestrayfield reconstructed
from eachof the orthogonalsimulatedintegratedfield line scandata setsgenerated
by model Tipl (in figs. 4-8(c) and (d)) was found to be effectively identical to the
field calculateddirectly from the tip model. This comparisonof the calculatedand
reconstructedfields servesas a proof that the RTM reconstructiontechniquedoes
producean accuraterepresentationof a self consistentthree dimensionalstray field
provided the input deflection data sets contain 'well behaved' line scans which
(approximately)decreaseto zero at their extremes.

6.3

Comparison of the Calculated and Reconstructed Stray Fields

from the Combined Cantilever and Substrate Model
Now consider figs. 6.1(a) and (b) which show the simulated rotation data sets of
orthogonalcomponentsof integratedfield generatedby the combinedcantileverand
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substrate model which resembles most closely the tip assembly magnetised as in the
Trans\crse Case (i. e. the cantilever model magnetised as in fig. 5.17(a) and the
substrate model magnetised as in fig. 5.26(a)). It has already been established that the
field frorn the cantilever alone extends over a distance of approximately 800ýtm,
while the field from the substrate extends over a distance of approximately 2cm.
Hoýýeýer, the integrated field line scans which are used to reconstruct the combined
canti'le-er and substrate field are only 8ýtm wide. Thus, using the data sets in fig. 6.1
as the input data sets for tomographic

reconstruction

means that only a relatively

small section of the combined cantilever and substrate integrated field is used to

reconstruct its stray field (note that for an accurate reconstruction of a stray field,
both the ART and RTM methods require input deflection line scans which decrease
to zero at their extremes). It is therefore the aim of this section to investigate the
accuracy with which the combined cantilever and substrate field is reconstructed
from these 'truncated' data sets and consequently to assess the error in the
reconstructed field aiising

from the use of truncated data in a practical

reconstruction. We first consider the accuracy of the average stray field reconstructed
from

both rotation data sets before considering the accuracy of the field

reconstructed frorn each individual rotation data set.
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Fig. 6.1: Simulated rotation data sets of orthogonal integratedfield components
generated b,v the combined cantilever and substrate models magnetised as in the
Tratisverse Case.
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6.3.1 Average Stray Field Reconstructed from the Two Rotation Data
Sets
Considerthe averagethreedimensionalstrayfield shownin fig. 6.2(a)whichwas
fromthetwo rotationdatasetsof orthogonalcomponents
reconstructed
of integrated
field generatedby the combinedcantileverand substratemodel. The three
dimensional
strayfield calculateddirectlyfrom thecantileverandsubstrate
modelat
field
thereconstruction
planeis alsoshownin fig. 6.2(b).Notethatthereconstructed
planeis boundedby a circle of diameterequalto the width of the deflectionline
scans,whilethe field calculateddirectlyfrom the combinedcantileverandsubstrate
modelis shownoverthewholeplane.
A visual comparisonof the correspondingfield componentsin fig. 6.2
indicatesthat there are significant differencesbetween the calculatedand
fields.Most notablythecontrastat theedgesof the reconstructed
field
reconstructed
to the corresponding
calculatedfield. As a further
planebearsno resemblance
linescansweretakenacrossthecalculated
field planes
andreconstructed
comparison
anda selectionareshownin figs.6.2(c)and(d).
Fig. 6.2(c) showshorizontalscanstakenacrossthe normal component(y
fields.From thesescansit is found
of the calculatedandreconstructed
component)
field valuesareat leastfive timeslargerthan the calculated
thatthe reconstructed
field. Notethata similardisagreement
is alsofoundbetweenthe corTesponding
infields - for exampleseefig.
of the calculatedandreconstructed
planecomponents
6.2(d).
We thereforeconcludethatthe average
from
of thestrayfieldsreconstructed
eachof the 'truncated' data setsgeneratedby the combinedcantilever and substrate
modeldoesnot comparefavourablywith the calculatedfield (this is expecteddue to
the fact that the input deflection line scansdo not decreaseto zero at their extremes).
However it was noted that the behaviourof each component of the reconstructed
field differed dependingon which data set was used in the RTM reconstruction
technique.Hencea more detailedexaminationof the accuracywith which eachfield
componentis reconstructedfrom eachof the orthogonaldatasetsis justified.
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6.3.2 Stray Field Reconstructedfrom the Rotation Data Set Sensitive to
Induction Normal to the Plane of Reconstruction
Thethreedimensionalstrayfield wasreconstructed
from the simulatedrotationdata
set sensitiveto inductionnormalto the planeof reconstruction(seefig. 6.1(a))
by the combinedcantileverandsubstratemodel.The threedimensional
generated
field wasalso calculateddirectly from the cantileverand substratemodel at the
reconstruction
plane. Thesethreedimensionalstray fields are not shown here,
insteadfield scansweretakenacrossthe calculatedand reconstructed
field planes
andareshownin fig. 6.3.
The horizontalandverticalfield scanstakenacrossthe normalcomponent
of
thecalculatedand reconstructedfields, shownin figs. 6.3(a) and (b), indicatethat the
normalcomponentof the reconstructedfield doesnot comparefavourably with the
correspondingfield componentcalculateddirectly from the combinedcantileverand
substratemodel.The normal componentof the reconstructedfield is at least 5-6mT
largerthan the correspondingcalculatedfield values(which are lessthan ImT). Figs.
6.3(c) and (d) however,clearly show a very goodagreementbetweenthe field scans
taken across the corresponding in-plane components of the calculated and
reconstructedfield. In fact the in-plane componentsof the reconstructedfield are
found to agreewith the calculatedfield valueswithin approximatelyO.ImT. Note
that the rapidly oscillating field valuesat the edgesof the reconstructedfield scans
are not real effectsbut insteadare artefactsof the RTM reconstructiontechniquedue
to the integratedfield line scansnot going to zeroat their extremes.
We thereforeconcludethat the truncatednatureof the line scanrotation data
set (sensitiveto induction normal to the plane of reconstruction) does effect the
accuracyof the normal componentof the reconstructedfield. However, the accuracy
of the in-planecomponentsof the reconstructedfield are not significantly effectedin
this case.
Note that the input rotation data set (sensitiveto induction normal to the
plane of reconstruction)is a measureof the normal component of field integrated
along severalthousandmicrons of the electronbeamtrajectory.However, the RTM
method(incorrectly) assumesthat all the field contributionsto this rotation data set
are containedin the areadefinedby thereconstructionplane(i.e. an g2ý,M2planein
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front of the tip). Thereforethe normal componentof field reconstructedusing the
RTM method (reconstructedover an 82gm2 plane) contains all the cantilever and
substratecontributions to the input rotation data set. This is the reason that the
normalcomponentof the reconstructedfield is not an accuraterepresentationof the
normalcomponentof thecombinedcantileverandsubstratefield.
Furthermore,the rotation dataset (sensitiveto induction normal to the plane
of reconstruction) does not contain any direct information on the in-plane
componentsof the stray field. Therefore the assumption that all the normal
componentfield contributions to the rotation data set are contained in the area
defined by the reconstructionplane doesnot effect the in-plane componentsof the
reconstructedfield. Thereforethe in-planecomponentsof the reconstructedfield are
accuraterepresentationsof the in-plane componentsof the cantilever and substrate
field.

6.3.3 Stray Field Reconstructedfrom the Rotation Data Set Sensitiveto
Induction in the Plane of Reconstruction
from the rotation
We now considerthe threedimensionalstrayfield reconstructed
(i.e. thedataset in fig.
datasetsensitiveto inductionin the planeof reconstruction
field wasagaincalculated
directlyfrom thecantilever
6.1(b)).The threedimensional
modelat the reconstruction
andsubstrate
plane.Onceagainthesethreedimensional
strayfieldsarenot shownhere- insteadfield scanstakenacrossthe calculatedand
field planesareshownin fig. 6.4.
reconstructed
Figs. 6.4(a) and (b) show horizontal and vertical scans taken across the
normal component (y component) of the calculated and reconstructed fields. Clearly
there is excellent agreement between the calculated and reconstructed fields. In fact
the normal component of reconstructed field is found to agree with the calculated
field values within approximately 0.15mT. Again note that the rapidly oscillating
field values at the edges of the field scans are not real effects but are an artefact of
the RTM reconstruction technique due to the integrated field line scansnot going to
zero at their extremes. Figs. 6.4(c) and (d) show scans taken across the in-plane
components (x and z components) of the calculated and reconstructed fields. In this
case the agreement between the calculated and reconstructed field values is not good.
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Thus the conclusionis that the truncatednatureof the line scanrotation data
set (sensitiveto induction in the plane of reconstruction)affects the accuracyof the
in-planecomponentsof the reconstructedfield. However,the accuracyof the normal
componentof the reconstructedfield is not affected.
Once againnote that the input rotation data set (sensitiveto induction in the
planeof reconstruction)is a measureof the in-planecomponentsof field integrated
along severalthousandmicronsof the electronbeamtrajectory.However,the RTM
method(incorrectly)assumesthat all the field contributionsto this rotation data set
arecontainedin the areadefined by the reconstructionplane.Thereforethe in-plane
componentsof field reconstructedusing the RTM method (reconstructedover an
8gm2 plane) contain all the cantilever and substrate contributions to the input
rotationdataset.This is the reasonthat the in-planecomponentsof the reconstructed
field are not an accuraterepresentationof the in-planecomponentsof the combined
cantileverandsubstratefield.
Furthermore, the rotation data set (sensitive to induction in the plane of
reconstruction)doesnot containany direct information on the normal componentof
the stray field. Therefore the assumptionthat all the in-plane component field
contributions to the rotation data set are contained in the area defined by the
reconstructionplanedoesnot effect the normalcomponentof the reconstructedfield.
Therefore the normal component of the reconstructed field is an accurate
representationof the normalcomponentof thecantileverand substratefield.
We havefound that the averagestrayfield reconstructedfrom the 'truncated'
rotation data sets of orthogonal integrated field components generated by the
combined cantilever and substrate model does not compare favourably with the field
calculated directly from the model. However further investigations (for example see
Section 6.4) have also found that the accuracy with which each field component is
reconstructed is significantly better from one rotation data set than from the other.
This

suggests that by selecting the different

components from

the two

reconstructions of the three dimensional stray field we can achieve a much more
accurate determination of the field. In the following section we investigate the
accuracy with which stray field from the model tip assembly can be reconstructed
from 'truncated' data sets using this approach.
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Comparison of the Calculated and Reconstructed Stray Fields

6.4

from the model Tip Assembly
Figs. 6.5(a) and (b) sho", the simulated rotation data sets of orthogonal integrated
field components generated by the model tip assembly magnetised as in the
Transverse Case (i. e. the tip and cantilever models magnetised as in fig. 5.17(a), and
the substrate model magnetised as in fig. 5.26(a)). In previous studies"] the
experimentalists have tended to present the reconstructed field as the average of the
field reconstructed from both the orthogonal line scan data sets. Hence in this section
\ýe ý01 first consider the accuracy of the average stray field reconstructed from both
rotation data sets before considering the accuracy of the field reconstructed from
each indi%idual rotation data set.
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Fig. 6.5: Simulated rotation data sets of orthogonal integratedfield components
generated by the model tip assembly magnetised as in the Transverse Case.
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6.4.1 Average Stray Field Recoiistructed

froni both Rotation

Data Sets

Cow,ider lig. 6.6(a) which shows the average
Z7, of the stray field reconstructed from
each of the rotation data sets shown in fi,,. 6.5. The three dimensional stray field
calculated directly from the model tip assembly at the reconstruction plane is also
shown in fig. 6.6(b).
Once again note from a visual comparison of the corresponding field

componentsin fig. 6.6 that the contrastat the edvesof the reconstructedfield planes
is not observed in the calculated field. This again suggeststhat at least at the
periphery of the reconstructedarea there is a significant difference between the
calculatedand the reconstructedfield components.Field scanstaken acrosseachof
the field componentsare shownin fig. 6.7.
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In fig. 6.7(a) the scans were taken horizontally across the components of stray field
normal to the plane of reconstruction (y component) and are 2jtrn in length. The
IAVI IM ofthe calculated field scan is found to be 21 8nm, while the FWHM ofthe
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reconstructedfield scanis 217nm.Also, the peakvalue of the normalcomponentof
the calculatedfield (y component)is 46mT, while the correspondingreconstructed
field valueis 44mT.
Thus in the central region of the reconstructedfield plane,the cantileverand
substratecontribution to the tip assembly'srotation data sets does not effect the
accuracyof the spatialdefinition of the averagenormalcomponentof reconstructed
field. However the cantilever and substratecontribution does result in an almost
constanterror (of approximately5% of the peaktip field) in the field valuesof the
normalcomponentof reconstructedfield in this centralregion.Fig. 6.7(b) showsthe
same horizontal field scans as in fig. 6.7(a) but with the reconstructedfield scan
superimposedon the correspondingcalculatedfield scan.The fact that it is difficult
to separatethe calculated and reconstructedfield scans highlights the excellent
agreementbetweenthe spatialdefinition of the normalcomponentof the calculated
andreconstructedfields in the centralregionof thereconstructedfield plane.
Now considerthe field scansshownin figs. 6.7(c) and (d) which were taken
acrossthe full 8tLm height and width of the reconstructionplane. Note that the
differencebetweenthe calculatedand reconstructedfield values is greatestat the
endsof thesefield scans.
The conclusion is that away from the central 'peak field' region of the
reconstructedplane (i.e. further than approximately Igm from the position of the
peak field) the cantilever and substratecontribution to the tip assembly'srotation
data sets does significantly effect the accuracyof the averagefield reconstructed
from the data sets. However in the central 'peak field' region (i.e. within
approximately Iýtm of the position of the peak field) the accuracy of the
reconstructedfield is much improved - giving an almostconstant(5% of the peaktip
field) error in the reconstructedfield values - and is consideredunlikely to be
significant in a practicalexperimentwhererandomnoiseeffects will maskerrors of
such magnitude. Neverthelesswe now consider the accuracy of the stray fields
reconstructedseparatelyfrom eachof the rotationdatasetsin fig. 6.5.
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6.4.2 Stray Field Recoiistructed froin Each of the Ortliogoiial

Rotatioii

Data Sets
The three dimensional straN field reconstructed from the rotation data set sensitive to
induction normal to the plane of reconstruction (see fig. 6.5(a)) using the RTM
reconstruction technique is shown in fia. 6.8(a). The three dimensional field
reconstructed from the rotation data set sensitive to induction in the plane of
reconstruction (see fig. 6.5(b)) is shown in fig. 6.8(b), while the three dimensional
field calculated clirectlý from the model tip assembly at the reconstruction plane is
shown in fig. 6.8(c).
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Fig. 6.8: (a) Slru vfield reconstructedfirom the simulated rotatioll ilata set sensitive
"
ro induction nonnal to the plane oj'ret -onstruction (seejig. 6.5(a)) generated by the
model tip assembl magnetisedas in the Transverse Case.
,v
fi-oin
(b) Sira field
"Wation data

the simulated
reconstructed
set sensitive to
induction,v in the plane oj'reconstrjj(-jjo, j (see fig. 6.5(b)) generated bv the model tip
asseinblv magneiised as in the Transverse Case.
(c) Stray field calculated directlyftom
the model tip assembýv magnetised as in the
Transverse Case.
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Note that the normal component(y component)of the reconstructedfield in fig.
6.8(a),and the in-planecomponents(x and z components)of the reconstructedfield
in fig. 6.8(b) all display contrast about the edgesof the reconstructedfield plane
which is not observedin the calculatedfield - see fig. 6.8(c). This contrastat the
edgesof the reconstructionplane is due to the RTM method (incorrectly) assuming
that all the field contributions to the rotation data sets are containedin the area
definedby the reconstructionplane(i.e. an 82ý,M2plane in front of the tip).
A visualcomparisonof the in-planecomponentsof the reconstructedfield in
fig. 6.8(a), and the normal componentof the reconstructedfield in fig. 6.8(b), with
the calculatedfield in fig. 6.8(c) suggeststhat there is excellent agreementbetween
thesecorrespondingcomponentsof the calculatedand reconstructedfield; this is
confirmed by line scanstaken acrossthe calculatedand reconstructedfield planes
andshownin fig. 6-9.
The scansin figs. 6.9(a) and (b) were takenhorizontally and vertically across
the normalcomponentsof the strayfield in fig. 6.8. It is clear from thesescansthat
the normal componentof field reconstructedfrom the rotation data set sensitiveto
induction in the plane of reconstruction is in excellent agreement with the
correspondingcalculatedfield component.However,the normal componentof field
reconstructedfrom the rotationdata set sensitiveto induction normal to the plane of
reconstructiondoesnot comparefavourably with the correspondingcalculatedfield
component.
For the in-planecomponentsof field reconstructedfrom the rotation data set
sensitiveto induction normal to the planeof reconstruction,there is good agreement
with the correspondingcalculatedfield components- as the scansin fig. 6.9(c) and
(d) show.The x componentof this reconstructedfield agreeswith the corresponding
calculatedfield component within approximately0-5mT, while the z component
agreeswith its correspondingcalculatedfield componentwithin approximatelyImT.
The field scansin figs. 6.9(c) and(d) also showthat the in-planecomponentsof field
reconstructedfrom the rotation data set sensitive to induction in the plane of
reconstructiondo not comparefavourably with the correspondingcalculatedfield
components.
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the strayfield reconstructedfrom each ofthe simulated rotation data sets infig. 6.5.
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The resultsaboveare consistentwith the resultsdiscussedin Section6.3.The
conclusion,therefore,is that for an accuraterepresentationof the stray field from a
MFM tip assemblywe mustreconstructeachof the stray field componentsfrom only
oneof the orthogonalrotation datasets.In particular,the normalcomponentof field
reconstructedfrom the rotation data set sensitive to induction in the plane of
reconstruction,and the in-planecomponentsof field reconstructedfrom the rotation
data set sensitiveto induction normal to the plane of reconstructiongive the most
accuraterepresentationof the 3-D tip assemblystray field (reconstructedfrom non
'well behaved'line scandeflectiondata setsusingthe RTM method).In Section6.5
we will considerthe stray field reconstructedfrom the experimentaldeflection data
setsin fig. 5.2 generatedby the DI MFM tip. However,prior to this a simple check
for theconsistencyof the orthogonalline scanrotationdata setsis described.

6.4.3 Simple Check for the Consistency of Orthogonal Rotation Data
Sets
Considerthe scansin fig. 6.9(a)takenhorizontallyacrossthe normalcomponents
of
field scan(takenacrossthe y
thestrayfield in fig. 6.8.TheFWHM of thecalculated
field
componentin fig. 6.8(c)) is 218nm,while the FWHM of the reconstructed
in fig. 6.8(a)and(b)) are222nmand217nm
scans(takenacrossthe y components
(respectively).In fig. 6-9(b) the scanswere takenvertically acrossthe normal
of field in fig. 6.8.In thiscasetheFWHM of thecalculatedfield scanis
components
field scans(taken acrossthe y
222nmand the FWHM of the reconstructed
in figs.6-8(a)and(b)) are220nmand223nm(respectively).
components
The important point to note from aboveis that in the central region of the
reconstructionplane (i.e. approximately Igm from the peak field), the spatial
definition of each of the reconstructednormal components of field compares
favourably with the correspondingcalculated field component. Therefore in a
practicalexperiment,a simplecheck to ensurethat the orthogonalrotation data sets
are consistentwith one another,is to comparethe spatial distribution of the normal
componentof field reconstructedfrom eachof the two data sets.Anything lessthan a
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close agreementbetweenthe spatialcharacterof the reconstructedfield components
suggestsan error in theexperimentalset-upor in the recordingof data.

Consideration of the Stray Fields Reconstructed from the
Deflection Data SetsGenerated by the DI MFM Tip
6.5

TheDI MFM tip assembly'sthreedimensionalstrayfield was reconstructedfrom the
line scan deflection data set sensitive to induction normal to the plane of
reconstruction(i.e. the data set in fig. 5.2(a)) and is shown in fig. 6.10(a). The three
dimensionalfield reconstructedfrom the correspondingsimulateddeflection dataset
generatedby the model tip assemblymagnetisedas in the TransverseCase(i.e. the
dataset in fig. 6-5(a))is alsoshownin fig. 6.10(b).
Note that the normal components(y components)of the reconstructedfields
in figs. 6.10(a)and (b) display contrastat the edgesof the planes,whereasthe inplane componentsof the reconstructedfields (x and z components)do not. For a
further comparison, scans were taken across each of the reconstructedfield
componentsin figs. 6.10(a)and (b) and a selectionareshownin figs. 6.10(c) and(d).
It is clear that the field valuesof the scansin fig. 6.10(c) (taken horizontally
acrossthe normalcomponentsof field) increasetowardsthe endsof the scans.From
previous investigationsof the model tip assembly'sstray field (in Chapters4 to 6)
we know that this is not a characterof the model field but is insteada characterof
the normal component of field reconstructedfrom a truncated rotation data set
(sensitive to induction normal to the plane of reconstruction) using the RTM
reconstructiontechnique.Since the rotation data set (generatedby the DI Nffm tip
and shown in fig. 5.2(a)) used to reconstructthe field in fig. 6.10(a) is also of a
truncatednature,we thereforeconcludethat the increasingfield valuestowardsthe
endsof the experimentalfield scanin fig. 6.10(c) is not a characterof the DI MFM
tip field.
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In Section6.4.2 we found that the in-planecomponentsof the reconstructed
model field (shown in fig. 6.10(b)) were an accuraterepresentationof the in-plane
componentsof the model tip assemblyfield. Note from the scansin fig. 6.10(d)
taken across the z componentsof field in figs. 6.10(a) and (b), that there is a
favourableagreementbetweenthe experimentaland model field scans.In this case
the field valuestendto zero at the endsof the scansunlike the normal componentsof
field reconstructedfrom the samerotation data sets.A similar level of agreementis
also found betweenthe x componentsof the experimentaland model reconstructed
fields. We thereforeconcludethat the in-plane componentsof the reconstructedDI
MFM tip field in fig. 6.10(a) are an accurate representationof the in-plane
componentsof the field from the tip.
Now consider the DI MFM tip field reconstructedfrom the line scan
deflection data set sensitiveto induction in the plane of reconstruction(i.e. the data
set in fig. 5.2(b)) shown in fig. 6.1I(a). The three dimensional field reconstructed
from the correspondingsimulated deflection data set generatedby the model tip
assembly(i.e. the dataset in fig. 6.5(b)) is shownin fig. 6.1I(b).
In this casewe observethat the in-planecomponentsof field display contrast
at the edgesof the planes,whereasthe normal componentsof field do not. Field
scanswereagaintaken acrossthe reconstructedfield componentsin figs. 6.11(a) and
(b) anda selectionare shownin figs. 6.11(c)and(d).
Note that the field scansin fig. 6.11(c) (taken horizontally acrossthe normal
componentsof field) tend to zero at the endsof the scans.Indeedthe characterof the
experimentalfield scanscomparefavourablywith the characterof the corresponding
model field scans.In Section 6.4.2 we found that the normal componentof field
reconstructedfrom the rotation data set sensitive to induction in the plane of
of the normalcomponentof the
reconstruction,gavethe most accuraterepresentation
field. We thereforeconclude that the normal componentof the reconstructedDI
MFM tip field in fig. 6.11(a) is an accuraterepresentation(within experimental
errors) of the normal componentof the DI MFM tip field over all but the very
extremesof the reconstructedfield plane.
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Further note that the scansin fig. 6.11(d) taken acrossthe z componentsof
field, increasetowards the ends of the scans.Once again, we know from previous
investigationsthat this is not a characterof the field from the modeltip assemblybut
is instead a character of the in-plane componentsof field reconstructedfrom a
truncatedrotation data set sensitiveto induction in the plane of reconstructionusing
the RTM reconstructiontechnique.We thereforeconcludethat the increasingfield
values towards the ends of the experimentalfield scans in fig. 6.11(d) is not a
characterof the DI MFM tip field but is insteaddue to the truncatednature of the
input data setusedin the RTM reconstructiontechnique.
We have thereforefound that the characterof the stray fields reconstructed
from the DI NIFM tip's deflection data sets is very similar to that of the fields
reconstructed from the model tip assembly's deflection data sets. This has allowed us
(through investigations in Sections 6.1 to 6.4) to comment with some authority on
the accuracy of the stray field reconstructed from the DI MFM tip's deflection data
sets in fig. 5.2. The conclusion therefore is that the in-plane components of field in
fig. 6.10(a) (reconstructed from the rotation data set sensitive to induction normal to
the reconstruction plane) and the normal component of field in fig. 6.1 I(a)
(reconstructed from the rotation data set sensitive to induction in the reconstruction
plane) give the most accurate representation of the DI NfFM tip field. In the
following section a further method for determining an accurate representation of an
MFM tip field is discussed.
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6.6

Method to Reduce the Error in the Average Stray Field

Reconstructed from Both the Rotation Data Sets Generated by the
Tip Assembly
As statedpreviously, in Section 6.4, experimentalistshave tended to presentthe
reconstructedfield as the averageof the field reconstructedfrom each orthogonal
line scan data set. Our investigationshave determinedthat this proceduredoesnot
yield an accuraterepresentationof the three dimensionalMFM tip field. However,a
simple methodto reducethe error in the averagereconstructedfield is describedin
thefollowing.
Recall (from Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.2) that the field calculated from the
combinedcantileverandsubstratemodel(magnetisedas in the TransverseCase)was
found to be almost insignificant (<ImT) relative to the peak tip field. Also, recall
(from Sections6.2 and 6.4.1) that the error in the averagereconstructedmodel tip
assemblyfield (reconstructedfrom both the orthogonalline scan rotation data sets
generatedby the model tip assemblyin fig. 6.5) was almost entirely due to the
cantilever and substratecontributionto the tip assembly'srotation data sets.Thus a
methodto subtractthe cantilever and substratecontribution from the rotation data
sets would significantly reduce the error in the averagereconstructedfield while
excluding the (effectively insignificant) cantilever and substratecontribution to the
tip assembly'sreconstructedstrayfield.
In Chapter 5 we concludedthat the tip portion of the practical MFM tip
assemblywas largely responsiblefor the shapecharacterof the deflection line scans
in figs. 5.1 and 5.2. We also concludedthat the cantileverand substrateportion was
responsiblefor the vertical shifts of the samedeflection line scans.Thus, for the
rotation data sets generatedby the model tip assembly magnetisedas in the
TransverseCase (see fig. 6.5) we decided to approximate the removal of the
cantilever and substratecontributionto subtractinga constantdeflection value from
each scan in order that the averagevalue of the extremities of each scanwas zero,
seefig. 6.12. From a visual comparisonof the modified deflection line scansin fig.
6.12 with the line scansgeneratedby model Tipl in Chapter4 (seefig. 4.8(c) and
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(d)) it is clear that the shape of the modified line scans varies to a much greater
degree than the shape of the unmodified scans from Tipl.

This highlights the

approximate nature of the removal of the cantilever and substrate contribution from
the tip assembly rotation data sets which we consider.
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Fig. 6.12: Modified rotation data sets of orthogonal integrated field components
generated b-y the model tip assembly magnetised as in the Transverse Case. Note
each line scan has had a constant deflection value subtractedfrom it.

The three dimensional stray field was reconstructed from each of the modified
rotation data sets (in fig. 6.12) and the average is shown in fig. 6.13(a). The stray
field calculated directly from the model tip assembly at the reconstruction plane is
also shown in fig. 6.13(b). A visual comparison of the corresponding field
components suggeststhat there is a very good agreement between the calculated and
reconstructed fields. Note that the average reconstructed field does not display
contrast at the edges of the reconstructed plane - unlike the field in fig. 6.6(a)
reconstructed from the unmodified data sets. Once again, as a further comparison,
field scans were taken across each of the calculated and reconstructed field
components and a selection are shown in fig. 6.13(c) and (d).
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The scans in fig. 6.13(c) were taken horizontally across the normal
componentof the calculatedand reconstructedfields. From the fact that the scansare
difficult to separateindicates that there is excellent agreementbetweenthe normal
componentsof the calculated and reconstructedfields. Note that the difference
betweenthe calculatedand reconstructedfields is greatestat the extremitiesof these
scansand is of the order of ImT - which is approximately2% of the peaktip field.
This level of agreementis alsofound when a comparisonof the in-planecomponents
of the calculatedandreconstructedfields is carriedout, for exampleseefig. 6.13(d).
Thus, the approximation to the removal of the cantilever and substrate
contribution from the tip assembly's rotation data sets, described above, does
significantly improve the accuracyof the averagefield reconstructedfrom the data
sets. We now consider the application of this method to the deflection data sets
generatedby the DI MFM tip in fig. 5.2.
In this case,eachline scanin the experimentaldeflection data setsin fig. 5.2
(generatedby theDI MFM tip) had a constantdeflection value subtractedfrom it so
that the averagevalue of the extremitiesof each line scan was approximatelyzero.
The threedimensionalstrayfield was then reconstructedfrom each of the modified
experimentaldeflection data setsand the averagewas taken.This three dimensional
stray field is not shown here, insteadscanswere taken acrossthe field components
and a selection are shown in fig. 6.14. For comparisonscanstaken acrossthe inplane componentsof the field in fig. 6.10(a) (reconstructedfrom the unmodified
experimentaldeflection data set in fig. 5.2(a) sensitiveto induction normal to the
plane of reconstruction),and the normal component of the field in fig. 6.11(a)
(reconstructedfrom the unmodified experimentaldeflection data set in fig. 5.2(b)
sensitive to induction in the plane reconstruction) are also shown. These
reconstructedfield componentshave been determined to be the most accurate
representationof the tip field - seeSections6.3 and6.4.
Note that the field scan componentsin fig. 6.14, reconstructedfrom the
modified deflection data sets,decreaseto approximatelyzero at their extremes.This
is consistent with what we expect of the MFM tip stray field. Also note that
correspondingfield scan componentsin fig. 6.14 compare favourably with one
another.This suggeststhat the averageof the fields reconstructedfrom eachof the
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modified deflection data sets does give an accurate representation of the three
dinicilsiomil DI NIFAI tip stra) field.
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We therefore conclude that the different methods described in this section and in
Section 6.4 both produce accurate representations of the MFM tip field (within
experimental errors) using the RTM reconstruction technique. We now consider the
accuracy ofthe stray field reconstructed using the ART reconstruction technique.
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6.7

Stray Fields ReconstructedUsing ART

It hasnow beenclearly provenin this Chapterthatthe RTM reconstructiontechnique
is a proficient tool for the accuratedeterminationof three dimensional stray field
from line scan deflection data sets of a truncatednature. In this section we now
consider the accuracy with which stray field is reconstructedusing the ART
reconstructiontechnique.We first considerthe model tip field reconstructedusing
ART then we considerthe field reconstructedfrom the deflection data setsgenerated
by the modeltip assembly.

6.7.1 Consideration of the Accuracy of the ART Reconstructed Model
Tip Field
We first considerthestrayfield reconstructed
usingART from the rotationdatasets
Case(seefig. 5.17(a))
by thetip modelmagnetised
asin theTransverse
generated
recall from Chapter3 that ART usesboth orthogonaldeflectiondata setsfor a
of the threedimensionalstrayfield. The threedimensional
combineddetermination
field wasalso calculateddirectly from the tip modelat the reconstruction
plane.
Thesethreedimensionalstray fields are not shownhere,insteadfield scanswere
field planesandareshownin fig. 6.15.
takenacrossthecalculatedandreconstructed
From an inspection of the field scans in fig. 6.15 it is clear that the ART

reconstructedfield is not as accuratea determinationof the tip field as the RTM
reconstructedfield was found to be - cf fig. 6.9. In fact for the scansin fig. 6.15(a)
taken horizontallyacrossthe normalcomponentsof field, we find that the FWHM of
the calculatedfield scanis 220nm, while the FWHM of the reconstructedfield scan
is 355nm.For the scansin fig. 6.15(b)taken vertically acrossthe samecomponents
of field the FWHM of the calculatedfield scanis 225nm, while the FWHM of the
reconstructedfield scanis 360nm.
The peak value of the normal componentof the calculated field is 46mT,
while the correspondingreconstructedfield value is 45mT. Thus although there is
only a small error in the magnitudeof the ART reconstructedfield (less than 2%)
thereis a largeerror (approximately50%)in thespatialdefinition of the ART
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reconstructed field. We therefore conclude that ART does not produce a more
accurate representation of the stray field than is available from the RTM
reconstruction technique.
The inaccuracy of the ART reconstructed tip field was initially thought to be
due to the truncated nature of the model tip's rotation data sets (see figs. 4.8(c) and
(d) - notice that the line scans in both data sets do not go to zero at their extremes).
We therefore decided to investigate the accuracy ofthe stray field reconstructed from
orthogonal rotation data sets which were not of a truncated nature. Fig. 6.16 shows
just such a data set pair generated by a model tip of height 0.5,um; the line scans arc
approximately zero at the edges.
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The stray field was reconstructed from these rotation data sets using ART. The stray
field was also calculated directly from the tip model at the reconstruction plane.
Once again these three dimensional stray fields are not shown here, instead field
scans were taken across the calculated and reconstructed field planes and are shown
in fig. 6.17.
Notice (from the scans in fig. 6.17) that there are still significant differences

betweenthe calculatedand ART reconstructedfields. This suggeststhat even with
fiwell behaved' input data sets the ART method does not produce as accuratea
representationof the stray field as is obtained from the RTM reconstruction
technique.In fact we find that theerror in the ART reconstructedfield is of a similar
magnitudeto the error in the previousART tip field reconstruction.For the scansin
fig. 6.17(a)takenhorizontallyacrossthenormalcomponentsof field we find that the
FWHM of the calculatedfield scanis 177nm,while the FWHM of the reconstructed
field scan is 268nm. For the scansin fig. 6.17(b) taken vertically acrossthe same
componentsof field the FWHM of the calculatedfield scan is 179nm, while the
FWHM of the reconstructedfield scanis 270nm.
The peak value of the normal componentof the calculatedfield is 38mT,
while the correspondingreconstructedfield value is 36mT. Thus in this case we
again find that although there is only a small error in the magnitudeof the ART
reconstructedfield (againlessthan 2%) the error in the spatialdefinition of the ART
reconstructedfield is large (being again approximately50%). We thereforeagain
concludethat ART doesnot producea more accuraterepresentationof thestray field
than is availablefrom the RTM reconstructiontechnique.We now considerthe stray
field reconstructedfrom the truncatedrotation data setsgeneratedby the model tip
assembly.
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6.7.2 Consideration of the Accuracy of the ART Reconstructed Model
Tip Assembly Stray Field
Fig. 6.18(a)showsthe strayfield reconstructed
using the ART methodfrom the
deflectiondatasets(in fig. 6.5(a)and (b)) generated
by the model tip assembly
Case,Fig.6.18(b)showsthefield calculated
directly
asin theTransverse
magnetised
from thetip assembly
model.
ClearlY there is no agreementbetween the reconstructedfield and the
calculatedfield and the field scansin figs. 6.18(c) and (d) taken acrossthe calculated
and reconstructedfield componentsreinforcethis fact.
We thereforeconcludethat ART doesnot producean accuraterepresentation
of strayfield, and in fact the accuracyof the ART reconstructedfield decreases
asthe
input deflection data sets becomemore truncated in character - thus the RTM
reconstructiontechniqueis preferredfor reconstructingMFM tip stray field.
We now consideran unavoidablesourceof error in experimentaldeflection
line scans(suchasin figs. 5.1 and5.2).
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6.8

Affect of the Electron Probe Size on the Measured Electron
Beam Deflection Data and the Subsequent Accuracy of the
Reconstructed Stray Field
All the simulatedstray field values(and consequentlythe simulatedintegratedfield
values)calculatedin Chapters4,5 and 6 havebeencalculatedat infinitesimal points
in space.In a practicalexperimentthis is analogousto deflection valuesmeasuredby
an electron probe of infinitesimal size. However, in a STEM operatedin DPC
imaging modea cone of electronsis focusedto a disk of finite size.The entire cone
of electronsis deflectedby stray field in a finite region of spaceand this is what is
measuredat the detectorplane.
If we assumethat the cone of electronsis predominatelydeflectedby stray
field in the region of the focusedelectrondisk then the experimentaldeflection line
scansin figs. 5.1 and 5.2 can be approximatelyconsideredto representa convolution
of the shapeof the focusedelectronprobewith theDI MFM tip's integratedfield. To
obtain the correct integrated field from the tip assemblythe shapeof the electron
probe must be deconvolvedfrom the experimentaldeflection data.However this is
only possibleif an accuratemeasurementof the size of the electronprobeis carried
out. For the experimentaldeflection data setsin figs. 5.1 and 5.2 the probesize was
assumedto be in the range of 20 to 40nm in diameter(the sampling distancewas
approximately35nm); however an accuratemeasurementwas not made.Therefore
the aim of this section is to investigate the effect of the electron probe on the
RTM reconstructedfield.
measureddeflection line scansandon the subsequent
In the following, the electron probe was approximated to a one dimensional
Gaussian distribution given by [21
,

(x) =11
2;

Tu

expl -X' /

20r2

1
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where or= FWHMIVln 2-56 and the multiplying factor

f-

II
27r a

(x)dx =I

was chosen so that

(6.2)

Note that the probe 'size' can be consideredto be equivalent to the FWHM of the
Gaussiandistribution.
The integratedfield line scansin the orthogonaldatasetsgeneratedby model
Tipl in Chapter 4 (see fig. 4.8(c) and (d)) were convolved with various sized probe
functions to simulate the integrated field measured in a STEM. Fig. 6.19(a) shows
the central 2gm portion of one integrated field line scan convolved with a variety of
probe sizes. From the fact that it is difficult to separatethe individual scans suggests
that the probe size has little effect on the measureddeflection data. Nevertheless fig.
6.19(b) shows a plot of the peak integrated field values of the scans in fig. 6.19(a),
while fig. 6.19(c) shows a plot of the FWHM of the scans.

If the assumptionthat the electron probe used for the measurementof the
deflection line scansin figs. 5.1 and 5.2 was approximately20 to 40nm in diameter
is correct, then the graphsin fig. 6.19 suggestthat the magnitudeof the measured
peak deflection values (of the scansin figs. 5.1 and 5.2) can be expectedto be
approximately2-3% lower than the deflection valuesthat would be measuredby an
ideal (infinitesimally small) probe.Also the FWHM of the deflection line scans(in
figs. 5.1 and 5.2) can be expectedto be 34% larger than the FWHM of the scans
measuredby an ideal probe. Clearly as the probe size increasesthe effect on the
magnitude and spatial characterof measureddeflection line scans will be more
significant.
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The three dimensional fields reconstructed from the 'measured' simulated
deflection data sets are now considered. Field scans taken across the components of
field normal to the reconstruction plane (reconstructed from the deflection data set
sensitive to induction in the plane of reconstruction since this has been determined to
be the most accurate representation of the normal component of stray field) are
shown in fig. 6-20(a). Fig. 6.20(b) shows a plot of the peak field values of the scans,
while fig. 6.20(c) shows a plot of the FWHM of the scans.
These graphs indicate the effect that a finite sized electron probe has on the
accuracy of the stray field reconstructed from line scan deflection data sets measured
in a STEM. Once again, if the diameter of the electron probe (used to measure the
experimental deflection data in figs. 5.1 and 5.2) is 20 to 40nm, then we can expect
the magnitude of the stray fields reconstructed from these data sets (in figs. 5.1 and
5.2) to be approximately 6-7% smaller than the correct stray field. Also, the spatial
definition (FWHM of the normal component of field) of the reconstructed stray field
can be expected to be 7-8% wider than that of the correct stray field. Again, as the
probe size increases, the effect on the magnitude and spatial character of the
experimental reconstructed field will be more significant.
Hence the finite size of the focused electron probe will effect the precision of

the strayfield reconstructedfrom measureddeflection line scans.However,provided
that 1) the electronprobe is of a similar size, or smaller than the samplingdistance,
and 2) the coneof electronsin the STEM is predominatelydeflectedby stray field in
the immediatevicinity of the focusedelectrondisk, then the effect is expectedto be
small.
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6.9

Stray

Field

Reconstructed From

Incorrectly

Aligned

Integrated Field Line Scans
A further possible source of error in the stray field reconstructedfrom an
experimentalline scandeflectiondata set arisesfrom the alignmentof the line scans
in the data set. When the rotation data sets are collected (using DPC imaging) it is
impossibleto set the position of the tip in the imageswith sufficient accuracyto
establish a common axis. Thus the individual line scans are frequently aligned
manuallyabouta commonpeakdeflectionvalueprior to tomographicreconstruction.
This thereforeassumesthat the peakdeflection valueof eachscanoccursat the same
position on the line scan. However this is not always a valid assumptionas the
integratedfield line scansgeneratedby Tip2 in Chapter4 show; seefig. 6.21(a)and
(b). We find that the position of the peak integratedfield valuesof the scansin fig.
6.21(a) variesby up to 35nm on the horizontal axis - fig. 6.21(c) showsthe central
500nm of the scans in fig. 6.21(a), from which the variation in the peak value
position is clearer. In this section we consider the effect that this horizontal
misalignmentof line scanswithin a dataset hason the accuracyof the reconstructed
field.
The stray field was reconstructedfrom thecorrectly alignedline scansshown
in fig. 6.21 (a) and N generated by Tip2. The field was also reconstructed from the
same line scans but with a horizontal misalignment so that the position of the peak
integrated field values coincide (see fig. 6.21(d) which shows the central 500nm of
the scanssensitive to induction normal to the plane of reconstruction). The line scans
sensitive to induction in the plane of reconstruction were incorrectly aligned by an
equal amount. These three dimensional reconstructed stray fields are not shown here.
Instead horizontal and vertical field scans were taken across the components of field
normal to the plane of reconstruction and are shown in fig. 6.22.
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The fact that it is difficult to separatethe field scansin figs. 6.22(a) and (b) indicates
that there is an excellent agreement between the reconstructed fields. In fact we find
that the FW1IM of the horýizontalfield scans in fig. 6.22(a) are 204nm for the field
reconstructed frorn the correctly aligned line scans and 202nm for the field
reconstructed from the incorrectly aligned line scans - effectively an insignificant
cri-or. Further, the vertical field scans in fig. 6.22(b) are both found to have FWHM
of 200nm, while the peak value of the component of field over which the scans are
taken is found to be 43rnT in both cases.
We therefore conclude that an en-or in the horizontal alignment of the line
scans (such as above) within an experimental deflection data set will
significant]) effect the accurac) of' the reconstructed stray field.

not
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6.10 Discussionand Summary
Two methods for obtaining an accurate reconstruction of the 3-D MFM tip stray field
from non 'well behaved' input deflection data sets (i. e. deflection data sets
containing line scans which do not decreaseto zero at their extremes - similar to the
experimental deflection data sets presented in Chapter 5) using the RTM
reconstruction method were demonstrated in this chapter.
The first method (see Sections 6.3 and 6.4) involved reconstructing the 3-D

stray field from each of the tip assembly'sorthogonaldeflection data sets.The inplane componentsof field reconstructedfrom the deflection data set sensitive to
induction normal to the plane of reconstruction,and the normal componentof field
reconstructedfrom the deflection data set sensitiveto induction in the plane of
of the tip assembly'sthree
reconstructionwere found to be accuraterepresentations
stray field components.
The secondmethodfor accuratereconstructionof the tip field from the non
'well behaved' deflection data sets using the RTM reconstruction technique required
a modification of the input deflection data sets (see Section 6.6). In this case a
constant deflection value was subtracted from each deflection line scan so that the
average value of the ends of each line scan were approximately zero. This is an
approximate method for subtracting the cantilever and substrate contribution from
the tip assembly's deflection data sets. The 3-D stray field was reconstructed from
each of the modified orthogonal deflection data sets and the average was taken. This
method also gives an accurate representation of the NIFM tip field.
In Section 6.7 an investigation into the accuracy of the stray field

reconstructedusing the ART methodwas carried out. It was found that stray field
reconstructedfrom 'well behaved' line scan deflection data sets using the ART
reconstructiontechniquewas not as accuratea representationof the tip field as the
field reconstructedfrom the samedeflection data setsusing the RTM technique.In
fact the less 'well behaved'the input deflection data setsto the ART reconstruction
techniquewere, then theless accuratethe(ART) reconstructedfield was found to be.
We thereforeconcludethat the RTM reconstructiontechniqueis the most accurate
reconstructiontechniquetestedin this chapter(for reconstructingstray field from
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'well behaved' and non 'well behaved' deflection data sets) and is therefore
preferredfor investigationsof MFM tip strayfields.
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Chapter 7

Characterisation of the Stray Field
from Two Further MFM Tips

7.1

Intro uction

The tip models consideredin Chapters4,5 and 6 were all constructedwith the
intention of simulating the stray field from one specific DI MFM tip (recall that we
consideredthe DI tip magnetisedin the Axial andTransverseCases).In this chapter
we now considertwo further NIFM tips, eachof different type from the previousDI
tip and each constructedwith the intention of generatingstray field of a specific
character.In Section7.2 we considera DI tip partially coatedwith thin film. This tip
was producedwith the purposeof maximisingthe resolutionachievablefrom the DI
tip. in Section 7.3 we consider anotherthin film tip but in this case the tip has a
groove madeby ion milling at its apex.The purposeof the groove is to encourage
the remanenttip magnetisationto align in a directionperpendicularto the grooveand
in the plane of the cantilever.This arrangementallows the tip to be sensitiveto
componentsof induction parallelto thesurfaceof a specimenin the MFM.
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7.2

The Partially Coated DI MFM Tip

The first generationof MFM tips employedin magneticforce microscopywere fine,
electrochemicallyetchedwires such asiron, nickel and cobaltf'l. Severalstudies[2)[3)
of these tips found that the radius of curvature of the tip and the tip-specimen
separationare the main factors which limit the achievableresolution in the MFM.
Thus the magneticvolume of the tip is important in defining the resolution.Since
higher spatialresolution magneticimaging is alwaysdesirable,it follows that NIEFM
tips of lower magneticvolume are required.This led to the introduction of thin film
MFM tips. We now consider one practical method proposedfor maximising,the
spatialresolutionachievablefrom a thin film MIFM tip by minimising the magnetic
volumeof thetip.
A silicon Nanoprobe tip from DI was partially coated with a Co thin film by

Tom Pfaffelhuberof RegensburgUniversity in Germany.The magnetic film was
evaporatedfrom a point sourcewith the intention that only two facesof the tip (as
well aspartsof the cantileverandsubstrate)be coated- seefig. 7.1. The tip was then
magnetisedby the applicationof a large field directedalong the tip axis and a full
deflectionline scanrotation datasetwas taken.

UP

cantilever

substrate

/
Co thin film
source

Fig. 7.1: Diagram illustrating the directional evaporationof Co thin film onto the
rip assemblystructure. Only the surfacesof the tip assemblywhich are directly
exposedto the sourcewill be coatedwith film.
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To determine whether a partially coated DI tip mounted in a MIFM can achieve a
higher spatial resolution than is possible from an identical DI tip entirely coated with
film, we require to compare the character of the stray fields generated by each tip. A
comparison of the stray field from the partially coated DI tip with the field
reconstructed from the deflection data sets in fig. 5.1 (generated by a separateDI tip
entirely coated with film and magnetised as in the Axial Case) would have been
carried out but for the fact that the thickness of film coating each tip is not known
precisely and this influences the peak field and the spatial character of a tip's stray
field (see Section 4.5). Instead an extensive theoretical investigation comparing the
stray fields generated from a model tip partially coated with film and the field from a
tip entirely coated with film of the same thickness is required. However, prior to this,
a comparison of the deflection line scansgeneratedby the partially coated DI tip with
simulated integrated field line scans generatedby a model of this DI tip is conducted.

Fig. 7.2 showsa diagramof a possiblemodel for the DI tip partially coated
with thin film. For this modelit wasassumedthat the film evaporatedonto the DI tip
coatedthe front two facesonly. Note that this model will subsequentlybe referredto
as the Two Sided Tip. Also note that the effective geometry of the model tip is
identicalto that of Tip 3 in Chapter4.

Direction of
evaporation
of thin film
onto lip

x
sy

Fig. 7.2: Diagram of a model for the partially coated DI MFM tip. Note that the
geometry of the model is identical to that of Tip 3 in Chapter 4 (seefig. 4.5).
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A full integratedfield line scanrotation data set was calculatedfrom this tip model
and a selection of these line scans are shown in fig. 7.3. Also shown are the
correspondingexperimentaldeflection line scansgeneratedby thepartially coatedDI
MFM tip. Note that the deflection line scansgeneratedby the DI tip have been
modified by thesubtractionof a largevariablevertical shift valuefrom eachscan.
Figs. 7.3(a) and (b) show a comparisonof simulated and experimental
deflection line scanssensitive to induction normal to the plane of reconstruction.
There is reasonableagreementbetween correspondingscans. A similar level of
agreementis also found betweenthe simulatedand experimentalline scanssensitive
to induction in the plane reconstruction,see figs. 7.3(c) and (d). Note that the
contributionto the experimentaldeflectiondatasetsfrom the cantileverand substrate
portionsof the partially coatedDI tip assemblyhavenot beentaken into accountin
the model. This is a possiblereasonthat the agreementbetweenthe simulatedand
experimentaldeflectionline scansis not better.
The agreementbetweenthe simulatedand experimentaldeflection line scans
justifies the use of the Two Sided Tip model to investigate the characterof the
partially coatedDI tip field. We now comparethe stray fields and integratedstray
fields generatedby theTwo SidedTip with that from model Tip3 in Chapter4 (note
that model Tip3 is coated with a film of equal thicknessand representsa DI tip
entirely coated with film). In the following, model Tip3 will be referred to as the
Four SidedTip.
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Full simulated integrated field line scan rotation data sets were calculated
from each tip model and a scan taken from each data set (sensitive to induction
normal to the plane of reconstruction) is shown in fig. 7.4. The magnitude and the
FWHM of the scan generated by the Two Sided Tip is 14Tnm and 1200nm
respectively. The corresponding magnitude and FWHM of the scan generated by the
Four Sided Tip is 23Tnm and 850nm. Thus, as expected (due to the fact that the Two
Sided Tip is coated in a significantly smaller volume of magnetic material than the
Four Sided Tip), the magnitude of the integrated field generated by the Two Sided
Tip is smaller than that from the Four Sided Tip. Also note that the FWHM of the
integrated field generated by the Four Sided Tip is significantly smaller than the
FWHM of the integrated field from the Two Sided Tip. This is due to the fact that
Four Sided Tip model contains it larger amount of negatively polarised magnetic
charge planes than the Two Sided Tip - these tend to reduce the FWHM of the
integrated field. These points are aenerally expected and tell us little about any
difference between the character of the stray fields from the Two and Four Sided
Ips.
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Fig. 7.4: Simulated in tegrated field line scans (sensitive to induction normal to the
reconstruction plane) generated by the Two and Four Sided Tips.
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The stray field was therefore reconstructed from the two orthogonal rotation data sets
generated by the Two Sided Tip and the average was taken. The average three
dimensional field reconstructed from the two orthogonal rotation data sets generated
by the Four Sided Tip was also determined. The spatial distribution of these 3-D
fields was comparable but the fields are not shown here. Instead horizontal and
vertical scans were taken across the components of field normal to the reconstruction
plane and are shown in fig. 7.5.
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(a) Horizontal field scans taken across
the normal components offield.

(b) Verticalfield scanstakenacross
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Fig. 7.5: Scans taken across the nonnal components of the Two and Four Sided Tip
Model reconstructed stra fields.
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f/w Iwrmo/ (0111pollemofille F0111/ q) licl, /, while blue scans have been taken across the nonnal component qf the Two
Sided Tipfield.

The peak value of the normal component of field from the Two Sided Tip is found to
be 14mT, while the corresponding peak value of the field from the Four Sided Tip is
40mT. Further, in fig. 7.5(a) the FWHM of the field scans were found to be 218nm
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for theTwo SidedTip, and 220nmfor the Four SidedTip. In fig. 7.5(b) the FWHM
of the scantaken acrossthe field from the Two SidedTip was found to be 214nm,
while the correspondingFWHM of the scan taken across the field from the Four
SidedTip was found to be 225nm.
Thus the magnitudeof the stray field generatedby the Two Sided Tip is
significantly smaller than the field generatedby the Four SidedTip. Also, although
the FWHM of the Two SidedTip field is smallerthan the field from the Four Sided
Tip thedifferenceis small - beinglessthan approximately5%. This suggeststhat the
spatial resolution available from a partially coated DI MFM tip (of comparable
geometryto the model) will be only marginally higher than the resolutionavailable
from a DI tip entirely coatedwith thin film. Other methodsexist for increasingthe
spatialresolutionachievedin MagneticForceMicroscopysuch assharperMFM tips
[4101However it is a combination
and lowering the tip-specimenseparation
of these
.
methodsas well as reducingthe volume of magneticmaterial coating the MFM tip
which needto be implementedto increasethe spatial resolution significantly. We
now consideronefurther MFM tip.

7.3

The Seagate Grooved Tip

Recall from Section 2.4 that a MFM imagerepresentsa two dimensionalmap of a
convolutionof the tip magnetisationandthe samplestray field. Due to theTheory of
61we can alternativelyregarda N4FMimageasa map of a convolutionof
Reciprocityý
the tip strayfield and the specimenmagnetisation.Thus, to determinequantitatively
a specimen'smagnetisationfrom a NIFM image,we must deconvolvethe tip stray
field from the image. It thereforefollows that for quantitative MFM imaging a tip
with a known stray field distributionis required.
We havepreviouslyconsideredMFM tips (i.e. theDI tip magnetisedasin the
Axial andTransverseCasesandthe partially coatedDI tip consideredin Section7.2)
which havebeenfound to be predominatelymagnetisedalong the tip axis (evenafter
the application of a large field directed along the cantilever axis for the DI tip
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magnetisedasin the TransverseCase).In this sectionwe now considera N4FMtip
which was specifically designed so that a large component of its remanent
magnetisationbe directed perpendicularto the tip axis (i.e. in the plane of the
cantilever).This was requiredto give a field which could be usedto investigatethe
spatial variation of the magnetoresistive(MR) sensitivity over the areaof an MR
The tip was manufacturedby
sensordesignedfor data readback from hard disks[71
.
Seagateand had a groove ion milled at its apex. The groove was measuredfrom
SEM imagesto extend approximately6gm down the tip and to be approximately
200nmwide. The bottom of the grooveis assumedto be parallel to the sidesof the
tip. A magneticfilm was sputteredonto the structureafter the groove was formed
(the thicknessof this magneticfilm is not known). The tip was designedwith the
intention that a seriesof magneticdipolesbe set up acrossthe groove(whenexposed
to a magnetisingfield) therebygeneratingthe requiredstray field distribution.
The SeagateMIFMtip was magnetisedin three different ways and for eacha
full line scanrotation dataset was taken.A modelof the Seagatetip was constructed
- see fig. 7.6 - for the purpose of assisting in the determination of possible
magnetisationdistributionsfor the threecases.We now considerthe deflection data
setsandconsequentreconstructedstrayfields generatedby the Seagatetip.
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(i) View looking onto the side of the tip.

(ii) Viewlooking downonto
the top of the tip.

Fig. 7.6: Diagram of the model of the Seagatetip. Note that the
geometry of the model is the same as Tipl in Chapter 4 (seefig. 4.5).
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7.3.1 The Seagate Tip Magnetised by a Large Field Directed in the Plane
of the Cantilever and Nornial to the Groove
We first consider the Seagatetip magnetisedby the application of a large field
directednormalto the cantileveraxis and in the plane of the cantilever (i.e. directed
normal to the groove). This will subsequentlybe referred to as the Normal Case.
Several possible models for the magneticconfiguration of the Seagatetip were
constructedand are shown in fig. 7.7. Full simulated integrated field line scan
rotation data sets were calculated from each tip model but are not shown here.
Insteada selectionof line scansgeneratedby thetip model GT_1 (seefig. 7.7(a)) are
shown in fig. 7.8. Also shownare the correspondingdeflection line scansgenerated
by the Seagatetip. Note that the experimentaldeflection line scanshave again been
modified by thesubtractionof a largevariablevertical shift valuefrom eachscan.

Dirc(lioll (ý/
-ma

I'llý field

1¶

(a) Tip modei GT-J.

(b) Tip model GT-2-

(c) Tip model GT-3.

Fig. 7.7: Three possible magnetic cmiligurations oj'tlle Seagate tip magnetised as in
the Normal Case. Note that each individual Jill', is magnetised in the plane qj'the
jilm. Also note that the +'s und -'s indicate the directions oj'the series of dipoles set
up across the groove.
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Fig. 7.8: Comparison of a selection of deflection line scans generated by the
Seagatetip magnetised as in the Normal Casewith the simulated integratedfield
line scans generated by tip model GT I (seefig. 7.7(a)).
Note that the scans in (a) and (c) are separatedfrom the corresponding scans in
(b) and (d) by 90'about the rotation axis.
Also note that the deflection line scansgenerated by the Seagate tip have had a
constant deflection value subtractedfrom them. The value subtracted was the
average value of the end-points of the scans.
Further note that the blue scans vveregenerated by the partiall coated DI tip,
'v
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Figs. 7.8(a) and (b) show a comparison of experimental and simulated line scans
sensitive to induction normal to the plane of reconstruction. It is clear from a visual
comparison of the con-esponding line scans that there is reasonable agreement
between the character of the simulated and experimental deflection data. This is also
found for a comparison of simulated and experimental deflection line scans sensitive
to induction in the plane of reconstruction, see figs. 7.8(c) and (d). Therefore the
suggestion is that tip model G711 is a possible model for the Seagatetip magnetised
in the Normal Case.
Note that in the absence of detailed information on the Seagate tip film

thickness,a similar level of agreementcan also be achievedfor comparisonof these
experimentaldeflection line scanswith the simulateddeflection datageneratedby tip
modelsGT-2 andGT 3. However,the thicknessof film coatingeachtip modelmust
be modified accordingly(to ensurethe tip modelsgeneratestrayfield of comparable
magnitudeto the experimentaltip field). Thereforethe tip modelsGTI-2and G7J
are also possiblemodelsfor the Seagatetip magnetisedin the Normal Case.
The tip models therefore suggest that the Seagatetip is predominately
magnetisednormal to the groove (however it is not clear which tip model best
resemblesthe practicaltip). We now considerthe stray field reconstructedfrom the
deflection data sets generatedby the Seagatetip and make a comparisonwith the
fields reconstructedfrom the rotationdata setsgeneratedby the tip models.
Fig. 7.9(a)showsthe 'best fit' three dimensionalfield reconstructedfrom the
orthogonal deflection data sets generatedby the Seagatetip (i.e. the in-plane
componentshave been reconstructedfrom the deflection data set sensitive to
inductionnormal to theplane of reconstruction,while the normalcomponentof field
is reconstructedfrom the deflection data set sensitiveto induction in the plane of
reconstruction- seeSections6.3 and 6.4). Fig. 7.9(b) showsthe correspondingthree
dimensionalfield reconstructedfrom the simulatedrotationdata setsgeneratedby tip
modelGT-1.
A visual comparisonof the correspondingfield componentsclearly suggests
that the experimentaland simulatedreconstructedfields are very similar. Field scans
were taken acrosseachof thesefield componentsand a selection are shownin figs.
7.9(c) and(d). From thesescansit is clearthat thereis goodagreementbetweenthe
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(a) Strayfield reconstructedfrom the deflection data sets generated by the Seagate
tip magnetised as in the Nonnal Case.
(b) Strayfield reconstructedfrom the simulated deflection data sets generated tip
model GT-I (seefig. 7.7(a)).
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Fig. 7.9: Strayfields reconstructedfrom the rotation data sets generated by the
Seagatetip magnetised as in the Normal Case and the tip model GT I (seefig.
7.7(a)).
Also shown are scans taken across the reconstructedfields in (a) and (b).
Note that the blue scans are taken across the reconstructedfields ill (a), while
the rci/mall s an , hlkc,, ilcro.s,ý flic recoll'sI/.//,-te'd11"idsill (1)).
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simulated and experimentalreconstructedfields. Note that a similarly favourable
agreementcan also be obtainedfrom a comparisonof the experimentalreconstructed
field with the field reconstructedfrom the rotationdata setsgeneratedby tip models
G7ý_2and GT-3 (however the thicknessof each model tip film must be modified
accordinglyto achieveagreementwith the experimentaldeflectiondata).
In Section 5.2.2 we concludedthat the DI MFM tip magnetisedas in the
TransverseCasewas still predominatelymagnetisedalong the tip axis evenafter the
application of a large field directed along the cantilever axis. In this section we
conclude that a groove ion milled at the tip apex does encouragethe tip
magnetisationto settle in the planeof the cantileverand normal to the groove.Note
however, that without a measureof the Seagatetip film thickness it is not clear
which of the tip modelsin fig. 7.7 bestrepresentsthe Seagatetip magnetisation.We
now consider the Seagatetip re-magnetisedby the application of a large field
directedin the planeof the cantileverandparallelto the cantileveraxis.

7.3.2 The SeagateTip Magnetised by a Large Field Directed Along the
Cantilever Axis
by theapplicationof a largefield directedalong
The Seagate
tip wasre-magnetised
be referredto
thecantileveraxis(i.e. in thegroovedirection).This will subsequently
Case.
astheTransverse
Severalpossible models for the magneticconfiguration of the Seagatetip
magnetisedas in the TransverseCasewere constructedand are shown in fig. 7.10.
Full line scanrotation datasetswereagaincalculatedfrom eachtip model but are not
shown here. A comparisonof the line scan deflection data sets generatedby the
Seagatetip with the data setsgeneratedby the tip models(GT 4, GT-5 and G7ý_6)
was carried out as was a comparisonof the experimental and simulated fields
reconstructedfrom these data sets (these comparisonsare not shown here), The
agreementbetween the experimental and the simulated data was poor and this
indicatedthat the tip models(in fig. 7.10) did not representpossiblemagnetisation
distributionsfor the Seagatetip film in this case.
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Direction of
magnetising field
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(a) Tip modelGT 4.

(b) Tip modelGT 5.

(c) Tip modelGT 6

Fig. 7.10: Three possible magnetic configurations of the Seagate tip magnetised as
in the Transverse Case. Note that each individual film is magnetised in the plane of
thefilm. Also note that the +'s and -'s indicate the directions of the series of dipoles
set up across the groove.

However, it was observed that the stray field from the Seagate tip magnetised as in
the Transverse Case was very similar to the field from the same tip magnetised as in
the Normal Case (i. e. the tip considered in Section 7.3.1), see figs. 7.11(a) and (b).
As a further comparison, field scans were again taken across each of the field
components and a selection are shown in figs. 7.11(c) and (d). It is clear from these
scans that there is excellent agreement between the experimental reconstructed
fields. Note that a comparison of corresponding deflection line scans generated by
the Seagatetip magnetisedas in the Normal and Transverse Cases were also found to
give good agreement, seefig. 7.12.

We thereforeconcludethat the magnetisationof the Seagatetip magnetised
in the TransverseCaseis still predominatelydirectedin the plane of the cantilever
and normal to the groove,despitethe applicationof a large field directedalong the
cantileveraxis. It follows that the tip modelsin fig. 7.7 (i.e. GT-1, GT 2 and GT 3)
representpossiblemagnetisationdistributionsfor the Seagatetip film magnetisedin
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(a) StraYfield reconstructedfroln the deflection data sets generated by the Seagate
tip magnetised as in the Nomial Case.
(b) Stray field reconstructedfrom the deflection data sets generated by the Seagate
tip inagnetised as in the Transverse Case.
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Fig. 7.11: Strayfields reconstructedfrom the rotation data sets generated by the
Seagatetip inagnetised as in the Nonnal and Transverse Cases.
Also shown arefield scanstaken across the reconstructedfields in (a) and (b).
Note that the blue scans are taken across the reconstructedfields in (a), while
the r, 'd ý,, m ý are Ijk,,,, a, roý \ I//(' rc( moirlicicil /WhA ill (b).
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Fig. 7.12: Comparison of a selection of corresponding deflection line scans
generated by the Seagatetip magnetised as in the Normal and Transverse Cases.
Note that the scans in (a) and (c) are separatedjýoni the corresponding scans in (b)
and (d) by 90'about the rotation axis.
Also note that all the deflection line scanshave had a constant deflection value
subtractedfrom them. The value subtracted was the average value oj, the endpoints of the scans.
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this case. Ho\\e\-er, in the absence of detailed information on the Seagate film
thickness it is agam not clear ýNhich tip model best represents the experimental tip.
We now consider the Seagate tip re-magnetised by the application of a large field
directed normal to the plane ofthe cantilever.

7.3.3 Tlie Seagate Tip Nlagiietised by a Large Field Directed Aloiig the
TipAxis
The Seagatetip ýýasre-magnetisedhý the applicationof a large field directedalong
the tip axis. This will subsequentlybe referred to as the Axial Case.A possible
model for the Seagatetip rnagnetisedin this manneris shown in fig. 7.13. A full
integratedfield line scanrotation data set was calculatedfrom the model but is not
shown here. Insteada comparisonof a selectionof simulated deflection line scans
by the tip
(sensitiveto induction normal to the plane of reconstruction)O'enerated
model GT 7 with the correspondingexperimentaldeflection line scansgeneratedby
the Seagatetip is shownin fig. 7.14.

01

III, modc/ OL ý-

Fig. 7.13: A possible magnetic (wlifigill-ation oj'the Seagate tip magnetised us in the
Axial Ca.sc. Note that each individual. 111inis magnetised ill the plane qj'thefilm. Also
note that the +'s indicate polarity of' the magnetic charge density (it the groove
e(lges.
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Fig. 7.14: Comparison of a selection of deflection line scans (sensitive to induction
normal to the plane of reconstruction) generated by the Seagate tip magnetised as in
the A-vial Case with simulated deflection line scans generated by tip model GT 7.
Note that the scans in (a) are separatedfrom the corresponding scans in (b) -by 90'
about the rotation axis. Also note that the experimental deflection line scans have
had a constant deflection value subtractedfrom them. The value subtracted was the
average value of the end-points of the scans.
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It is clear from a visual comparison of the corresponding line scans in fig. 7.14 that
the character of the simulated integrated field does not compare favourably with the
experimental deflection data. This was also found for a comparison of corresponding
simulated and experimental deflection line scans sensitive to induction in the plane
of reconstruction but is not shown here. This suggests that the Seagate tip
magnetised in the Axial Caseis not entirely magnetised along the tip axis - even after
it has been exposed to a large field applied along that direction. We now consider the
stray field reconstructed from the deflection data sets generated by the Seagate tip
and make a comparison with the corresponding field from the tip model GT-7.
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Fig. 7.15(a) shows the 'best fit' three dimensionalfield reconstructedfrom
the deflection data sets generatedby the Seagatetip. Fig. 7.15(b) shows the
correspondingthreedimensionalfield reconstructedfrom the simulatedrotation data
setsgeneratedby tip modelGT-7.
A visual comparisonof the correspondingfield componentsclearly suggests
that the character of the simulated and experimental reconstructed fields are very
similar. Field scans were again taken across each of the corresponding field
components and a selection is shown in figs. 7.15(c) and (d). From these scans it is
clear that there is agreement between the simulated and experimental reconstructed
fields. However the experimental reconstruction indicates a sharper field directed
along the tip axis.
Recall from Section 4.4 that the tip film coating approximately the top I to
3ýtm of the tip (depending on the magnetic configuration of the tip) was found to be
the most imporlant for defining the character of the tip stray field. Thin film coating
the tip beyond 3gm from the apex was found to have little influence on the character
of the field immediately in front of the tip. However this portion of the magnetic film
was found to influence significantly the character of the integrated field generated by
the tip. Thus, the implication from the fact that there is good agreement between the
simulated and experimental reconstructed fields is that at least the top I to 3gm of
the Seagate tip film is predominately magnetised along the tip axis. The poor
agreement between the simulated and experimental deflection line scans, however,
suggests that the film beyond 3gm from the apex of the Seagate tip is not
pmdominately magnetised along the tip axis.
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(a) Strayfield reconstructedfrorn the deflection data sets generated by the Seagate
tip magnetised as in the Axial Case.
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reconstructedfrom the simulated deflection data sets generated tip
model GT-7 (seefig. 7.13).
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Fig. 7.15: Stray fields reconstructedfrom the rotation data sets generated by the
Seagate tip magnetised as in the Axial Case and the tip model GT 7 (seefig. 7.13).
Also shown are field scans taken across the reconstructedfields in (a) and (b).
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We now consider anotherpossiblemodel for the Seagatetip magnetisedin
the Axial case,see fig. 7.16. The film coating the top 3grn of the tip model is
magnetisedaxially, while the rest of the film is magnetisedin the plane of the
cantilever and normal to the groove (similar to the Seagatetip magnetisedin the
Normal andTransversecases).A full integratedfield line scanrotation data set was
calculatedfrom the tip model. A selectionof these simulated line scanswith the
correspondingexperimentaldeflection line scansgeneratedby the Seagatetip are
shownin fig. 7.17.
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(i) Viewlooking onto
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(ii) View looking down
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Fig. 7.16. Another possible magnetic configuration of the Seagate tip magnetised as
in the Axial Case. Note that the top 3pn of the tip film is magnetised axially, while
the rest of the tip film is magnetised in the plane of the cantilever and normal to the
groove.

A visual comparisonof the con-esponding
line scansin fig. 7.17 indicatesthat there
is some agreementbetweenthe simulated and experimental line scans.However
there are also some significant differencesin the characterbetweencorresponding
scans.This may be dueto the fact that thecontribution to the experimentaldeflection
data setsfrom the cantileverand substrateportionsof the Seagatetip assemblyhas
not beentakeninto accountin the model.
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Fig. 7.17: Comparison of a selection of deflection line scans generated by the
SeagateMFM tip magnetised in the Axial case with simulated integratedfield line
scans generated b'y the tip model GT 8.
Note that the scans in (a) are separated b'v60'about the rotation axisfrom the scans
in (b). The same is true of the scans in (c) and (d).
Also note that the experimental deflection line scansgenerated by the Seagate tip
have had a constant deflection value subtractedfrom them. The value subtracted was
the average value of the end-points of the scans.
Further note that Ilw red scons ýwrc tý,,m rawd
lip, while the blue
scans were generated bY the tip model GT-8.
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The character of the stray fields reconstructed from the simulated and
experimental line scan deflection data setswere found to compare favourably - as the
field scans in fig. 7.18 show. We therefore conclude that tip model GT_8 is a
possible model for the Seagatetip magnetised in the Axial case.
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Fig. 7.18: Comparison offield scan componentsreconstructedfrom the line scan
deflection data sets generated by the Seagatetip magnetised ill the Axial case and
file lip model GT-8.
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It has been shown that the magnetisation of the experimental Seagate tip is
predominately in the plane of the cantilever and normal to the groove provided the
niagnetising field is directed in the plane of the cantilever. Since the grooved
character of the Seagatetip is the only significant physical difference to the DI tips
considered in earlier sections, we conclude that the groove does facilitate the
remanent magnetisation settling in the plane of the cantilever and normal to the
groove.
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7.4

Summary and Conclusions

The models considered in Section 7.2 suggest that similar spatial resolution is
achievable from a DI MFM tip either partially coated or entirely coated with
magnetic film. However the magnitude of the stray field from the partially coated tip
is significantly smaller than that from a fully coated tip. Therefore a partially coated
DI tip (mounted in an MFM) will alter a sample magnetisation to a lesser extent than
an identical tip fully coated with magnetic material (while still achieving a similar
spatial resolution). It follows that the partially coated DI MIFM tip will be useful for
imaging 'softer' magnetic materials (i. e. materials for which the large field from the
fully coated DI tip effects the specimen magnetisation significantly).
In Section 7.3, the grooved character of the Seagatetip was found to facilitate
the remanent magnetisation settling in the plane of the cantilever and normal to the
groove (provided the magnetising field is directed in the plane of the cantilever).

Do-
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Chapter 8

Conclusionsand Future Work

8.1

Conclusions

The work described in this thesis was concerned with a theoretical characterisation of
the stray field from a MFM tip and the structure on which it is built. We also
investigated the accuracy of practical methods (i. e. electron beam tomographic
reconstruction methods) for characterising the tip field.
The experimental line scan deflection data sets generated by a DI N4FM tip

assemblywere presentedin this thesis.Possibletip, cantilever and substratemodels
for the DI tip assemblywere constructed.Thesemodelsindicated that in the vicinity
of the tip, the tip field dominatesover the combinedcantilever and substratefield.
However the small cantilever and substratefield (relative to the peak tip field) is
spreadover a far larger distancethan the tip field. The large spreadof the cantilever
and substratefield ensuresthat their field integrals are large and therefore the
cantilever and substratecontribution to the tip assembly's deflection data sets is
significant. With regardto the experimentalline scandeflection data setsgenerated
by the DI MFM tip (seefigs. 5.1 and 5.2), the modelssuggestthat the tip portion of
the DI tip assemblyis predominatelyresponsiblefor the shape characterof the
deflection line scans,while the cantileverand substrateportion is responsiblefor the
largevertical shifts of theexperimentalscans.
Both the ART and RTM reconstructionmethodsrequire 'well behaved'input
deflection data setscontaining line scanswhich decreaseto zero at their extremesto
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produce an accurate reconstruction of the 3-D tip stray field. The large cantilever and
substrate contribution to the experimental deflection data sets was therefore expected
to effect the accuracy of the reconstructed tip assembly field. However, two methods
for obtaining an accurate reconstruction of the 3-D MFM tip stray field from non
4well behaved' input deflection data sets using the RTM reconstruction technique
were demonstrated.
The first method involved reconstructing the 3-D stray field from each of the
tip assembly's orthogonal deflection data sets. The in-plane components of field
reconstructed from the deflection data set sensitive to induction normal to the plane
of reconstruction, and the normal component of field reconstructed from the
deflection data set sensitive to induction in the plane of reconstruction were found to
be accurate representationsof the tip assembly's three stray field components.
The second method for accurate reconstruction of the tip field from the non

'well behaved'deflectiondata setsusingthe RTM methodrequired a modification of
the input deflection data sets.In this casea constantdeflection value was subtracted
from eachdeflection line scanso that the endsof each line scan were approximately
zero (this is an approximatemethod for subtractionof the cantilever and substrate
contribution to the tip assemblydeflection data sets).The averageof the 3-D stray
field reconstructedfrom each of the modified orthogonal deflection data sets also
givesan accuraterepresentationof the MFM tip field.
Investigationsinto the accuracyof the strayfield reconstructedusingthe ART
techniquewerealso undertaken.It was found that strayfield reconstructedfrom 'well
behaved'line scandeflection data setsusingthe ART method was not asaccuratea
representationof the tip field asthe field reconstructedfrom the samedeflection data
setsusingtheRTM technique.In fact the less'well behaved'the input deflectiondata
setsto the ART methodwere,then the lessaccuratethe reconstructedfield was found
to be.
In conclusion,the RTM methodis the mostaccuratereconstructiontechnique
tested in this thesis (for reconstructingfield from 'well behaved' and non 'well
behaved'line scandeflectiondata sets)andis thereforepreferredfor investigationsof
MFM tip stray fields.
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8.2

Future Work

In this section possible future work is discussed.

1.

A theoretical investigationinto the effect of the electron probe size on the

measureddeflectiondata was undertakenin Section6.8. We concludedthat provided
1) the coneof electronsin the STEM is predominatelydeflectedby stray field in the
immediatevicinity of the focusedelectrondisk, and 2) the focusedelectronprobeis
of a similar size or smaller than the sampling distance, then the effect on the
measureddeflection datais small. An extensionof this work would be to formulatea
techniquefor deconvolutionof the electronprobefrom the measureddeflection data
(by approximatingthe electronprobeto be a 2-D Gaussiandistribution). Thereforea
smaller samplingdistancecould be usedin a practical experimentand the original
deflection data could be deconvolved from the measured deflection data and
consequentlya higher spatialresolutionachieved.
2.

Using existing tip, cantilever and substrate models and by constructing
specimenmodels,the tip-specimeninteractioncould be simulated.With knowledge
of the initial model tip and specimen magnetisationdistributions, an iterative
techniquefor deconvolutionof the tip stray field from the simulatedNIFM images
shouldbe sought.
3.

Possible magnetisation distributions for the tip portion of the DI tip assembly

were investigated briefly using the LLG Micromagnefics Simulaloý" (this package
solves the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (2)equations using finite difference methods). The
relatively large scaleof the tip structure meansthat realistic tip models require several
days (even weeks) computation to determine a suitable remanent tip magnetisation.
However, small portions of the tip film can be modelled separately provided suitable
boundary conditions are used. Preliminary investigations modelling the top 0.5gm
portion of the tip film (from the tip apex) have shown promise. Further investigations
are warranted.
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Appendix I

In Chapter4 the equationsrequiredfor the calculationof the magneticfield from a
uniformly magnetisedblock were given. The three components of H are now
calculatedfrom equations(4.2) and(4.3) andthe following notationis used,

x -x'= aZx-L,

Z' =y

=a-

y-4

x+ L, -=aý

L2

y+

=b-

z-

= b+

z+

L3

= C-

L3

= C+

(1)

Equation(4.2) is now usedto give the threecomponentsof H.

Comvonent H,,
The expressionfor 4, usingthe substitutionsin (1) is,

m
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a. C.
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adadr

ff
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22+

+ b-
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r2]y2

a-r-[a

222

+b++r

]72

(2)

Theseare two very similar integralsand we considerone only with the substitutions
to=a2

+b2 +y2 and dw=2ada

then,

a,
C.

a.

f dy f d(o
2a)/2-V

[a 221+r2
+b

]Y2
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(3)
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this integral is easily solvedas,

11,
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Thus the complete expression for 11ý,is calculated as the sum of several terms like
equation (4) and is given by,
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H,

From equation (4.2) the expression for H., using the notation described in equation

MIS,
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4;r
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Again we have two double integrals with the basic form being,
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a,

C.

da

ýdy f2

aja +b
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2 +y2

(7)

Y2

Integratingthis with respectto the variableais a standardintegral which leaves,

a
(b 2

+y2)(a2

dy
+b

(8)

+ y2)y

Solving this integral is complicated and requires several substitutions - the first being
y =utant9

with u2 =a2 +b2 and dy=useC2 &d&, so that the terms of equation

(8) are of the fonn,
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using basic trigonometric rules. This equation can be further simplified by,
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and now thesubstitutionv=a sin 0 with dv =a cosOdd meansthat,

ft;
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dv
7-+ V2,
v2,

on substituting the variables back in this gives,
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This cumbersome expression is the basic form of the component Hy which from

equation(6) is,
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Comimnent H.
The calculation of H. from equation (4.2) involves solving the following integral,
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the similarity between equations (2) and (14) is clear. In fact the calculations are

identicalwith y replacingotso that the full expressionfor H, is given as,
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